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INTRODUCTION
Simona Beretta*, Mathias Nebel**

1. IMPLEMENTING A COMMON GOOD APPROACH TO MUNICIPALITIES

q 2020 Vita e Pensiero / Pubblicazioni dell’Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

1.1. Common good: a rhetorical principle or a practicable path?
The expression ‘‘common good’’ is formed by two seemingly simple words:
after all, we know what we mean when we say ‘‘common’’, and we know what
we mean when we say ‘‘good’’. But we often feel that ‘‘common good’’ is just a
figure of speech, a piece of rhetoric. We are likely to feel disturbed by the frequent
and casual reference to the common good by partisan politics, and to disregard references to the common good by decent people as a form of naivety. So, why
should we bother to explore the precise, analytical meaning of this expression? Or
to provide a framework for assessing reality from a common good perspective?
The reason is straightforward: we need fresh thinking on how to practically live
together in an interdependent world, where we have too much in common, for
good and for bad, to pretend we can solve interconnected problems by facing each
of them one at a time, in a piecemeal perspective. This is the motivation behind
the work presented in this Special issue, devoted to making sense of defining the
notion of common good in a practical, operational way, in order to provide some
initial empirical evidence for assessing and measuring the quality and the dynamics
of a concrete, specific ‘‘system of common goods’’ within specific communities.
In particular, the Special issue provides empirical evidence for different Mexican
municipalities.
Dealing with the foundational aspect of devising appropriate methodologies for
assessing the systemic quality of living-together in concrete local communities provides interesting insights on other crucial issues. After all, interdependence is all
around us, both in specific environments (say, firms) as well as in society at large.
Thus, we are convinced that working on common good dynamics may also provide insights on appropriate methodologies for assessing development processes.
The dynamic of development is indeed still poorly understood. While we do have

* Simona Beretta, Professor of International Economics at the School of Political and Social
Sciences, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore. She is also director of the Centro di Ateneo per
la Dottrina Sociale della Chiesa. Email: simona.beretta@unicatt.it.
** Mathias Nebel is a full-time professor of Social Ethics and Christian Social Thought at
the Universidad Popular Autónoma del Estado de Puebla. He is the director of the research institute Instituto Promotor del Bien Común. Email: matthias.nebel@upaep.mx.
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sophisticated tools to grasp many aspects of development process in any given society que question remains: how do these pieces fit together? How do they interact
and where do they lead the whole of society? ‘‘Everything is connected’’: this reiterated statement in Pope Francis encyclical letters Laudato si’ and Fratelli tutti
calls for serious consideration.

1.2. How did this special issue emerge?
This Special issue of the RISS publishes the framework for a common good approach to development as well as some empirical applications of the same to municipalities in Mexico. It is the result of a longstanding research project headed by
the Instituto Promotor del Bien Común at the UPAEP University in Mexico. The
project started in 2017 and involved over 40 academics in Mexico and abroad,
through the combination of a core research group in Puebla, four International Research Seminars and two Conferences.
The main objective of the project is to propose a common good approach to
development, by which we mean an approach that centers on the systems of commons structuring a society and the dynamic of their equilibrium1. How do these
equilibriums of commons goods form, stabilize and evolve? How do commons
goods organize and how do we govern them? Are there more human and less human systems of common goods? Moreover, can we eventually identify some normative key drivers controlling these complex equilibriums and driving them toward
a more human coexistence? Rather than to focus on development conditions, goals
or targets we assume that the quality of development process is central to achieve
both a human and sustainable development.
A common good approach takes as starting point that a society can be described as a complex system of commons: what we call a ‘‘nexus’’2 of common
goods. Some of these common goods will be more important than others, with the
most basic ones involving almost all the population, like culture, language, religions, the state or the market. Any system of common goods is at least partially
integrated and hierarchized, conforming a complex and dynamic equilibrium that
constantly changes and evolves. Each country, each population has its own and
distinctive arrangement of common goods. Some countries, for example, value
more the market, others give to the State a predominant role. Some will recognize
a major role to religion while other don’t. The possible arrangements are many
and hierarchies among basic common goods may differ from one country to another.
However, the equilibrium is not only about hierarchies. It is also and more im1

We assume the equilibrium as being non-autopoietic, i.e. as a complex social construct.
Rather than the terms ‘‘network’’ or ‘‘web’’ now overused because of the internet and globalization we prefer the Latin term ‘‘nexus’’, which means ‘‘relationship, intertwining or linkage
of causes, connection, bond’’, a term linked in Roman law to that of responsibility or duty.
2
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portantly perhaps about the coherence existing between common goods and their
integration as a functioning, practical way of living together (a unit of shared understanding and practices). No system of common goods is totally coherent and integrated, but none can survive if it is not at all. There will always be tensions between the different common goods, even in a relatively stable nexus. Take for example the duties owed to the state and those due to religion or the tensions between
economic growth and the environment. Our specific interest is thus the following:
how are the specific meaning, rationality and rules proper to each common good integrated within each system? We are interested in their ‘‘systemic coherence’’, in
the ‘‘unit of shared understanding and practices’’ created for the population by each
nexus. Then something quite obvious appears as the key question of development
process: we should aim at an ever more human living-together. Does this specific
nexus of common goods allow us to coexist as human beings? Or does it rather exclude some part of the population from the practices of humanity? Are certain
group of people reduced to live in hell while others enjoy consideration and respect? Rather than to focus on the formal, often legal definition of dignity, we are
interested on how society are ‘‘doing dignity’’3, that is on common good process.

1.3. How the matrix of common good dynamics took shape
In 2017, a first interdisciplinary research seminar in Puebla saw over 35 scholars discuss the theoretical possibility and practical feasibility of such an approach.
During the following two years this discussion went on through a sequence of
other research seminars and conferences in Barcelona (06/2018). Notre Dame (10/
2018) and back in Puebla (03/2019; 02/2020). Each time a discussion paper prepared by the IPBC would gather the results of the previous event and propose
some new inputs to be discussed in the next one. Soon the theoretical apparatus
sustaining a matrix of common good dynamics took shape, corrected and enriched
by the many participants insights. Here are the key elements of our approach.
First a common good approach to development builds on a specific anthropological position. It assumes that a person is given in relationships and achieve his/
her own humanity through them. We assume with Aristoteles that human nature is
a shared entelechy. To say it more plainly: we are either human together or not at
all. Such anthropological stance rejects the pessimistic assumption of modernity
about the origins of societies. The human condition is a social one and society is
not born out of passions, fear or violence (Hobbes) but out of the need and the
capability to cooperate (Arendt4). It assumes that my freedom and your freedom
are not antagonistic but essentially complementary. Two important elements of our
3

Carozza P., Sedmak C. (Eds) (2020). The Practice of Human Development and Dignity.
University of Notre Dame Press, South Bend, IN.
4
Arendt H. (1998). The human condition. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, pp. 175176.
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approach are derived from this anthropological stance: First, the overall normative
horizon of societies is their own humanity. Second, collective agency freedom is
the key element necessary for system of common good to exist. Both can be considered as key normative drivers of common good dynamics in a society.
Secondly, we define humanity as the systemic achievement of a common good
dynamic, denoting the human quality of our coexistence in the system. More specifically, we characterize ‘‘humanity’’ as the achievement of a core set of social
goods shared to the overall population both as common benefits and common
practices. By collective agency freedom5, we refer to the capability of a population
to mobilize, reach consensus, organize and achieve collective goal, i.e. the capability to engage with others and act together freely, cooperating to the consecution
of social goods6. Accordingly, collective agency freedom can be seen as the main
‘‘engine’’ of common good dynamics whereas humanity may function as the
‘‘compass’’ or ‘‘normative horizon’’ of the same.
Thirdly, and building on Ostrom’s work and the experience of communitybased development programs, we identified three further normative drivers, specifically linked to the integration of the system of common goods, namely: governance, justice and stability. By justice we mean the fair processes by which people
take part to the common goods of the nexus, or in other words, justice as the fair
generation of the different social goods making up the nexus, including a just distribution of its common benefits7. Stability describes the preservation and reinvention of the achieved humanity of the nexus and sees for its long future8. Finally,
by governance we mean the capability for the system to preserve itself, to adapt
and project toward an ever-more-human common future9. Together, Agency freedom, Humanity, Governance, Justice and Stability make up the five normative elements of our matrix of common good dynamics that is presented in more detail in
Nebel and Arbesu’s article in this issue.
5
On agency and collective capability, see: Ibrahim S., Alkire S. (2007). Agency and Empowerment: A Proposal for Internationally Comparable Indicators. Oxford Development Studies,
35/4, 379-403. Deneulin S. (2008). Beyond Individual Freedom and Agency: Structures of Living Together. In F. Comim, H. Qizilbash, S. Alkire (Eds). The capability approach: concepts,
measures and applications. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, pp. 105-124.
6
Cfr. Nebel M., Nebel-Herrera M.T (2018). Measuring the Meta-Capability of Agency: A
Theoretical Basis for Creating a Responsibility Indicator. In F. Comim, S. Fennell, P. Anand
(Eds). New Frontiers of the Capability Approach, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, pp.
82-115.
7
Cfr. Walzer W. (1985). Spheres of justice. Blackwell, Oxford, pp. 6-10. Walzer M. (1994).
Thick and Thin: Moral Argument at Home and Abroad. Notre Dame University Press, ND, pp.
32-36. Hess C. (2008). ‘‘Mapping the New Commons’’, 38-40. Riordan P. (2015). Global
Ethics and Global Common Goods. Bloomsbury, London, pp. 159-178.
8
Cfr. Bergson H. (1950). Time and free will, George Allen, London, pp. 100-128. Arendt,
H (1972). La crise de la culture. Gallimard, Paris, pp. 223-252. Nebel M. (2013). Peut-on éduquer à la charité. Transversalite´s, 126/2, 131-144.
9
Ostrom E. (1994). Neither market nor state: governance of common pool resources in the
twenty-first century. International Food Policy Research Institute, Washington DC, pp. 1-33.
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1.4. The application of a metric of common good dynamics
On the ground of this theoretical framework, IPBC presented in 2019 a first
version of a metric, derived from our matrix, and intended to capture common
good dynamics at the level of municipalities. The idea was to show that the matrix
could actually be brought to practice, providing a new set of data that could help
assessing development process. A first instrument was issued in February 2019 by
the core research group in Puebla and subsequently revised till we reached the present version. For each dimensions of the matrix, we carefully elaborated and discussed questions through regular meetings of two hours every 15 day over eight
months (See article by Garza-Vásquez and Ramı́rez).
Simultaneously we approached several municipalities from the State of Puebla
and asked if they would be willing to help us apply the instrument. We validated
the instrument through a pilot survey in February 2019 in the town of Atlixco
and applied several cognitive interviews to fine-tune the questionnaire. A revised
instrument was then drafted and applied as a second pilot probe during July and
August in the municipality of Ocotepec, State of Puebla. This second pilot probe
was directed at testing the capacity of the instrument to capture the desired information and helped us understand how we could process the resulting data. Finally, during fall 2019, two full probes where applied to the municipalities of San
Andres Cholula and Atlixco, respectively a peri-urban and a rural municipality
both in the state of Puebla (Articles by Ramı́rez and Garza-Vásquez; Ávila-Valdez and Castro-Manzano; Garza-Vázquez, Aranda-Vargas and Roy Nuñez). This
issue of the RISS presents the results of these different empirical applications of
the metric10.

2. DEVELOPMENT AND COMMON GOOD

2.1. Beyond the rhetoric of the common good: addressing the multidimensional
nature of development
The ‘‘nexus’’ approach to the common good, still preliminary in its empirical
results, has an original feature: it practically tackles the task of implementing the
analytical insight that ‘‘everything is connected’’. Much has been written and dis10
Preliminary drafts of the articles in this Special issue were presented at a research seminar
in March 2020 in Puebla, where the authors had the opportunity to discuss their results with experts in the field of national statistics (INEGI), human development (UNDP-LA) and poverty
measurement (CONEVAL). We were praised for the originality of our approach of development
process and received many useful criticisms and remarks, mainly addressing the statistical methodology of our probes. We are grateful for these comments that decidedly improved the present
articles. We are currently planning to further apply the metric in 2021 to two Mexican cities,
namely Puebla and Queretaro, as well as to follow up the first application in Atlixco and San
Andres Cholula with a second one in 2021 or 2022.
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cussed about the multidimensional nature of development, but multidimensionality
is often practically translated into drafting lists of goals and targets. This is surely
a better strategy that simply focusing on economic growth, but actually falls short
of an accurate representation of the integration process of this multidimensionality.
As described above, this Special issue elaborate on multidimensionality starting
from a vision of development as systemic change, where many dimensions are intertwined to form one ‘‘nexus’’. We emphasize that complexity in the nexus cannot be addressed according to piecemeal procedures, such as aggregating individual information relative to conditions or outcomes in a number of dimensions.
However rich and articulated, a list of dimensions will never capture the systemic,
dynamic phenomenon of development.
The notion of ‘‘integral’’ development captures the systemic nature of development, expressing the idea that development is neither a situation, nor an outcome:
it is a dynamic process unfolding in time and space. It cannot be reduced to checking whether basic preconditions are in place, nor to measuring achievements on a
predefined list of desirable outcomes. Assessing preconditions and measuring outcomes can obviously provide very useful information, of the kind that allow – to
use a familiar expression in Economics – a comparative statics analysis; but not a
truly dynamic account of what is in facts happening along the process, in real time
and real space.

2.2. Development is about systemic change: dynamic and relational
Measuring change in comparative statics terms does not amount to understanding the drivers of change, and the process of change. Understanding (and measuring) development is (or ought to be) an intrinsically dynamic endeavor. It mirrors
the process of generating development, where actual people, in the here and now
of history, mysteriously drive history. In other words, development is a practical,
intrinsically dynamic process where people are protagonist.
The expression ‘‘people’’ is often used in casual way, but it deserves attention.
Speaking of people implies that there is a ‘‘we’’ of some sort; for people to be
protagonist, such ‘‘we’’ has to be consciously pronounced by a number of persons
that mean something real, concrete, operational when they speak that word. They
have something in common, so that saying ‘‘we’’ resonates with their personal experience. ‘‘We’’ may have in common material things, non-material institutional
settings, personalized and generalized relations, symbolic meanings.
‘‘I’’ and ‘‘we’’ are two indispensable polarities (to use the expression by Romano Guardini11) of any realistic representation of how development occurs, dri11

Sound anthropology recognizes that we are persons-in-relation: we can tell who we are by
referring to the narrative of our personal history of contingent, multifaceted encounters: from
birth (her genealogy) through all subsequent encounters (with things and people), thus, persons
are ‘‘I-in-relation’’, to use A. Scola (2012) building upon Romano Guardini’s reflection on ‘‘po-
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ven by the dynamism of personal and group agency. When ‘‘I’’ act, my decisions materialize not in the void (we are not ‘‘brains in a vat’’), but in a concrete material, relational and symbolic space where ‘‘we’’ live. More accurately,
the human artefact we call the world is a space where we inhabit ‘‘in common’’.
Hence, development needs to be considered as a concrete process, occurring in a
specific time and space, intrinsically relational in nature. Development is a path
people are actually walking together, not an abstract destination, a goal set for
the future.

2.3. The role of communities in development: theoretical insights and practical approaches
The ‘‘we’’ dimension is often neglected not only in macro development theories, which typically focus on aggregates such as countries or regions; but also in
micro development perspectives that build on the idea of representative (anonymous) individual agents. Even when groups and group agency have been investigated, as in the vast and multifaceted literature on Social capital, Social choice theories and Game theory, most analyses tend to look at relationships between players
within an overblown sense of (narrowly defined) rationality, often revealing a
rather superficial treatment of ‘‘I-we’’ relations.
However, one should also mention some recent strands of economic literature
where interpersonal and social relations matter for individual decisions and actions; for example, contributions in game theory and behavioural economics that
emphasize the importance of personalized, repeated interactions in achieving cooperation (including in reaching development goals)12. In the field of theory of
choice under ignorance and deep uncertainty (Gilboa and Schmeidler, 2001; Gilboa et al., 2009) highlight that there is a ‘‘relational’’ dimension in reasonable
choices under uncertainty. This occurs, for example, when practical decisions refer
to ‘‘default’’ choices that have been developed within a community (as it happens
in health professions). In Gilboa and Schmidler perspective, a decision taken on
the basis of purely subjective beliefs can comply with a sound notion of rationality, when that decision can be justified with a persuasive narrative to those who
ask for its reasons.

lar oppositions’’ as constitutive of one’s inner self (Guardini R. (1925). Versuche zu einer Philosophie der Lebendig-Konkreten. Mainz. Italian transl. L’opposizione polare. Tentativi per una filosofia del concreto-vivente, in Id. (2007). Scritti di metodologia filosofica. Morcelliana, Brescia,
pp. 65-241). Beretta S., Maggioni M.A. (2012). The Whole Breadth of Reason: A Step Towards
Rethinking Economics and Rationality. Rivista Internazionale di Scienze Sociali, 3, 241-262
12
Game theoretical models and behavioral economics models actually provide clashing interpretations on the nature and dynamics of interpersonal cooperation, ranging from strictly defined rational self-interest, as (Binmore, 2006), to evidence of other-regarding preferences in human beings (widely studied by Fehr, including Fehr, Hoff and Kshetramade, 2008).
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Another important line of research on relations concerns ‘‘social’’ (macro) determinants of human decisions13, that can be observed when social groups and socially diffused mental models shape individual preferences, influence individual
choices and feed back into social group dynamics14. Micro-social relations also
matter, as it is commonly perceived to happen within community-based initiatives
(say, Alcoholics Anonymous and many other forms of group treatment) that can
transform personal agency15; this micro-social perspective emphasizes the importance of non-material determinants of material development16.
Thus, both economic theory and empirical analysis are increasingly dealing
with relational dimensions in development, and real-world initiatives of development are more and more incorporating the ‘‘we’’ dimensions in their practices.
The theoretical and practical inputs from Elinor Ostrom17 led to recognize the importance of commons and communing practices to further sustainable and embedded forms of development. Community Driven Development (CDD) approaches are gaining growing attention, and attracting significant funding – including from big donors such as the World Bank18. CDD practices are normally activated for specific interventions, in response to a variety of development needs including access to clean water, rural roads, school and health clinic construction,
nutrition programs for mothers and infants, and support for micro-enterprises19.
One reason for the growing importance of CDD is that community driven development operations are perceived to be more effective, when compared with alternative implementation modalities that apply standardized, bureaucratic top-down
delivery procedures; in many cases, however, community-based development practices are simply the only viable way to deliver development support with the desired outreach (as the image goes, it takes community involvement for someone to

13
As in Akerlof, Kranton (2010). ‘‘Identity economics’’, and in the notions of ‘‘experience
and exposure’’ (Hoff, Stiglitz, 2016; Maggioni, Rossignoli, Beretta, Balestri, 2018).
14
In this line of research, economic behaviour is portrayed as a ‘‘reflexive interplay between
economics and social forces’’ (Snower, 2016: 1), where identities, norms and narratives influence individual beliefs, and consequently choices
15
Maggioni and Beretta (2016); Maggioni et al. (2018).
16
For example, Ray (2006) focuses on aspirations; Duflo (2012), Glewwe, Ross, Wydick
(2014) on hope; Bernheim, Debraj, Sevin (2015) on self-control; Lybbert, Wydick (2016) on as_
pirational hopes.
17
Ostrom E. (1990). Governing the commons. CUP, Cambridge, pp. 61-70. Id., Beyond
markets and states: polycentric governance of complex economic systems. In K. Grandin (Ed.)
(2010). The Nobel Prizes 2009. The Nobel Foundation, Stockholm, pp. 408-444.
18
https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/communitydrivendevelopment. ‘‘These programs have
consistently shown an ability to deliver an increase in access to quality infrastructure and services in a cost-effective manner, in ways that have broad community support’’.
19
King E. (2013). A Critical Review of community-driven development programs in conflict
affected contexts. The International Rescue Committee, New York, pp. 1-55. Wong S. (2013).
What Have Been the Impacts of World Bank CDD Programs? Operational and Research Implications. World Bank Social Development Notes.
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walk ‘‘the last mile’’ in order to reach the most peripheral and vulnerable persons
and groups)20.
Beyond localized development projects, community involvement has been used
in some instances as a pillar of a sector-wide approach to development. One prominent example concerns WHO efforts at ending Tuberculosis (TB) in low income
countries. Explicit reference to the role of communities in TB prevention, care and
control started with the systematic review of practical experiences of community
involvement within TB national partnerships in a number of countries; this review
led WHO to adopt new guidelines in 200821 specifically concerning community involvement in TB care and prevention, as TB is not just a medical challenge. More
recently, the WHO Global TB Strategy 2015-2035 ‘‘Ending TB’’ addresses (for
the first time in a high-level document) the social determinants of TB as key for
TB prevention, care and control. This dramatic shift in the global approach to TB,
from a largely medical to an explicitly integrated medical and socio-economic approach, includes ‘‘Building a strong coalition with civil society and communities’’
among its four founding principles. That is, community involvement is highlighted
as one of the key principles that countries need to apply as they implement their
national TB policies22.

2.4. The political role of communities
There is an obvious political side to all said above. The growing literature on
political and social ‘‘disintermediation’’ (lack of ‘‘intermediaries’’ between individuals and the state, or the individual and the market) highlights the social transformations brought about by the diffusion of new communication technologies, that
allow the build-up of virtual communities with floating, self-selected members,
contributing to sever social ties and reinforcing the formation of close circles that
may not be interested in being part of a broader, society-wide conversation on
common interests and common destiny.
Opposite to community participation, disintermediation may ultimately fail people in their hopes of inclusion and progress. This idea is epitomized in the subtitle
of a recent volume by Raghuram Rajan: How markets and the state leave the community behind 23. The main title, The third pillar, refers to the crucial role of the

20
Narayan D. (1995). The contribution of people’s participation: evidence from 121 rural
water supply projects. Environmentally Sustainable Development Occasional Paper. World
Bank, Washington, DC.
21
WHO (2008). Community involvement in tuberculosis care and prevention. Towards partnerships for health. Guiding principles and recommendations based on a WHO review. Geneva.
22
WHO (2015). The End TB Strategy. Geneva. https://www.who.int/tb/End_TB_brochure.pdf.
23
Rajan R. (2019). The Third Pillar. How markets and the state leave the community behind. Penguin Press, New York, NY.
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community (in his definition, a social group whose members reside in a locality,
share government, and often have a common cultural and historical heritage). His
interpretation of recent trends can be summarized as follows: disruptive technological change led to concentrating economic and political power, with state and markets scaling up in parallel and peripheries progressively suffering, prompting populist reactions. He thus proposes strengthening the power and the vibrancy of local
communities, and provides interesting suggestions on whether and how this can
happen on the basis of a wide array of examples, historically and geographically
diverse. As it happens, so much depend on the quality of community relations in
terms of ability to act together for the common good.

2.5. How do ‘‘communities’’ come about?
The economic, social and political role of communities can be taken, in a
sense, as self-evident. However: Can we understand how it happens that people effectively act together? And how this common action feeds into social dialogue and
political change?
The vast and serious debate confronting liberal and communitarian perspectives,
while extremely important, seems to be about which of the two polarities, the ‘‘I’’
or the ‘‘we’’, should be ultimately given priority. Our perspective tends to be different, as we consider that the ‘‘I-we’’ tension cannot be definitely solved in favour of one or the other polarity, as that tension is permanently constitutive of human personality and social dynamics. That tension sustains the inner dynamism
that drives human decisions and actions. In other words, we need fresh thinking
about how communities come about. Communities should not simply be taken as
given, they are constantly generated by actual personal agency in a well-defined
relational setting. Economics and social analysis of the fact that ‘‘everything is
connected’’ has much to gain from interdisciplinary conversation with philosophers
and theologians, inspired by precious intuitions such as the ‘‘I-we’’ tension at the
core of community life – as in Guardini’s polar oppositions; and the deeply poetical yet realistic ‘‘I-Thou’’ perspective in Martin Buber24.
The centrality of the relational dynamism that lay at the roots of a vibrant community driving development and active participation is both a theoretical and very
practical point25.
In facts, we can observe that ‘‘political capital’’ (the ability of a community to
act together, in order to move forward desired change) can wear down very fast.
As an example, take the experience of Eastern European countries in their transi24

Buber (1923). Other philosophers and theologians can also be mentioned, such as Emmanuel Mounier with his insights on the relational nature of human work, or Emmanuel Levinas.
25
Schegloff E.A. (2006). Interaction: the infrastructure for social institutions, the natural
ecological niche for language and the arena in which culture is enacted. In N.J. Enfield, S. Levinson (Eds). Roots of human sociality. Berg, London, pp. 70-96.
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tion from being USSR satellites to their post-communist economic, social and political organization. Vibrant communities were key: small communities of people resisting homologation, and personally paying for ‘‘living in truth’’ (Vaclav Havel).
vast and effective popular movement such as Solidarnosc. The strength of these
communities did not obviously lay in material means, but in a burning personal
desire (‘‘I’’), shared with friends and companions (‘‘we’’) and kindling a contagious social dynamism: to pursue a common path of non-violent resistance to oppression and falsehood, to achieve a ‘‘better world’’.
Where do we see this happening, today? Who can we join in pursuing the common good? These questions are not intended to be judgmental; they are a serious
and urgent question that any member of a community needs to ask herself, if she
cares about living in a ‘‘better world’’.

2.6. A common good perspective for development
We are convinced that the practical, dynamic common good perspective we try
to spell out and to (initially) empirically assess provides a possibility for fresh
thinking. A common good approach to development, and a common good approach to democratic participation, can offer an interesting setting for moving
ahead the conversation for a ‘‘better world’’. We do need to reflect on ‘‘integral
development’’ – and, most importantly, to move forward the practice of a wellrounded economic, social and political progress. Equally, making sense of the
common good perspective remains key in actual policy making, within small and
large communities, realizing the practical experience of democracy.
Finally, a vibrant community does not simply reach agreements on priorities
and means, but overall values the process of deciding together, and ultimately values the same fact of ‘‘living together’’. The essential common good of a community is indeed experiencing the possibility of living together, sharing and supporting each other both in good times and in challenging times. A vibrant community
is indeed a potentially sustainable and resilient community. In practice, community
agency, whether in realizing micro-projects or sector programs or political action,
requires personal agency. The two are not confused, and no one is dominated by
the other; their tension provides the inner dynamism of common agency26.
Participation and reciprocal trust are obviously key in community involvement,
but we need to remember that these attitudes cannot be mandated, and do not materialize by simply invoking them. Hence, community-based policy actions require
a ‘‘we’’ that already exists, either because of long-time existing traditional bonds,
or because of meaningful relations that make it reasonable to structurally think of

26

Beretta S. (2020). Freedom and agency: Time and relations matter for development. In P.
Carozza, C. Sedmak (Eds). The Practice of Human Development and Dignity. University of Notre Dame Press, South Bend, IN.
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‘‘I’’ as in relation with ‘‘we’’. Any community has obvious visible and measurable
features; however, its inner nature is non-material. There is a mythical dimension
to being a community, according to a suggestion by Pope Francis: ‘‘To be part of
a people is to be part of a shared identity arising from social and cultural bonds.
And that is not something automatic, but rather a slow, difficult process... of advancing towards a common project but also a mythical one’’ (Fratelli tutti, 158).

3. CONTENT OF THIS SPECIAL ISSUE

Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco’s article in the present issue offers a quick introduction to the approach and the metric. It then discusses the methodology through
which the data can be interpreted and closes with some examples at how this information may be relevant for municipalities. The second article by Garza-Vázquez
and Ramı́rez covers the genesis of the instrument applied in the municipalities of
Atlixco and San Andres Cholula. They describe how questions were formulated
and the how the instrument got tested and applied. This article will introduce the
reader to the rationale behind the instrument. A third article by Ávila-Valdez and
Castro-Manzano gives a first statistical investigation of the approach based on the
results of Atlixco. It provides the reader with information about the statistical
methodology implemented. While the last two articles, one by Garza-Vázquez,
Aranda-Vargas and Roy Nuñez and the other by Ramı́rez and Garza-Vázquez both
present an analysis of the results of San Andres Cholula and Atlixco respectively.
They show how common good data may allow us to understand the strength and
weaknesses of development process in municipalities.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Aim of the Research Project
The research question addressed by this paper is quite straightforward: How
can we assess and measure the quality of a given ‘‘system of common goods’’ at
the local level? This first query obviously involves several others: What do we understand by ‘‘common goods’’? Is it meaningful to adopt a common good perspective on development? Should we really add to the ever-growing list of indicators
and metrics, a new one? What are we really looking for in a common good indicator and what advantages can we expect for the local population from such a perspective?
First, a word about the common good. For centuries, the concept served as the
main framework to understand social processes and shape policies (Hibst, 1991;
Lecuppre-Desjardins and Van Bruaene, 2010). As an architectonic concept (Kempshall, 1998), the common good articulated the practice of government, law, taxes,
guilds and free cities (Rigaudière, 2010; Sassier, 2010). The concept was not

* Mathias Nebel is a full-time professor of Social Ethics and Christian Social Thought at the
Universidad Popular Autónoma del Estado de Puebla. He is the director of the research institute
Instituto Promotor del Bien Común. Email: matthias.nebel@upaep.mx.
** Luis Ignacio Arbesu-Verduzco is a full-time professor of Politology at the Universidad
Popular Autónoma del Estado de Puebla. Email: luisignacio.arbesu@upaep.mx.
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deemed theoretical but rather practical. It was a way to understand and govern the
many ‘‘commons’’ around which societies gathered. It was the emergence of the
modern state coupled with the shift toward social contract theories that slowly eschewed the concept to the sideline of modern thought (Zamagni and Bruni, 2007).
So much so that today the very concept of the common good appears ambiguous
to most people; definitively not something that would help us towards a more efficient practice of development (Hollenbach, 2002: 3-31). It is this vision that the article is challenging. It focuses on the practical relevance of a ‘‘common good perspective on development issues’’ in order to see if it can give us an edge in policy
making and governance at group and community level.
To do so, we first elaborated a matrix then a metric of common good dynamics
that we then applied to several municipalities. This article presents the matrix (first
point) as well as the metric (second point) and introduces the way we read our results (third point). It then shows, on the ground of the pilot probe in Ocotepec,
what kind of information can be gathered from such an approach (fourth point).
Other articles in this special issue will then revise the statistical validity of the
model and present the results of two further applications of the metric.

1.2. History of the Project
Our metric of common good dynamics is the result of a research project that
has spanned for over three years and gathered a group of local and international researchers. It was headed by the Instituto Promotor del Bien Común (IPBC) located
at the Universidad Popular Autónoma del Estado de Puebla (UPAEP). The goal
of the project was to devolve operationality to a notion usually confined to rhetoric
and wishful thinking. The first challenge was obviously to come up with a clear
notion of the common good that might then leads us towards an understanding of
the key elements needed to trigger common good dynamics. Indeed, more than
focussing on outputs and results, we thought that we should focus on social processes, that is, on the way different common goods build up in a society to form a
network of common goods. To understand what drives this dynamic equilibrium
quickly became our goal.
Give this, three research seminars were organised between 2017 and 2018 in
Puebla (UPAEP), Barcelona (IQS) and South Bend (ND). Each gathered typically
25 invited scholars to work on the design of a matrix of common good dynamics.
A discussion paper prepared by the IPBC would focus the debate during the two
day seminars and lead to a revised proposal for the next one. In February 2019, a
first version of a matrix of common good dynamics was presented at an international conference organised by UPAEP. In the following months, the IPBC’s research team came up with a questionnaire (metric), which was analyzed in regular
meetings of the local committee, tested through cognitive interviewing and two pilot probes applied in May and June 2019 in Atlixco and Ocotepec. The questionnaire was then duly revised and successively applied in two other municipalities
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between July and December 2019 (Atlixco and San Andres Cholula). The results
were analyzed on regular meetings of the local research committee and presented
at a fourth research seminar in March 2020 in Puebla.
The first statistically formal application took place in San Andres Cholula, a
peri-urban municipality near the city of Puebla. It was previously a mostly indigenous village but was reached by the urban sprawl since the turn of the century. Its
population has grown to reach a staggering 137,000 people, mostly newcomers
from other parts of the country. Its economy is diversified, comprising industry
and service as well as agriculture. 40% of the population is classified as poor, with
only 3% in extreme poverty, which is well below the national mean of Mexico
(CONEVAL 2015). Indeed, by income, it is one of the wealthiest municipalities in
Mexico. Inequalities are correspondingly higher than in other parts of the state of
Puebla. The structure of the municipality is complex, with the old village now embroiled with gigantic gated communities, shopping malls, industries and – there’s
still – open land dedicated to agriculture. We reached an agreement with the municipality to conduct the survey using a professional polling agency, with the IPBC
research team then analysing the data. 650 questionnaires were applied during November and December 2019. We selected a sample reflecting the age, education,
gender and location of the population. The questionnaire itself provided indicators
for socio-economic status and indigenous belonging.
A second application took place in Atlixco, a rural town about 40 kilometres
from the city of Puebla with a total population of more than 134,000 people. Laying lower than the state capital (1900m ASL) and with plenty of water, it is mainly
dedicated to intensive agriculture and horticulture. Many people however work in
the city of Puebla and commute every day. The municipality is generally poor
(60%), with 10 % still living in extreme poverty. Income is a problem with over
67% living under the CONEVAL’s ‘‘well-being line’’1. The structure of the municipality is made up by the town of Atlixco and 12 small villages dispersed around
it. We also reached an agreement with the municipality to conduct the survey
through the ‘‘Tecnologico de Atlixco’’, a small technological College and a professional polling agency. We applied 550 questionnaires within a sample, reflecting
the age, education, gender and location of the population. The questionnaire itself
provided indicators for socio-economic status and indigenous belonging.

1

CONEVAL has a multidimensional approach to poverty, using ‘‘income’’, ‘‘educational
lag’’, ‘‘lack of access to health services’’, ‘‘lack of access to social security’’, ‘‘inadequate housing’’, ‘‘lack of access to food’’ and ‘‘degree of social cohesion’’ as indicators to identify poverty. For an individual to be considered poor, one or more of these social deprivations must be
present.
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2. A MATRIX AND METRICS OF COMMON GOOD DYNAMICS

2.1. A Common Good Approach to Development: Aims of the Metric
Most development indicators rely on individual data and measure development
achievements through individual goods, entitlements or functionings. However, the
systemic dimension of development, while recognized, is usually not resolved, like
in the present SDGs. Societies are complex and interrelated social systems and development can only be achieved as a whole and not by bits and parcels here and
there. How the social environment does shape these individual goods, entitlement
or functionings, is a question eschewed by most development indicators or replaced by clever mathematics. A growing literature argues therefore that we also
need to include group or community data in order to grasp and measure ‘‘collective achievements’’ of goods or services that are essentially ‘‘shared’’ or ‘‘common’’. Different approaches to development have advanced in this direction: social
capital (Putnam, 2000), public goods (Kaul, Grunberg and Stern, 1999), commons
(Ostrom, 1990), social rights (Ulrike, 2013), collective capabilities (Ibrahim, 2016),
etc.
A common good approach to development focuses precisely on groups or communities, concentrating on the processes through which they value, create and govern a specific set of social goods. Commons refer and are embedded in commoning practice (De Angelis and Harvie 2013). These goods are understood as irreducible social goods, i.e. goods ‘‘build on’’ and ‘‘embedded in’’ relationships. As
Taylor (1995) argues, goods that are immanent to the cooperation of people in a
community; immanent to the collective organization that allows the achievement
of a social good; and immanent to the shared understanding of their value2. While
a common good approach recognizes the need and value of individual based indicators, it contends that they may fully explain the social processes involved in development. A common good perspective adopts the view that development is not
first and foremost a matter of individuals but of groups, communities or nations. It
seems then that describing and measuring the processes through which a community achieves a network of common goods may be relevant to understand development topics.
Now there is no shortage of metrics that try to measure development as wellbeing or happines (Human Development Index, World Happiness Report). Most
summarize development through a list of items for which they provide indicators
and metrics. It may be basic needs, human security, lists of capabilities, human
rights or either selected features of human flourishing. But most of them focus on
either preconditions for well-being development or a selected set of achievements

2

Basically, goods you can’t reduce to a sum/aggregation of individual goods. Charles Taylor, Philosophical arguments, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1995, Chap. 7: Irreducibly
Social Goods.
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or functionings. Our approach is different. We focus on commons and the processes by which these build up in society to create a nexus-of-commons, that is a
system of common goods. By concentrating on these dynamics, our aim changes.
We will be looking for the drivers of this dynamic and for a normative horizon
(Ricoeur, 2001) – a North Pole – by which we may judge the quality of a nexus’
dynamic. We will argue, using the literature on commons (Ostrom, 1990, 2009;
Van Laerhoven and Berge, 2011; De Angelis and Harvie, 2013; Euler, 2018), that
drivers must include collective freedom, justice, governance and sustainability. We
will then argue that humanity rather than justice may be recognised as the normative horizon of common good dynamics (Rawls, 1971; Nebel, 2018a).

2.2. Overview of the Matrix
A society can be described through the set of common goods it values, produces, distribute and sustains over time. In turn a specific common good may be
defined as an interaction of people, gathered around its consecution (Nebel,
2018a). This dynamic understanding of common goods entails the complex process
by which a group values the common, organizes to efficiently produce it, governs
it and distributes the common benefit it creates.
But no specific common good exists in isolation, just for itself. Each one is part
of a wider system of common goods we will refer to as the nexus of common
goods. Each common good within the nexus is related to others, often imperfectly,
to build a complex and dynamic equilibrium (Nebel, 2018b). This equilibrium implies that the different conflicts and tradeoffs between the existing common goods
have reached a certain arrangement along specific hierarchies that structure and
identify the nexus as unique. Each nexus is therefore different, each culture and
nation generates a specific arrangement on the basis of its own history and worldview. Neither is this equilibrium definitive. It changes, by definition, as the historical relevance of some commons fade while new arise and the population evolves
in the values it gives to hierarchy of common goods. One good example is the role
of faith and religion in Western Europe that has swiftly changed during the second
part of the XX Century to become far less relevant to the hierarchy of common
goods in these countries (European Values Study, 2015).
The changes in this equilibrium are not autopoietic (Nebel, 2018b). Nexus of
common good do not grow erratically in the dark, like mushrooms or transform
mechanically along some preexisting tracks. The nexus is a human construct.
While the governance of the nexus is necessarily polycentric, a certain amount of
governance of the equilibrium exists and is indeed required (Ostrom, 2009). Political governance can be seen as the steering wheel of the nexus, overseeing not only
the present coherence and quality of the equilibrium, but also its overall direction.
Both tasks – increasing its present coherence and quality, and expanding it towards
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a general direction – requires normative drivers of change to be identified- on
which to gauge the quality of this governance.
On the ground of a theoretical understanding of common good dynamics on
one hand (Nebel, 2018a) and a vast corpus of empirical evidence on the other3, we
propose the following matrix of common good dynamics. Five key normative drivers are identified: collective agency freedom as the main engine of common good
dynamics; humanity is seen as the normative horizon toward which common good
dynamics should aim at; while governance, justice and stability are seen as social
functions structuring the nexus and driving it toward a deeper and broader human
coherence. Together, these five normative drivers are required to generate social
processes that work toward a more human coexistence in a nexus.

FIGURE 1 – The matrix of common good dynamics

2.3. Description of the Key Drivers of Common Good Dynamics
The normative role of each dimension is specific. ‘‘Collective agency’’ freedom
may be understood as the systemic precondition of common good dynamics, i.e.
the efficient causality of the nexus. Justice, stability and governance describe key
systemic social functions organizing the dynamic and required to lead the nexus towards the universal common good; social functions, in other terms, that are normatively bound to the achievement of the common good (formal causality). Finally,
3

Two large set of studies empirically ground the matrix. The first is related to the work
done by Ostrom and the International Association for the Study of the Commons (IASC). The
second are the so-called Community Based or Driven Development Programs (CBD and CDD).
The experience gained from both set of empirical studies served to create our matrix of common
good dynamics.
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humanity refers to the systemic achievement of common good dynamics (end causality).
‘‘Collective agency freedom’’ refers to the overall capability of a nexus population to engage with others and act together freely, aiding with the consecution of
social goods. It is the collective capability to act together and give a solution to
common problems. This capability is embedded in various formal and informal institutions structuring the nexus.
Three core systemic social functions are seen as structuring the nexus: (a)
‘‘Governance’’ describes the capability to lead the nexus towards an ever broader
and deeper human integration. The nexus’ governance is polycentric and abide to
an organic subsidiarity; (b) ‘‘Justice’’ describes how people take part and have part
in the social goods produced by the nexus, i.e. the fair generation of the different
social goods making up the nexus and the just distribution of the common benefits
among the people; (c) ‘‘Stability’’ defines the social institutions preserving and enriching the achieved humanity of the nexus and ensuring its future. These are the
institutions that preserve, transmit and reinvent the nexus’ humanity providing it
with resilience and sustainability4. Each of these three key systemic social functions are correlated, subsequently checking and correcting the two others. Together
they structure the nexus and bring about a common good dynamic.
Finally, ‘‘Humanity’’ – the systemic achievement of a common good dynamic
– denotes the human quality of our coexistence in the nexus; how we relate and
act together as human beings in that particular society. More precisely, we characterize ‘‘humanity’’ as the achievement of a set of basic common goods and
core habitus.

2.4. Two Thresholds to Measure Humanity: Basic Common Goods and Standard
Expectation of Behavior
As we can’t take into account the full complexity of common goods existing in
a society, we choose to focus on a set of basic common goods that are required to
access our own humanity. Relational goods, in other terms, linked to our common
basic needs and conditioning the access to our humanity, like culture, education,
work, laws and social norms. These basic common goods are systemically important, meaning that without them the social fabric would hardly exist at all. Their
existence and distribution among the population may thus be considered as a minimal threshold of humanity. Whenever they fail to exist or be accessible, the nexus
falls below a minimal standard of humanity and will not – whatever its wealth or
efficiency – be leading towards a more human coexistence.
To draw such minimal threshold of humanity we selected the following set of
4

Question trying to grasp stability are therefore focused around human dignity and the way
it is transmitted in the nexus.
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basic common goods for our matrix5: culture6, education7, solidarity8, work9 and
rule of law10. This open list does not claim to be comprehensive and is open to
further discussions, but fits the need to create a metric adapted to measure CGD in
municipalities11. The very existence of these basic common goods at local level
can be taken as a fair proxy for a minimal threshold of humanity. Their existence,
coherent integration and distribution in a population tell us something important
about its basic human quality12.
As to specific common goods, their existence and distribution will be assessed
at the level of the three key drivers structuring the nexus and informing the core
nexus: justice, governance and stability. In other words, we will be considering
how these basic common goods are governed, how they are distributed in the population and if their provision is stable or not.
But a common good approach to development does not settle only for a mini5

The list is loosely inspired by the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights (ICESCR, 1976). Collective rights may indeed be understood as protecting common
goods.
6
As a basic common good culture must consider: a. The community that values and defines
it as a common good; b. The formal and informal interactions by which the common memory
and traditions, language and values are inhabited by a given population; c. The common benefit
created by these interactions.
7
As a basic common good, education must consider: a. The community that values and defines it as a common good; b. The formal and informal interactions trough which education is
conveyed from one generation to the other; c. The common benefit created by these interactions
and how it must be used and shared.
8
As a basic common good solidarity must consider: a. The community that values and defines it as a common good; b. The formal and informal interactions safeguarding each other in
times of need or distress in a society; c. The common benefit created by these interactions, the
legitimate use of solidarity and its distribution among the population.
9
As a basic common good work must consider: a. The community that values and defines
it as a common good; b. The formal and informal interactions by which work is socialized; c.
The common benefit created by these interactions, the legitimate use of work and its distribution
among the population.
10
As a basic common good rule of law must consider: a. The community that values and
defines it as a common good; b. The formal and informal interactions by which a fair recognition of our common dignity and freedoms is enacted in a population, more specifically how a
set of basic rights and freedoms is guaranteed, upheld and enforced by the state; c. The common
benefit created by these interactions.
11
Municipalities conform the third and lower level of state governance in Mexico. While
Mexico is a Federal State and nominally recognizes decentralization as one of the State’s core
principles, it is in fact highly centralized. Therefore, while the constitution recognizes many specific obligations to municipalities taxes are collected at the federal level and only distributed to
municipalities according to the priorities of the federal state. Without access to proper funding,
many local initiatives can’t be developed.
12
Beyond existence, the crucial questions are: How are they structured in the nexus? Which
ones are considered the most basic? Which are considered important? Which ones are considered
at odd with others? How many are problematic? Which ones come on top as a practical priority
in the present context? The point is to see if they build coherently in the nexus or not.
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mal threshold of humanity, we are concerned with the overall outcome of the social system in terms of humanity, thus proposing to measure the core habitus generated by the nexus. Indeed, each nexus actualizes some values linked to its main
institutions and overall architecture; values that can be seen as its systemic outcome. Now these are not abstract values, but concrete ones, embedded in the common practices building up the humanity of our living together. According to Bourdieu (1990: 53, 135-142), these core habitus describe the permanent internalization
of a given social order in a person – in our case the nexus – that does not prescribe any specific actions, but nonetheless orient actors to some specific set of
goals13. Habitus are the subjective, internalized representation of a given social order. They are not heteronomous norms to the subject, but important features of its
own autonomy. Habitus are the way through which a social system normalizes
and synchronises individual behaviours; how it produces similar forms of behaviours without pressure on or restriction to individual freedom (Giddens, 1986: 2527). Social habitus are thus objectivized as ‘‘standard expectation of behaviour’’
(Bourdieu, 1990: 135-142), i.e. the behaviours that others expect me to abide by,
like paying after eating in a restaurant, not jumping on a table in a classroom or
not commiting murder to solve a conflict with my neighbour.
Now, for the matrix, we are not interested in any social habitus, but only in a
normative set of social practice against which to compare the habitus created by a
specific nexus. We propose the following list to account for the values and social
practices around which most, if not all, polities have been organized. They reflect
a widely shared wisdom of what being human together means, as far as behaviours
are concerned.
 The habitus of freedom and responsibility framing the capability to act as
autonomous persons and take responsibility for our own decisions and actions.
 The habitus of justice and solidarity framing the capability to respect the
dignity and freedom of others and help them in time of need or distress.
 The habitus of peace and concord framing the capability to trust others not
to use violence to resolve conflicts and seek cooperation and consensus as
the way to govern our polity.
 The habitus of prudence and magnanimity framing the capability to seek
the truth and foresee the consequences of our actions.
 The habitus of resilience and courage framing the capability to resist the tribulations of time and face the difficulties with resolution and determination.
13
We use here the word in the specific sense given to it by Bourdieu: ‘‘The conditionings
associated with a particular class of conditions of existence produce habitus, systems of durable,
transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to function as structuring structures,
that is, as principles which generate and organize practices and representations that can be objectively adapted to their outcomes without presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an express
mastery of the operations necessary in order to attain them’’ (Bourdieu P. (1990). The logic of
practice. Stanford University Press, Stanford, p. 53).
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 The habitus of practical reasoning and wisdom framing the capability to engage reality through reason and seek to inhabit this reality as human beings.
Together the two sets of information – basic common goods and standard expectation of behaviour – will inform us of the humanity achieved by a given
nexus.

2.5. A Relational Approach: Correlation of the Five Dimensions
As Zamagni points out, the logic of the common good is not that of a sum
where each variable adds up to the total but is altogether independent (Zamagni,
2018). This aggregation logic allows for one variable to be zero without affecting
the score of the other variable. The logic of the common good is rather that of a
multiplication, where the score of each variable directly affects the total product. If
one of these is null, then whatever the other variable, the product is zero.
Thus, the five normative drivers of common good dynamics are not to be considered independent elements. They are relational, by which we mean that the normativity of each one relates to that of all the others. In other words, ‘‘agency’’
alone is not sufficient in itself. It must be concomitant with the requirements of
justice, good governance and stability to help produce common good dynamics
and hence a truly human coexistence in the nexus. Exactly as ‘‘justice’’ won’t generate common good dynamics if it does not foster, at the same time, agency, stability and governance.
An analogy may help us understand this important point. Let’s imagine that a
nexus is like a big ship. Then the rear engine would be collective agency freedom,
while several smaller mobile engines situated at the front (governance) and the two
sides (stability and justice) help steer the ship. All engines must point toward the
same direction (humanity) in order for the ship to advance along a straight line. If
one of the engines doesn’t function well or is not coordinated with the others, the
whole ship will slowly lose its heading. Worse still, if none of the engines work
together then the ship’s movement will become chaotic, either going in circles or
stalling altogether. The coherence of the engines and the ship’s direction towards
more humanity is the information that the matrix provides. In other words, it informs us of the nexus’s coherence and heading.

3. MEASURING COMMON GOOD DYNAMICS IN MUNICIPALITIES: THE METRIC

3.1. Elaboration of the Questionnaire
On the ground of our matrix, we developed a metric to measure common good
dynamics at a local level, that is, the strength and direction of social processes
leading to a more human coexistence. The objective was to create a metric that
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would identify key information, provide robust data and still be elegant and simple enough for the results to be communicated easily. The same IPBC research
group that created the matrix overtook the redaction of a questionnaire. A first
draft was created between October 2018 and February 2019, being discussed point
by point at almost weekly meetings over the same period. This first version got
tested by students themselves, their parents and extended family to verify the pertinence and the overall coherence of the questions. We did also run cognitive interviewing to verify the socio-cultural understanding of each question. The results
were analyzed by the research team and a new version of the questionnaire was
issued. A fully-fledged pilot probe was then applied between June and July 2019
in Ocotepec, a small rural municipality in the state of Puebla. This first probe
gave us an idea of the statistical validity of the questionnaire and helped identify
redundant and non-pertinent questions and led to the final questionnaire applied in
San Andres Cholula and Atlixco, two other municipalities, at the end of 2019 and
early 2020.

3.2. Structure of the Common Good Dynamic’s Instrument (The Questionnaire)
The instrument is made up of 71 questions, organized in six sections14. The
first section captures the socio-economic status of each respondent through a set of
standardized questions proposed by the Mexican Statistical Institute (INEGI). Then
the following five sections capture information for each of the five normative drivers of common good dynamics (collective agency freedom; governance, stability,
justice and humanity).
The subset of questions dedicated to ‘‘collective agency freedom’’ captures the
different stages of the process by which collective agency emerges, gets organized
and becomes effective. Each question settles around a specific part of this process
by which people value, organize and use agency freedom in their locality. These
questions tell us how much collective agency freedom exists in the nexus. More
specifically, how much collective agency freedom is compatible with the actual
structure of the nexus. Several other questions then investigate the relationship between collective agency freedom and the other key drivers of common good dynamics, namely justice, governance and stability (normative relationality). How is
‘‘collective agency freedom’’ distributed, accessed (question on power) and governed? (question on participation and co-governance). Is ‘‘collective agency freedom’’ stable or not over time? (question on sustainability). These questions indicate whether collective agency freedom builds up and contributes to a common
good dynamic or not. The existence of collective agency freedom may be high in

14

For a much more detailed presentation of the instrument see this issue of Garza-Vázquez
and Ramı́rez.
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a nexus but not well distributed or unstable. In that case it may not add to the dynamic or even disturb it.
As seen before, ‘‘governance’’, ‘‘justice’’ and ‘‘stability’’ are the key drivers
structuring the nexus and gearing it towards an ever-growing human coexistence.
The questions, relative to each of these three dimensions, follow the same pattern.
A first set of questions inform about the existence, stability, distribution and provision of the five basic common goods: ‘‘Culture’’, ‘‘Education’’, ‘‘Work’’, ‘‘Solidarity’’ and ‘‘Rule of Law’’. A second set of questions then captures how this specific driver relates to the others. ‘‘Governance’’ questions will thus first identify if
the local authority provides and governs the five basic common goods. The second
set of ‘‘governance’’ questions refer to the way local authority furthers justice,
agency freedom and stability. ‘‘Justice’’ questions capture first the distribution and
access to the five basic common goods (which are meant, as basic common good,
to be universally distributed and accessible), while a second set of questions investigate if governance, stability and agency freedom are well distributed and accessible in the nexus. Finally, ‘‘stability’’ questions capture first the sustainability of
the five basic common goods and thereafter the stability of justice, governance and
agency freedom in the nexus.
‘‘Humanity’’ captures the systemic outcome of the nexus in terms of standard
expectation of behavior. Here the questions inform us about the six pairs of core
habitus described in the previous section. It is important to remember that they
capture not individual behaviours but the ‘‘standard expectation of behaviours’’
others expect me to abide by in my actions. The questions here solely try to identify the existence and strength of the six pairs of social habits in the population. As
systemic outcome of a common good dynamic, these scores should be related to
the strength and coherence of the four other key drivers.
For each question, we specify the information we are trying to capture and
some quantitative data that may help contrast the answer we get. The questions are
drafted in such a way that they capture the perception of an individual regarding a
social phenomenon. All questions, for example, ask the interviewee about some
objective feature of the locality or community, trying not to capture an individual
opinion, but the way people in the locality usually perceive this reality aside from
the interviewee’s own position on the matter. The metric is qualitative in nature
and prone to the usual perception biases linked to that sort of approaches. The
careful redaction of questions, statistical methods of verification and the use of
contrast quantitative data will mitigate the difficulty without fully resolving it. The
unit of reference, as said before, is the municipality. However, as this is an administrative unit, we have settled for the terms locality to refer to the ‘‘territory of reference’’ by which people think of their local setting and community to adduce to
the usual relationships shaping their lives. As the data are geo-localized, we can
then reconstruct the dispersion of results and capture local difference within the
same municipality.
We took great care to adapt the wording of the questions in order to be understood by each one in a municipality, whatever the social status and level of lit-
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eracy. We avoided conceptual terms, using local expressions whenever necessary,
we settled for local proxies to grasp complex institutional arrangements. For example, we avoided using the term ‘‘rule of law’’ since it was too abstract and settled
for the ‘‘police’s behavior’’ and the ‘‘behavior of the local administration’’ to learn
about rule of law at the local level. Another example is ‘‘public space’’. The concept is not culturally transposable since the boundaries between private and public
space are not as strong in Mexico as in Anglo-Saxon countries. We settled then
for questions asking about who cares for a square or a road in their locality.

4. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

4.1. Scale of the Questionnaire
We chose a Likert scale to record the respondents’ answers, with values spanning from ‘‘Totally Agree’’ (TA), ‘‘Agree’’ (A), ‘‘Neither agree nor disagree’’
(NN), ‘‘Disagree’’ (D), ‘‘Totally Disagree’’ (TD). The limitations and difficulties
of Likert scales are well accounted for regarding reduced dispersion of answers,
bias towards (A) and (D) and packaging of all divergent answers under (NN).
However, the same limitations also have positive elements such as: being simple,
easy to understand and quick to answer, and sharp contrasts in answers revealing
trends rather than a detailed picture of the phenomenon.
One aspect often overseen by Likert scales is their non linearity. While (TA),
(A), (D) and (TD) are part of the same informational space, (NN) is but the shadow of the former, capturing answers that can’t fit into this (limited) space. Practically people replying (NN) can’t capture their answer in one of the four first options and by doing so express their resistance or inhability to answer the question
either in a negative or a positive way. We don’t know the reasons they have for
choosing (NN) but the magnitude of this answer gives forth very valuable information: that of the shadow group that may eventually take position on the axis (TA),
(A), (D) and (TD). The size of this potential switching group is of crucial importance, as we will see in the next section.
Another important element of Likert scales is that even between (TA), (A), (D)
and (TD) the space is not really continuous. What’s the difference between a person who answers ‘‘Agree’’ and one who replies ‘‘Totally agree’’? Or what does it
mean to answer positively (A) and what differentiates this answer from the person
who answers (D)? On a Likert scale, the difference between answers captures the
intensity of convictions of the respondents either in their approval or disapproval
of the phenomenon captured by the questions. Accordingly, (TA) and (TD) usually
refer to a strong conviction or the respondent’s first-hand experience and tend to
be comparatively stable answers over time. While (A) and (D) suggest a more
nuanced approval, one that accounts for a mixed appraisal of the phenomenon. All
in all, a Likert scale does provide information about groups of people and their re-
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lative positions with regards to their appraisal of a given social phenomenon. This
is precisely the information that we are looking for.

4.2. Social Change and Tipping Point Theories
To make sense of the metric’s data, we borrowed both from Bourdieu’s sociology and Granovetter’s theory of tipping points (Granovetter 1978; 1983). Social
order, says Bourdieu, always conveys a certain set of convictions or beliefs held as
true by a population (Bourdieu, 1977: 168). Whenever this large set of convictions
and beliefs is questioned by a population, social order becomes contested and
therefore unstable. In certain circumstances, it will eventually collapse, revealing
the inherent fragility of social structures or institutions previously held as stable.
The nature of this collapse has attracted the attention of philosophers and sociologists alike. Arendt, for example, in her studies of the genesis of Nazi Germany
shows that the rupture of the Humanist spirit of the Weimar Republic did reach a
tipping point with the capturing of the State by National Socialist in 1933. Suddenly the previous equilibrium was lost, law and institutions changed quickly and
inhuman behaviours became the new social norm. Something similar struck Granovetter while studying the demographic changes of American suburbs in the 70’s
(1978). White suburbs would ‘‘tolerate’’ a certain level of black American population, but once a certain critical mass was reached, then a tip could be observed,
with the white population quickly fleeing the suburbs to settle elsewhere. These
quick changes of equilibrium in social structures are the ones we are interested in
(we are looking for the dynamics of social processes).
Indeed, the questions of the metric are meant to map and inform about the
strength of the five key drivers of common good dynamics. The answers – along
the Likert scale – allow us to appraise the social consensus sustaining them and
therefore map the strength of each key driver. We need to remember that the questions try to capture a social reality, that is, the social order prevailing in the locality. While the perception may be individual, the social structure and its related social practice are a shared reality, rather felt by individuals as ‘‘objective’’. To
make it clear, we do not inquire about the respondent’s personal opinion about the
social order, but what kind of social order constrains his as well as other’s behaviors in the locality.
Therefore, the distribution of answers along the Likert scale help us understand
the strength of the key drivers. The more dispersed the answers, the less prevalent
is a specific aspect of social order, and conversely more undecided the norms that
should rule social behaviors. We may recognize here Durkheim’s notion of anomia, which describes not so much the absence of stable social norms, but a situation
of competing and antagonist norms making a social system incoherent and unpredictable. On the other hand, whenever the answers are converging they may do so
in several manners: (a) Either on the negative (D and TD) or positive side of the
scale (A and TA); (b) on both extremes of the scale at the same time (TD, TA),
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(c) or in the middle of the scale (NN). All situations described by (a) depict a relatively stable situation (either positive or negative), while the situation of (b) and
(c) can be seen as unstable. This stability or instability and the tipping zones between the two are at the core of our research. It is here that recent developments
in Granovetter’s theory of tipping are important.
The study of critical mass in collective action (Marwell and Oliver, 2007) has
been radically enhanced in the last decade by the possibility of running computer
simulations of social behavior changes (Centola, 2018: 179-189; Speiser et al.,
2018; Wiedermann, Smith and Heitzig, 2020). These studies have confirmed the
existence of tipping thresholds in most social structures; thresholds beyond which
social practices quickly change towards a new equilibrium. Moreover, these models revealed some dominant and constant features of tipping thresholds that appear
to be remarkably stable across a wide array of social phenomena.
The first of these is the relative size of the population that differs from the
existing social norm and adopts a new behavior. This is by far the oldest assumption (Granovetter, 1978, 1983). Under a certain minimal threshold of adoption, no change of social practice is possible. Under it, the minority behavior is
no threat to the dominant behavior and they may coexist. But once a critical
mass is reached, the dominant social behavior may tip over quickly. For a long
time, the whole point was the difficulty to identify the population threshold with
precision (Marwell and Oliver, 2007: 48-57). Empirical studies showed that size
alone was not enough to predict the behavior threshold and that the specificity of
each case accounted for different tipping thresholds. However, with the possibility
of multiplying experiments through computer models and verifying the impact of
each variable, an active minority behavior of 20% is seen as part of the constant
features of tipping thresholds (Centola et al., 2018; Wiedermann, Smith and Heitzig, 2020).
The second feature of tipping threshold is the strength of the minority’s conviction about its own behavior (they are not ashamed of breaking the social norm and
sticking to the new behavior). The fact that they resist falling back into the dominant behavior implies that over time, the minority behavior has an advantage over
the dominant practice which is more prone to change (Centola, 2018: 66-78).
A third feature is represented by the size of the swing population, that is the population that may adopt a new behavior (ibid.: 96-108). The more a population is
polarized around strong convictions and practice, the smaller the size of the population that is open to change and therefore able to tip over a dominant behavior.
The size of this swing population, while not enough in itself, must be typically
over 20% for a tipping threshold to exist (Centola et al., 2018).
A final feature also emerged from Centola’s work (ibid.: 34-62), apparently
more technical. It has to do with the role of short and intensive relationship clusters (strong ties) and their interactions with ‘‘wide long bridge’’ relationships
(weak ties). The first typically describes small and dense family networks where
strong relationships and repeated contacts ensure the social reinforcement needed
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to adopt a new behavior (ibid.: 38-41). However, the small size and relative isolation of these clusters is in itself an obstacle for the social spread of new behaviors.
Bottled in a set of small clusters a new behavior may become that of an ‘‘urban
tribe’’ in a ghetto. Without ‘‘wide long bridges’’, that is, relationships that link
otherwise independent small clusters of population, most minority behaviors will
fail to spread beyond a limited set of population clusters, even if the two previous
condition are met (strenght of the minority’s conviction; size of swing population,
ibid.: 78-83). The importance of these ‘‘wide long bridges’’ is that they spread the
behavior to otherwise independent sets of small clusters (long bridges) but being
that they are ‘‘wide’’ (more than two relationships per bridge), they also have the
reinforcement effect needed for the behavior to be adopted.
In the case of our metric, we will retain the three first features presented here
namely – size, strenght and swing – to analyse the stability of our five key drivers.
We assume that the fourth feature (strong ties clusters and existence of ‘‘wide long
bridges’’) exist, as we work at local level and in a Mexican context, where rich,
strong and interrelated clusters of relationships are the norm.

4.3. Measuring the Five Key Drivers as Positive or Negative Social Dynamics
The previous point allows us to propose an analysis of the different shapes taken by our results on the Likert scale.
– We may have L shapes (respectively inverted L shapes), characterized by
high TA and A (respectively high TD and D) while other answers stay below 20%. L shapes describe stable dominant social norms, either negative
or positive.
– We may have M shapes with more or less bigger feet at the right or at the
left. (TD+D) and (TA+A) are bigger than 25 % while the (NN) answers stay
low. This points to a polarized situation, with one norm still prevailing a
strong opposition but not enough switch population to tip over the prevailing
norm. M shapes describe fragilized social norms, either negative or positive.
– We finally may find different forms of  shapes corresponding to the tipping zone or tipping threshold with bigger levels of (NN) than (D) or (A).
 shapes describe different levels of anomia where swift change of social
norms are to be expected.
This first crude analysis of shapes led us to a more detailed description of the
solution space of our metric represented in appendix one from the perspective of
tipping point theories as highlighted by the works of Centola15. While the statisti-

15

An alternatives method to gauge exogenous thresholds could be Bayesian equations systems. Other methods have also be considered but not applied.
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cal aspect of this solution space is discussed elsewhere in this issue (cfr. ÁvilaValdez and Castro-Manzano) we need to make at least a couple of remarks.
First, the solution tree allows us to transform our first-hand results into a description of the social dynamics of the norm they try to capture, along the lines of
Centola’s tipping point theory. Second, note that the complex description tree leads
to subsets and consequently 30 submarks, where 1.1, 2.1, 3.1, etc. may be seen as
the centre of the subsets’ results. However such presision also leads to an overwhelming complexity of descriptives and hence limits our ability to understand
and communicate our results. We therefore settled, for the sake of conceptual
clarity and lisibility, for a 1 to 10 scale only (see appendix 1). We then associated
this scale to descriptives in terms of the social dynamics they try to capture. The
scale projects on an axis, the positive16 or negative17 existence of a social dynamic
in the locality, each extreme side describing a dominant or stable social dynamics,
either positive (10-9) or negative (1-2). Then comes a zone of vulnerability (7 and
3), where the social dynamic, while still existing, is contested and/or not supported
in such a way that it may eventually tip if support further shrinks or contest grows.
Finally, the zone enclosing the center of the scale (6-4) is one of instability statistically prone to sudden change – tipping – either toward a more positive or negative
social dynamic, but characterized by a anomia in its center. That is a social situation with fragmented and divergent social norms and a huge ‘‘undecided’’ population that may swing either way.
A second remark regards the descriptive of each situation. Each is to be taken
as a grain of salt. The descriptive are based on the conjunction of three key features of tipping point thresholds (size, strenght, swing) and represent a rather crude
hypothesis on social change factors. Other elements that are not considered here
may play along. Secondly, the space corresponding to each descriptive (dominant
positive DS; stable positive DS, etc.) represent a fuzzy set with no clear border.
The belonging of some border cases to one or another descriptive may therefore
be contested. More work is certainly needed to refine our intuitions, but nonetheless it seems that this first description of the space of solutions already gives us
important information about common good dynamics in a municipality.
16

Our approach is normative. We therefore set that some social dynamics add to a common
good dynamic whereas their absence or an altogether opposite SD will disrupt the emergence of
a common good dynamics. Mind however that in our understanding the list of habitus and basic
common goods are open ones that should be discussed and decided by local communities. But
as a metric and for the sake of comparison, we needed to settle for a specific set of habitus and
basic common goods.
17
‘‘Negative’’ describes here a social dynamic opposed to the positive one. It is not characterized in itself, but only by this opposition. Such ‘‘unity of opposition’’ may well actually suppose a diversity of practices. There may be different types of oppositions and not necessarily articulated between them, like opposition parties against a ruling party. However, as far as we are
concerned, regarding the stability of social dynamic, what matters is the size of the opposition
and the size of the ‘‘undecided’’ people, as argued in the previous point. As such, all forms of
oppositions may be counted as one.
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5. CONCLUSIONS. VALUE AND UTILITY OF THE APPROACH: WHAT SORT
OF INFORMATION DO WE GET FROM THE METRIC?

As a form of conclusion, it may be interesting to underline the value of the information provided by the metric. As said before, there are many metrics and
plenty of data on development. To be pertinent, any ‘‘new approach’’ should provide valuable information not covered by other metrics. We argued our case theoretically in the previous sections but at this point, we want to give some concrete
examples of what the metric helps identify once it is applied. To do so, we will
drive home some of the experiences acquired through one of the pilot probes18 applied in the municipality of Ocotepec in the state of Puebla19.
The following graphs presents a synthesis of the main results obtained for Ocotepec.

5.1. At the systemic level
A first observation is that while the geometric mean of Common Good Dynamic (CGD) for Ocotepec is 7.5, this still qualifies for a reading between ‘‘Vulnerable positive social dynamic’’ and ‘‘In transition positive social dynamic’’. The
situation is therefore frail, suggesting several vulnerability spots. One of these immediately strikes out, with the low score of Humanity (6.8), which in turn seems
mostly driven by a low reading of ‘‘Peace and Concord’’ (2: Vulnerable negative
social dynamics) (Figg. 2-4). This is not surprising, since violence, impunity and
criminality are rife in the region. What is interesting; however, is that the reading
refers to a ‘‘standard expectation of behaviour’’, meaning that people have internalized violence as a new social norm and behave accordingly. This is in sharp contrast with the 7.5 reading for ‘‘rule of law’’. It seems that the Rule of law can coexist with a lack of peace and concord in Ocotepec. This paradoxical result is in itself interesting and points at the complexity of the endemic social violence in
Mexican communities.
18

Due to some limitations in the sample, the results of the pilot probe are not robust enough
to qualify for statistic validity. Nonetheless, we can use them to give examples of what sort of information may be gathered from the metric and which added value it may have for development
policies. The common good dynamics’ instrument (the questionnaire) used for this pilot probe
was version 14, amended to version 19, which is the one described previously in this article.
19
Ocotepec is a small, rural municipality of the state of Puebla with a total population of
about 4,779 people (2015). The municipality spans over a landscape of steep hills and is mainly
dedicated to subsistence agriculture. It is overwhelmingly poor (76% of the population) with
16% living in extreme poverty and a further 20% being vulnerable. Only 2% of the population
is said to be not poor and not vulnerable (CONEVAL 2015). A central village called Ocotepec
gives the municipality its mane. In the hills are several ‘‘communities’’ most of them bilingual
(Nahuatl/Spanish) poorly connected by dust roads. The municipality has a long history, at least
dating back to the Conquista, and was most probably built on the previous indigenous village.
We administered 280 questionnaires in July 2019, with the help of the local government.
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A second piece of information immediately accessible at the systemic level is
that the three instrumental key drivers of justice (7.7), stability (7.9) and governance (8.2) are substantially lower than the scores obtained for the ‘‘Basic Common
Goods’’ (to the exception of Rule of law 7.5). Since each of these three key drivers’ indicators is partly built on the distribution, governance and stability of the
basic common goods, we must conclude that the lower readings refer to the way
they are coordinated to each other (which make up the other part of each key driver indicators). In plain English, the systemic integration of each of these key drivers is problematic and affects the overall CGD. Rather than the procurement of
basic common goods, it seems that the difficulty is to reach them together. To
merely focus on each basic common good may thus actually hide the fact that their
procurement does not build up a positive system (virtuous circle) (Figure 5). More-

FIGURE 2 – Scores key drivers Ocotepec

FIGURE 3 – Scores BCG Ocotepec
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over, the gap between the scores of Humanity (mean 6.8) and those of Basic Common Goods (mean 8.45) clearly shows that a good result on basic features of development does not automatically translate into a higher score of the way people
behave in a society. Again, this gap points to the complexity of development processes and to the unresolved question of the behavioural changes needed to reach
sustainable development.

FIGURE 4 – Scores Humanity Ocotepec

FIGURE 5 – Agency Scores for Ocotepec
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5.2. At the Level of Each Key Drivers of CGD
Another piece of valuable information provided by the metric is identifying
within each key driver some of the weakest features of this dimension. It may help
pinpoint very specific problems that hinder this dimension. Indeed, as we think
here of a development process, one or several bottlenecks may have a disproportionated effect on the whole dimension. The case of Agency, taken again from our
pilot probe, Figure 5 illustrates this point.
While 10 of the 11 indicators signal still existing social dynamics, one clearly
strikes out as a ‘‘negative emergent social dynamic’’, bearing down on the rest of
the dimensions (geometric means). It is interesting to see that the local bureaucracy is identified as a major hurdle impeding the expression of ‘‘Collective
Agency Freedom’’. While not conclusive, as our data for the pilot probe is not
strong enough, such disaggregated information may help identify the weakest element of development processes and strategically target interventions or development policies.
Another use for the information given by the metric, is to identify eventual
cluster of social groups (cluster by age, sex, profession, socio-economic position,
geography) that are in the position to tip over the social dynamic. The limits of the
pilot probe did not allow for it, but potentially this may be the most relevant information provided by the metric. It may help design interventions or policies that
pre-empt the sudden tipping over of an existing positive social dynamic towards a
negative one. This information is of crucial importance so as to appraise the time
and effort needed to reach development goals. ‘‘Dominant negative social processes’’ will be hard to dismantle and reverse while ‘‘Vulnerable positive social
processes may require much less efforts to be stabilized. In other terms, the metric
offers, to decision makers and development planners, critical strategic information
about the timing, cost and chances of success of an intervention.
It is this ability to think both systemically and strategically about development
processes that distinguishes our approach. It is its strength and arguably also its
weakness. None of this data should therefore be taken alone, but enriched and contrasted with other development indicators.
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APPENDIX 1
Description of the solution space
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MEASURING COMMON GOODS: FIRST STEPS TOWARD VALIDATION
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ABSTRACT

Based upon the theoretical framework proposed by Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco (in this issue)
about common good and its indicators, we summarily expound an instrument designed for measuring common good and social dynamics that was applied in the municipality of Atlixco, Puebla,
and then we discuss a couple of models – Model 1 and Model 2 – arranged after it. We report
that Model 1, the result of said application, presents some issues in spite of having good values of
reliability. Hence, in an effort to enhance the initial instrument we show that Model 2, an adaptation of Model 1, presents a good fit plus good internal consistency. These results, then, serve an
auxiliary purpose toward the validation of the instrument for future applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is a short story by Borges (1999), Del rigor en la ciencia (On Exactitude
in Science), that provides a fundamental insight about our intent with this paper,
namely, that when we try to scientifically understand something, per fas et nefas,
we have to develop – and validate – a scientific model of it. Granted, this is sort
of a truism, but the place of a model of this kind – and its validation – within a
scientific process is far from being overstated.
It is not unusual to think of this process as a sequence that comprises observation, data gathering, prediction, and evaluation – of course, not necessarily in this
order. This view of the scientific process, commonly referred to as the hypothetico-deductive method, is not privy just to scientists or philosophers of science, but
its actual practice is not a given. Common scientific practice is more complex than
that and, although here is not the place for such a discussion, said practice certainly looks like a procedure that includes, more or less orderedly, the assumption
* José Luis Ávila-Valdez, Department of Mathematics, UPAEP University, 21 Sur, 1103,
72410 Puebla. Email: joseluis.avila@upaep.mx.
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of a general theory plus some subsidiary hypotheses through which a set of theoretical models can be plausibly proposed. And by using a set of indicators and some
data we can obtain testable predictions and on-the-fly statistical evaluations that allow us to restate and reiterate the initial set of models in order to better fit the data
(cfr. Bunge, 2006: 182ff).
We mention this whole context because in this contribution we attempt to report
part of this process. Hence, based upon the theoretical framework proposed by Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco (in this issue) about common good and its indicators,
(§2) we summarily expound an instrument designed for measuring common good
and social dynamics that was applied in the municipality of Atlixco, Puebla, and
then (§3) we discuss a couple of models – Model 1 and Model 2 – arranged after
it. We report that Model 1, the result of said application, presents some issues in
spite of having good values of reliability. Hence, in an effort to enhance the initial
instrument we show that Model 2, an adaptation of Model 1, presents a good fit
plus good internal consistency. The relevance of this contribution, thus, stems from
its auxiliary purpose toward the validation of the instrument for future applications.

2. INSTRUMENT AND MODEL

After the framework proposed by Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco (in this issue),
an instrument was developed in order to measure the structure of common good
and its social dynamics. The instrument is a Likert scale questionnaire divided into
six sections. The first section is intented to gather socio-economical data, the remaining sections attempt to define a social dynamic score (Score SD).
The values of the scale include, as usual, ‘‘Totally Agree’’ (TA), ‘‘Agree’’ (A),
‘‘Neither agree nor disagree’’ (NAND), ‘‘Disagree’’ (D), and ‘‘Totally Disagree’’
(TD). And hence, by using this scale it is possible to determine, for each dimension, an aggregate indicator or Score SD obtained by way of a geometric mean.
The minimum and maximum values that such a score can take are 1 and 10, respectively. Values close to 1 can be interpreted as representing a dominant negative social dynamic in the corresponding dimension or construct of a sample (i.e. a
locality, in terms of Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco (in this issue)); inversely, values
close to 10 can be interpreted as representing a dominant positive social dynamic
(Figure 1).
Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco (in this issue) related this numerical scale to a description of social dynamics. The scale hence defines a dominant or stable social
dynamics, either positive (10-9) or negative (1-2). Then comes a zone of vulnerability (8 and 3) where the social dynamic is contested or not supported. And finally,
the zone enclosing the center of the scale (7-4) is one of instability in so far as it is
prone to a sudden change characterized by anomia, namely, a social situation in
which an undecided population may move downwards or upwards the scale.
Regarding the sections of the instrument, the first section gathers information
about the socio-economic level of each participant through a set of 11 standarized
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items proposed by the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI, by
its name in Spanish, Instituto Nacional de Estadı´stica y Geografı´a), an autonomous agency of the government dedicated to coordinate the statistical and geographical information of the country. These items allowed us to determine a socioeconomic level index as defined by the Mexican Association of Marketing Research and Public Opinion Agencies (AMAI, by its name in Spanish, Asociación
Mexicana de Agencias de Investigación de Mercado y Opinión Pública), an agency
responsible for setting the standards of quality and socio-economic levels.
FIGURE 1 – Description of the solution space: tree diagram and social dynamics

The following five sections capture each one of the normative drivers or dimensions of the system of common goods: ‘‘agency’’ (measured by 11 items prefixed with an ‘‘A’’), governance (measured by 16 items prefixed with a ‘‘G’’),
stability (measured by 11 items prefixed with an ‘‘S’’), justice (by 16 items prefixed with a ‘‘J’’), and humanity (by 17 items prefixed with an ‘‘H’’) (vide Appendix A, Table 5).
Now, since these dimensions are not supposed to be understood in isolation but
in a sistemic way, their scores are related to each other (cfr. Nebel and ArbesuVerduzco (in this issue)). This understanding specifies the structure of an initial
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model – Model 1 – via a global description of its items and its topology (Figure
2). However, since this instrument and its resulting model is both novel and qualitative in nature, the next step is, of course, to advance some steps toward its validation.
FIGURE 2 – Initial model (i.e. Model 1)
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3. SAMPLE, ANALYSIS, AND VALIDITY

3.1. Sample
The sample consisted of 450 participants selected via a stratified sampling
method in order to ensure an homogeneous distribution with respect to sex, age,
and educational level. This is consistent with the recommended size (between 200
and 500) for a robust diagonally weighted least squares (RDWLS) method of estimation with ordinal variables within structural equation modelling (SEM) (Bandalos, 2014; Forero et al., 2009).
The instrument was applied in the municipality of Atlixco (18º54’N98º27’W), a
town about 40 kilometres from the city of Puebla with a total population of
134,364 people. The composition of the sample can be further analyzed as follows: more than three quarters of the participants (80.7%) lived in urban areas and
the rest (19.3%) in rural areas; 52.7% were woman and 47.3% were men between
the ages 18 to 89, with a median age of 38. Regarding the highest level of education, 63.8% reported elementary education; 20.9%, high school; and 15.3% reported having a bachelor’s degree. In terms of the socio-economic level index
(AMAI, 2018) that allows us to classify Mexican households into seven downward
ordered levels (A/B, C+, C, C-, D+, D, and E), the distribution of the sample was:
2.2% A/B, 6.4% C+, 17.1% C, 26.2% C-, 23.3% D+, 23.1% D, and 1.6% E.

3.2. Analysis
Goode and Hatt – as cited in (Hammersley, 1987: 9) – define reliability as the
extent to which repetition of a study would result in the same data and conclusions. Consequently, reliability is to be understood as a measure of the degree to
which a set of indicators not only is internally consistent but also measures the
same thing (cfr. Hair et al. (2014: 548).
There is a plethora of coefficients designed to measure the internal consistency or reliability of a model (cfr. Viladrich et al., 2017); however, most of them
assume data is, at least, defined in terms of an interval scale. Nevertheless, given
the ordinal nature of the data analyzed via our instrument (i.e. via a Likert scale),
we have used the categorical omega (!c ) coefficient (Green and Yang, 2009; Kelley and Pornprasertmanit, 2016) in order to evaluate the reliability of the instrument, since this coefficient takes into account the ordinal nature of data obtained
via a Likert scale. Following the same notation as in (Kelley and Pornprasertmanit,
2016), the !c coefficient is given by
k X
k
X
ii0 ði i0 Þ
!c ¼

i¼1 i0 ¼1
k X
k
X

ð1Þ
ii0 ðxi xi0 Þ

i¼1 i0 ¼1
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where the numerator is the variance explained by true scores, and the denominator
is the polychoric correlation between items i and i0 ; !c 2 ½0; 1, and similar to other
coefficients used to measure reliability, at least a value of 0.7 is required to confirm or indicate internal consistency.
Additionally, and only as a reference point with respect to the classic reliability methodology, we also present the Cronbach’s alpha () coefficient (Cronbach,
1951; Trinchera et al., 2018). For this purpose, the items which are originally categorical are treated as if they were continuous. The coefficient can be calculated
from covariances () or from correlations ( ), with the following two expressions:
0
1
k
X
2
si C
B

B
C
k
i¼1
B
C
1
¼
ð2Þ
B
2
k1 @
st C
A
and
 ¼

k
1 þ ðk  1Þ

ð3Þ

where s2i stands for the variance of item i, s2t stands for the variance of the observed total values, k is the number of items, and  is the average of the linear
correlations between each item. The expressions given in (2) and (3) are equivalent
in case the original variables are standarized. As usual, ;  2 ½0; 1 and a value
greater than 0.7 is instrumental to confirm internal consistency (Nunnally and
Bernstein, 1994).

3.3. Validity
Hair et al. (2014: 1618) defined construct validity as the extent to which a set
of measurement items actually reflect the theoretical latent construct those items
are designed to measure. Ahmad et al. (2016) suggest three types of validity required for a measurement model: convergent validity, discriminant validity, and
construct validity.
Hence, in order to validate the constructs of the common good dynamics model
a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted. The method used to estimate
parameters in the CFA model was a RDWLS. This method is specifically designed
for ordinal data (cfr. Forero et al., 2009; Katsikatsou et al., 2012; Koǧar and Koǧar, 2015) and it is characterized by using an estimate of the asymptotic covariance matrix of the polychoric correlations as to obtain the correct standard error
(cfr. Yang-Wallentin et al., 2010).
To evaluate the goodness of fit of the data in the structural model three com-
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mon model-fit measures were used: the root mean squared error of approximation
(RMSEA), the comparative fit index (CFI), which may depend on the estimation
method used (Xia and Yang, 2018), and the standardized root mean square residual
(SRMR), which is robust with respect to the method used to estimate the model
parameters (cfr. Shi and Maydeu-Olivares, 2019; Shi et al., 2020). Hu and Bentler
(1999) suggested a cutoff close to 0.06 for the RMSEA and a cutoff value close to
0.08 for the SRMR to indicate a good fit, while Byrne (1994) suggested a CFI
greater than or equal to 0.90. The convergent validity was evaluated via the average variance extracted (AVE). The AVE measures the amount of variance that is
captured by the construct in relation to the amount of variance due to measurement
error (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). The AVE is given by
k
X
2i
AV–E¼ k
X
i¼1

i¼1

2i þ

k
X

V arð"i Þ

i¼1

where k is the number of items, i is the standardized factor loading of item i and
Varð"i Þ is the variance of error of item i. An AVE greater than 0.5 indicates that
the variance captured by a construct is greater than the variance due to measurement error, so an acceptable criterion to indicate convergent validity is an AVE
greater than or equal to 0.5 (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). To determine convergent
validity, we also considered the factor loadings. Anderson and Gerbing (1988) suggested that all factor loadings should be statistically significant.
The AVE given in (4) was also used to evaluate discriminant validity, which
helps verify that the indicators of a latent construct are not related to the constructs
with which they should not be, in other words, it indicates the extent to which a
construct is truly distinct from other constructs (Hair et al., 2014). Fornell and
Larcker (1981) recommend checking that the AVE of each construct is greater than
the square of the correlations between the construct and the other latent variables
in the model or, equivalently, that the square root of the AVE is less than the correlation between any pair of constructs.
The whole analysis was conducted with the statistical software R, version
4.0.2. In particular, the CFA was developed using the lavaan package while the categorical omega and alpha coefficients were computed with the MBESS package.

4. RESULTS

A CFA was conducted in order to measure the validity of the initial model, i.e.
Model 1, as proposed in Figure 1. The model fit indices given in Table 1 suggest
that the data from Atlixco show a poor fit to Model 1. This is so not just because
the CFI index is slightly below the recommended threshold of 0.9 (Byrne, 1994;
Hair et al., 2014), but also because four items had negative factor loadings: items
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3, 14, and 15 (within the ‘‘justice’’ factor), and item 48 (within the ‘‘agency’’ factor). The latter is unacceptable since we would expect these items to be positively
correlated with their corresponding factors. Furthermore, item 7 (within ‘‘justice’’)
was not statistically significant (vide Table 7 in Appendix B).
TABLE 1 – Goodness of fit for Model 1
CFI

RMSEA

SRMR

!c



0.89

0.07

0.07

0.92

0.95

Having said that, it is important to notice that Model 1 presented good values
of internal consistency or reliability, both in terms of the categorical omega and
the Cronbach’s alpha, with values well above the minimum recommended: this
suggests Model 1, for Atlixco, is quite useful and relevant, but has room for improvement.
Consequently, in an effort to restate and reiterate the initial model, and mainly
because of the negative factor loadings that some items presented with their corresponding factors in Model 1, we re-specified the model and proposed a new one:
Model 2. Model 2 accepts the original five constructs under study, but reduces the
number of items to 67: items 3, 14, 15, and 48 were eliminated. The correlation
between the factors in Model 1 remains in Model 2.
A CFA was conducted to assess the goodness of fit of Model 2. The Model 2
fit indices are given in Table 2 and the standardized estimates and the correlations
between all constructs are given in Figure 3. The fit indices suggest a good fit for
Model 2. The CFI value for this model was in the recommended limit of 0.9 by
(Byrne, 1994; Hair et al., 2014), while the RMSEA and SRMR values were within
the limits suggested (close to 0.06 and 0.08, respectively) by (Hu and Bentler,
1999).
TABLE 2 – Goodness of fit for Model 2
CFI
0.90

RMSEA SRMR
0.06

0.07

!c



0.94

0.97

Model 2 presented high internal consistency, both globally and individually, in
each one of its constructs. As can be seen in Table 2, Model 2 globally presented
both a categorical omega and a Cronbach’s alpha higher than the recommended
minimum. Similarly for each one of the constructs, and according to the results given in Table 3, all presented a good internal consistency.
Regarding convergent validity, the ‘‘justice’’ factor presented an AVE value of
0.32, which was inferior to the recommended minimum value of 0.50 (Fornell and
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Larcker, 1981). The four remaining factors, however, presented an acceptable
AVE value ranging from 0.50 to 0.66. In addition to this, we analyzed the size of
the standardized factor loading. Of the thirteen items that compose the ‘‘justice’’
factor, five of them presented low factor loadings (less than 0.5); nevertheless, of
all of them, only the factor loading of item J7 was not statistically significant (for
p-value < 0.05). The remaining factor loadings of the ‘‘stability’’ factor ranged
from 0.55 to 0.84; those of the ‘‘governance’’ factor, between 0.60 and 0.81; while
the ‘‘agency’’ factor ranged from 0.62 to 0.90, and in all these cases the factor
loadings were statistically significant. Only the factor loading of the item H61,
within the ‘‘humanity’’ factor, was less than 0.5, and all of them were statistically
significant (vide Table 8 in Appendix B).
TABLE 3 – Reliability and convergent validity indices
Factors

!c



AVE

Justice

0.86

0.80

0.32

Stability

0.92

0.89

0.50

Governance

0.97

0.93

0.55

Agency

0.97

0.92

0.66

Humanity

0.98

0.93

0.55

The diagonal values in Table 4 are the square root of the AVE for the construct
and other values are the correlations between the respective constructs. ‘‘Governance’’ and ‘‘agency’’ factors presented a good discriminant validity, as the construct’s correlation was inferior to the square root of the AVE (Fornell and Larcker, 1981). ‘‘Stability’’ and ‘‘humanity’’ factors presented a square root of the AVE
slightly lower in some construct’s correlations, so it can also be considered that
these two factors had complied with the discriminant validity. The square root of
the AVE of the ‘‘justice’’ factor was inferior to the construct’s correlation, so this
factor presents a discriminant validity problem.
TABLE 4 – Discriminant validity indexes
Factor

Justice

Stability

Governance

Agency

Humanity

Justice
Stability
Governance
Agency
Humanity

0.57
0.84
0.73
0.72
0.69

0.70
0.71
0.74
0.73

0.74
0.66
0.62

0.81
0.78

0.74
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5. CONCLUSIONS

To wrap all this up we can say that Model 1, which results only from the Atlixco data, had altogether some good properties and some issues. Model 2, whose representation is given in Figure 3, showed a good fit, good internal consistency,
convergent validity, and a regular discriminant validity: the items that made it to
the final instrument can be seen in Table 6 in Appendix A. All of this suggests the
instrument is useful and relevant for its intended purpose.
FIGURE 3 – Standarized estimates and correlations between all constructs
of Model 2
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Of course, this is not to say that the instrument has been validated, because in
order to assert that we would require similar assessments for different sets of data
given several applications, and so, future work requires us to measure and compare
data from other municipalities; however, following (Xia and Yang, 2018), by considering the fit, reliability coefficients, and convergent and discriminant validity indices obtained from Models 1 and 2, it seems the instrument has room for improvement: in other words, this first analysis serves an auxiliary function toward
the validation of the instrument for future applications.
Additionally, these first steps also indicate that, given the correlations shown in
Table 4, the hypothesis that all the constructs are correlated with each other cannot
be rejected, which is consistent with the claims by Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco (in
this issue) in the sense that the five normative drivers of common good dynamics
are not to be considered as isolated, independent elements in so far as they are relational.
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APPENDIX A
INSTRUMENTS
TABLE 5 – Initial instrument items (for Model 1).
Item

Assertion

J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
J11

In my locality, each person’s rights are respected.
In my locality, the police protects me.
In my locality, public officials can be corrupted.
In my locality, work is valued.
Most people in my locality have work.
In my community, we value that everyone can study.
In my locality, anyone can study, should he/she choose to do so.
My locality’s cultural traditions are respected by the majority.
In my locality, traditional sayings are understood by the majority.
In my community, if someone is having a hard time, we organize to help him/her.
In my locality, there are places where people can go to get help (e.g., DIF, Red
Cross, churches).
In my locality, people are not forced to leave the municipality so as to secure their
livelihood.
Municipal government programs benefit the majority of the population.
In my locality, there are social groups that fail to gain access to power.
In my locality, some groups have all the power.
In my daily activities in the locality, I am frequently humiliated.
In my locality, when a thief is caught, we hand him/her over to the police.
In my locality, when someone is arrested, the police treats him/her with respect.
I am proud to talk about my work with others.
Attending school is important to be able to participate in the locality’s social life.
I am proud of my community’s culture
The younger generations participate in my locality’s traditions, customs, and festivities.
When a family member or myself seek help in a local institution, we are treated
with respect.
The programs implemented by the municipal government have long-term benefits.
If I buy land or a house, I am confident that the government will respect my property title in the future.
Most associations in my locality have existed for a long time (for example: ‘‘mayordomı́a’’, ‘‘jornales’’, parent association, ‘‘ejido’’ groups).
The members of associations meet frequently (for instance: ‘‘mayordomı́a’’, ‘‘jornales’’, parent association, ‘‘ejido’’ groups, etc.).
In this locality the municipal administration is at the service of the majority.
In my locality, most people pay taxes.
The government strives to improve worker’s conditions.
The government of my locality actively promotes the creation and maintenance of
public spaces such as parks, squares and streets.
In my locality, most people take care of public spaces such as parks, squares, and
streets.

J12
J13
J14
J15
J16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
G28
G29
G30
G31
G32
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G33
G34
G35
G36
G37
G38
G39
G40
G41
G42
G43
A44
A45
A46
A47
A48
A49
A50
A51
A52
A53
A54
H55
H56
H57
H58
H59
H60
H61
H62
H63
H64
H65
H66
H67
H68
H69
H70
H71
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The government provides the conditions for effective solidarity to exist among the
citizens of my locality.
In my locality, the government works so that everyone can finish high school.
In my locality, the government’s authority is respected.
The municipal government works for the good of the majority.
When someone takes office, he/she complies with the proposed government plan.
The government has the will to solve conflicts between different local groups.
The municipal government is able to reach agreements that benefit the entire community.
The municipal government seeks that everyone has the same opportunities in the
community.
The municipal government works to ensure that everyone can keep living in the
community in the long term.
The government of my municipality listens to us.
I can participate in the decisions of my municipality.
In my locality, it is valued that people organize themselves to solve their problems.
People take the initiative when they have to solve problems in my locality.
The neighbors can reach agreements when we have a common problem.
The neighbors know how to organize ourselves to solve a common problem.
The laws often prevent us from solving local problems.
Most of the times, the neighbors achieve the goals we set for ourselves.
When we face difficult problems, in my community we can get support from other
institutions.
I can express my opinions in the groups wherein I participate.
Most of the groups in my community contribute to the common good.
Cooperation between the groups in my locality is possible.
The groups in my locality cooperate with the government.
The people in my locality demand me to be responsible for my actions.
The people in my locality get upset if I do not keep my promises.
People in my locality get upset if I fail to treat others kindly and respectfully.
People in my locality get upset if I do not do the right thing.
In my locality, those who are not solidary to others are frowned upon.
In my locality, people are honest.
In my locality, anyone can go out by day without fear.
People in my locality usually solve conflicts peacefully.
People in my locality get angry if I do not think before acting.
People in my locality do not tolerate when someone is mean to others.
People in my locality expect the best from me.
People in my locality expect me to be strong when I suffer some misfortune.
People in my locality expect others to prove their courage in life.
Most people in my locality express their opinions clearly.
When talking about important topics, the people in my locality ask that it be done
in a serious and objective way.
People in my locality expects me not to make the same mistake twice.
People in my locality know how to reconcile after a conflict.
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TABLE 6 – Final instrument items (for Model 2)
Item

Assertion

J1
J2
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
J11

In my locality, each person’s rights are respected.
In my locality, the police protects me.
In my locality, work is valued.
Most people in my locality have work.
In my community, we value that everyone can study.
In my locality, anyone can study, should he/she choose to do so.
My locality’s cultural traditions are respected by the majority.
In my locality, traditional sayings are understood by the majority.
In my community, if someone is having a hard time, we organize to help him/her.
In my locality, there are places where people can go to get help (e.g., DIF, Red
Cross, churches).
In my locality, people are not forced to leave the municipality so as to secure their
livelihood.
Municipal government programs benefit the majority of the population.
In my daily activities in the locality, I am frequently humiliated.
In my locality, when a thief is caught, we hand him/her over to the police.
In my locality, when someone is arrested, the police treats him/her with respect.
I am proud to talk about my work with others.
Attending school is important to be able to participate in the locality’s social life.
I am proud of my community’s culture
The younger generations participate in my locality’s traditions, customs, and festivities.
When a family member or myself seek help in a local institution, we are treated
with respect.
The programs implemented by the municipal government have long-term benefits.
If I buy land or a house, I am confident that the government will respect my property title in the future.
Most associations in my locality have existed for a long time (for example: ‘‘mayordomı́a’’, ‘‘jornales’’, parent association, ‘‘ejido’’ groups).
The members of associations meet frequently (for instance: ‘‘mayordomı́a’’, ‘‘jornales’’, parent association, ‘‘ejido’’ groups, etc.).
In this locality the municipal administration is at the service of the majority.
In my locality, most people pay taxes.
The government strives to improve worker’s conditions.
The government of my locality actively promotes the creation and maintenance of
public spaces such as parks, squares and streets.
In my locality, most people take care of public spaces such as parks, squares, and
streets.
The government provides the conditions for effective solidarity to exist among the
citizens of my locality.
In my locality, the government works so that everyone can finish high school.
In my locality, the government’s authority is respected.
The municipal government works for the good of the majority.
When someone takes office, he/she complies with the proposed government plan.
The government has the will to solve conflicts between different local groups.

J12
J13
J16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
G28
G29
G30
G31
G32
G33
G34
G35
G36
G37
G38
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G39
G40
G41
G42
G43
A44
A45
A46
A47
A49
A50
A51
A52
A53
A54
H55
H56
H57
H58
H59
H60
H61
H62
H63
H64
H65
H66
H67
H68
H69
H70
H71
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The municipal government is able to reach agreements that benefit the entire community.
The municipal government seeks that everyone has the same opportunities in the
community.
The municipal government works to ensure that everyone can keep living in the
community in the long term.
The government of my municipality listens to us.
I can participate in the decisions of my municipality.
In my locality, it is valued that people organize themselves to solve their problems.
People take the initiative when they have to solve problems in my locality.
The neighbors can reach agreements when we have a common problem.
The neighbors know how to organize ourselves to solve a common problem.
Most of the times, the neighbors achieve the goals we set for ourselves.
When we face difficult problems, in my community we can get support from other
institutions.
I can express my opinions in the groups wherein I participate.
Most of the groups in my community contribute to the common good.
Cooperation between the groups in my locality is possible.
The groups in my locality cooperate with the government.
The people in my locality demand me to be responsible for my actions.
The people in my locality get upset if I do not keep my promises.
People in my locality get upset if I fail to treat others kindly and respectfully.
People in my locality get upset if I do not do the right thing.
In my locality, those who are not solidary to others are frowned upon.
In my locality, people are honest.
In my locality, anyone can go out by day without fear.
People in my locality usually solve conflicts peacefully.
People in my locality get angry if I do not think before acting.
People in my locality do not tolerate when someone is mean to others.
People in my locality expect the best from me.
People in my locality expect me to be strong when I suffer some misfortune.
People in my locality expect others to prove their courage in life.
Most people in my locality express their opinions clearly.
When talking about important topics, the people in my locality ask that it be done
in a serious and objective way.
People in my locality expects me not to make the same mistake twice.
People in my locality know how to reconcile after a conflict.
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APPENDIX B
CFA OF EACH MODEL
TABLE 7 – Item factor loadings for the estimated CFA of Model 1
(* stands for a p-value < 0.05)
Factors
Item
J
S
G
J1 0.824*
J2 0.783*
J3 -0.615*
J4 0.822*
J5 0.691*
J6 0.121*
J7
0.073
J8 0.512*
J9 0.475*
J10 0.593*
J11 0.637*
J12 0.355*
J13 0.595*
J14 -0.531*
J15 -0.508*
J16 0.107*
S17
0.682*
S18
0.671*
S19
0.683*
S20
0.548*
S21
0.765*
S22
0.645*
S23
0.787*
S24
0.587*
S25
0.662*
S26
0.842*
S27
0.814*
G28
0.813*
G29
0.624*
G30
0.778*
G31
0.770*
G32
0.746*
G33
0.768*
G34
0.683*
G35
0.795*
G36
0.786*
G37
0.593*
G38
0.681*
G39
0.801
G40
0.800*
G41
0.675*
G42
0.746*
G43
0.803*

Factors
A

H

Item
A44
A45
A46
A47
A48
A49
A50
A51
A52
A53
A54
H55
H56
H57
H58
H59
H60
H61
H62
H63
H64
H65
H66
H67
H68
H69
H70
H71

J

S

G

A
0.796*
0.808*
0.844*
0.764*
-0.342*
0.618*
0.716*
0.893*
0.900*
0.877*
0.880*
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0.866*
0.881*
0.800*
0.832*
0.759*
0.539*
0.463*
0.610*
0.737*
0.745*
0.802*
0.776*
0.767*
0.772*
0.733*
0.750*
0.657*
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TABLE 8 – Item factor loadings for the estimated CFA of Model 2
(* stands for a p-value < 0.05)
Factors
Item
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
J11
J12
J13
J14
J15
J16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
G28
G29
G30
G31
G32
G33
G34
G35
G36
G37
G38
G39
G40
G41
G42
G43

J
0.823*
0.784*

S

G

0.815*
0.692*
0.119*
0.077
0.513*
0.481*
0.591*
0.636*
0.356*
0.601*
0.116*
0.680*
0.676*
0.680*
0.548*
0.763*
0.642*
0.789*
0.592*
0.666*
0.840*
0.814*
0.808*
0.616*
0.776*
0.768*
0.744*
0.768*
0.683*
0.792*
0.788*
0.599*
0.685*
0.803*
0.803*
0.678*
0.749*
0.801*

Factors
A

H

Item
A44
A45
A46
A47
A48
A49
A50
A51
A52
A53
A54
H55
H56
H57
H58
H59
H60
H61
H62
H63
H64
H65
H66
H67
H68
H69
H70
H71

J

S

G

A
0.796*
0.808*
0.845*
0.764*

H

0.615*
0.718*
0.892*
0.899*
0.876*
0.880*
0.866*
0.880*
0.799*
0.831*
0.759*
0.542*
0.468*
0.611*
0.736*
0.744*
0.801*
0.776*
0.767*
0.774*
0.735*
0.749*
0.659*
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In recent years, the international development agenda gave centre stage to the need of measuring
the multidimensionality of progress and quality of life. This trend led to the creation of a variety
of metrics. The present article discusses a new metric which adopts a common good approach to
development. It has the purpose of moving beyond individual measures and capture collective aspects of development. The metric of common good proposed by the Institute for the Promotion of
the Common Good (IPBC) aims at empirically capturing social processes framed by (or generated
by) five normative dimensions (Justice, Stability, Governance, Collective Agency Freedom, and
Humanity), which together account for the quality of a nexus of common goods. This article explains the metric and its indicators, and critically discusses its contributions and future challenges.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Development efforts are increasingly challenging as the world becomes more
complex. The interconnectedness of peoples and economies, the diversity of cultures and the endurance of global development issues demand more than ever approaches that are able to capture this intricacy and multidimensionality both at the
global and local levels. In this search, development indicators have burgeoned,
contributing to the monitoring of the progress of societies and the effectiveness of
policy and public decision-making in the last decades. However, most of these efforts focus on measuring progress at the international and the individual levels,
overlooking the collective production of progress by people acting together in local
contexts. The Institute for the Promotion of the Common Good (IPBC) seeks to
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meet this gap by proposing a metric of common good dynamics at the municipal
level that can capture the shared production of social goods to guide local governments in their development plans.
Although there seems to be a growing interest in moving beyond individualistic
narratives, few approaches have ventured in creating measures on relational or collective processes. In addition, as explained below, the focus of these approaches
remain either at the level of outcomes or they look at a particular dimension in isolation. Instead, the metric presented here adopts a systemic approach within process-oriented dimensions. As such, the added contribution of the metric offered
here is capturing the quality of nexus of the common good by analysing how the
structural and dynamic aspects of the production of common goods combine to
build a society that lives together (Nebel, 2017). The structure of the common
good comprises the way in which the social and institutional context in the municipality frames people’s opportunity to live well and to achieve collective goals,
while its dynamics involves the expected patterns of behaviour in which the residents act in the production and distribution of basic common goods of a municipality through time. The metric examines these aspects of the nexus of the common
good through the interconnection of five dimensions: Justice, Stability, Governance, Collective Agency Freedom, and Humanity.
This article introduces the metric of the common good proposed by the IPBC
research group and discusses the steps taken in the construction of the 71 indicators that comprise the aforementioned five dimensions, the advantages of this perspective and remaining challenges. It is structured as follows. The first section
overviews and comments on the pertinence of the common good approach proposed in this book. The second lays out the process of constructing the indicators.
This was primarily a dialectic process with experts in the theory of common good,
measurement specialists, and local government officials and political actors knowledgeable in the local challenges of the municipalities. This section also reviews the
qualities sought in the items as they were designed as well as the challenges faced.
The third section presents the dimensions and the items that comprise them, delineating the specific aspects of the dimension that each item seeks to capture. Before the conclusion, the fourth section discusses the metric’s contributions and future challenges if it is to be used to guide policy and decision-making at the local
level.

2. THE THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE SURVEY

Measuring is never made for its own sake. The collection of data is necessary
to keep track of the evolution of those things that we care about. It provides us
information about how we are doing, whether we have advanced and how much
more we can achieve. As Székely’s (2005) book title states, numbers also move
the world; what is measured can be improved. In addition, data allows us to infer
things that are beyond our own sight. By learning about how different variables
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connect with each other we can understand the world in which we live better.
New measurements can also shed light to previously ignored realities and of
which we have little knowledge of both their complexity and about how these
can be improved. Yet, developing measurements is no simple task. It is always
imperfect, and it is always value laden. Hence, the best one can do is to try to
measure what really matters based on people’s realities and a sound theoretical
framework, and to be transparent about the choices one makes in this process.
The theoretical foundations of the metric of the common good presented here
is briefly introduced in Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco in this special issue, and it
has been discussed in detail in Nebel (2017) and Nebel et al (forthcoming).These
works offer a rationale for the development of a practical measure of a common
good approach as a necessary practical tool to complement existing metrics of
‘‘social’’ progress. As Nebel recognises, most of these ‘‘social’’ indicators rely
on aggregated individual data as proxy for the social and thus they fail to account
for the systemic interactions, that is, the interconnection between the common institutions, values, and shared practices underlying the production of individual results. Instead, the matrix of the nexus of the common good aims at focusing ‘‘on
commons’’, that is, on those things that we value, produce, share, and benefit
from, as a collectivity. Likewise, as opposed to these measures, the metric here
developed focuses on ‘‘the process by which these [collective goods] ‘build up’
in society to create a nexus-of-commons’’ (Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco, in this
issue).
This move offers a major contribution to the conceptualisation of development
and to the design and evaluation of social policies to improve people’s lives. It responds to the urgent need of measuring something that has for long been left outside of our modern conception of development and wellbeing, namely the structural and relational aspect of development, in order to place them in the academic
and political agenda.
For a long time, we have given too much importance to what we measure (just
because we can measure it) instead of measuring what is important. Indeed, some
still justify the use of GDP as a measure of social progress due to its simplicity
and its apparent exactitude1. Yet, even if we assume that GDP indeed offers a precise measure, we can ask whether it measures the ‘‘right’’ thing2. In the last thirty
years, we have seen great advancements in terms of indicators going beyond GDP.
Most of these emphasise the need to place at the centre what really matters,
namely, the person and her wellbeing. Nowadays, we know that a GDP measure is
simply insufficient (even if necessary) and not the most important indicator of the
1

See Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi (2009), Alkire (2015), Deneulin and Shahani (2009) for some arguments against the held belief that the GDP is a precise and objective measure.
2
The following Sections are inspired by the ideas of two well-known economists: ‘We need
to stop making important what we measure, instead we need to measure what is important’
(Branko Milanovic). Measuring what matters may involve rejecting being ‘‘precisely wrong in
favour of being vaguely right’’ (Hawthorn on Amartya Sen’s work; 1987: viii).
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development as it does not capture what we deeply care about, people’s quality of
life. In response, several efforts to measure people’s wellbeing emerged (e.g. Bhutan’s Gross National Happiness Index, the Human Development Index, Italian
BES, and others). Even if measurements differ, the majority of them coincide in
the use of multidimensional indicators to assess social realities, and to inform the
design, monitoring, and assessment of policies.
This has signified a huge improvement in measuring more directly how people’s lives go in relevant dimensions. Now we have information about health, education, standards of living, and so on, besides income. This has also translated in
improved poverty measures which provide a more realistic picture of the many deprivations people face when in poverty (e.g. see the Multidimensionality Poverty
Peer Network, www.mppn.org). However, there are also some problems with these
measures and with how we interpret them. In general, these issues amount to the
fact that they rely on the aggregation of individual data and that we tend to
wrongly assume that these multidimensional measures are the only thing that matters. Indeed, we now use these multidimensional measures of individual wellbeing
as substitutes to the supremacy of GDP, and as such, as if they were the only relevant information to inform development policies. This has the unintended consequence of dismissing as unimportant other features crucial for an integral notion of
development. With the transition from GDP measures to various forms of aggregation of individual wellbeing measures, we ended up removing the person and her
experience of life from the social context in which she is embedded and where her
wellbeing is co-constructed.
It is in this sense that, by emphasising the dynamic processes and the sociostructural aspects of development, the common good approach proposed in this volume makes an important contribution. It asks us to reinterpret and broaden the
way in which we read the success or failure of social life in at least two areas.
First, it recognises that the processes through which a society generates its outcomes in terms of individual wellbeing are also relevant to our lives. That is, it is
not enough to know what kind of functionings people manage to achieve. We also
care about other things. For example, arrangements in which we live, people’s collective freedom to exercise their agency and responsibilities in society, and the
humanity of the processes to achieve them are all part of the complex social life
dynamic in which we live that informs our behaviour. While these concerns are
not unique to the common good approach presented in this special issue, it does
go further, since these procedural, structural aspects are seen as inherently connected among themselves as a systemic whole. That is, rather than treating these
aspects as isolated dimensions that form part of the development process (e.g. measures of Rule of Law), these are seen as working in a nexus. Justice, for instance,
cannot be fully understood without reference to agency freedom, the quality of
governance, and so on. How the latter dimensions (Collective Agency, Governance, and others) work in harmony with others, determines the way we address
justice concerns. It is the quality of these interconnections that this common good
approach sets forth, and it does so through a matrix connecting five dimensions.
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As Tallabs (forthcoming) writes, ‘‘[the matrix] does not focus on the function of
legal and legitimate authority [only], but on the total community dynamics (government and society) within [a] territorial demarcation’’.
Second, it shifts our concerns from static end states in terms of individual functionings to actual dynamic patterns of behaviour. The common good’s approach
primary attention is that of action rather than accomplishments. As such, it moves
attention away from what people achieve and in which quantity, towards what people – in conjunction with others – actually do to achieve what they value and how.
At the end, it is people’s practices and their social interactions that provide us with
a richer understanding of the quality of the social development actually experienced by the members of a given community. For instance, from this perspective,
health concerns would focus in capturing whether the shared values, goals, and
practices lead people in the community to being healthy; rather than measuring the
actual health of each individual (separated from the social context in which these
individual results are produced).
Overall, this stance invites us to realise that many (if not all) of the things we
value such as agency, humanity, dignity and other fuzzy concepts, do not reveal
themselves in a dichotomic way in our life. They are not something you either
have or not have. Rather, these are states which are constantly being negotiated
and co-constructed in conjunction with others. Therefore, a common good approach affirms that the experience of being agents, of living in a humane way, and
so on, can be better appraised in a gradient scale at the social level (i.e. the extent
to which these are present as practices in a given population) rather than as an on/
off condition that can then be aggregated for the population as a whole. In fact,
both individual and social achievements are sustained by the recurrence of practices in society, rather than being an on-off codition of individuals that are part of
society. Hence, the problem with most measures of social progress focusing on
outcomes is that, although they can tell us something about people’s well-being or
someone’s agency, for example, the resources people possess or their internal abilities to make choices (e.g. income, ownership of resources, literacy levels, self-esteem), do not reveal anything about the vitality of its practice, the extent to which
these practices spread across the population, nor about their permanence in the
near and distant future.
In sum, a metric of the common good dynamic reveals the fact that although
the person and her wellbeing are a central part of development, this is not the only
thing that matters, as they do not provide the necessary information to tackle the
systemic problems we face in the modern world. Operationalising the common
good as a nexus, therefore, makes us go beyond individualised static measures to
appraise the dynamic process through which we generate, share and enjoy common
goods (including individual enjoyments).
This metric seeks to move beyond a simple description of the state of things
(in terms of individual access to education, health, etc.), to allow us to say something about how these outcomes are generated. It is not the same to obtain a desirable outcome by a desirable process, that respects human dignity and freedom for
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example, than to obtain it from a process that does not respect these aspects. Simply stated, we could reach similar results in terms of individual levels of wellbeing
through very different social dynamics. Therefore, we need to be able to discern
between these processes just as we also need to know about the reasons why desirable outcomes are not attained in certain contexts. To do this, we need to assess
people’s behaviours, the processes and social structures in which people’s actions
take place and understand how these – together – result (or not) in a common
good dynamics towards the hope of a more free, more human, more just society,
and, ultimately, a greater common good. The challenge is to capture this through a
metric. This is precisely the task that the IPBC has set itself to do and what we
present in the next Sections.
As Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco’s article argues and as the metric will show,
the questionnaire tries to capture this through the expected social practices and
people’s patterns of behaviours in a locality. This follows from the idea that
every person is deeply embedded in a social context with specific rules that
structure our actions and our interactions. These socially recognised patterns of
behaviour that coordinate our social interactions inform us whether a particular
social dynamic promoting the common good (or a common bad) is being reinforced or transformed. Indeed, when we think, act, and choose we are not only
deciding our way of life, we are also reproducing or confronting social structures
that – partly – determine and validate our actions and the way in which things
are done in our common social life. It is through our shared actions with others
that we produce, procure and experience social common goods. As such, the metric aims at informing us about how institutions, people’s behaviours and groups
interact among themselves to constitute a nexus of the common good. This instrument is necessary to inform policies with a more comprehensive view of social dynamics and with the aim of a flourishing community as well as flourishing
individual lives.
To capture the collective dynamic processes and their interlinkage, the IPBC’s
team proposes the matrix presented in Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco (in this issue).
The model identifies five normative dimensions deemed minimally necessary for
the production of common goods at the local level. It also illustrates that accounting for the presence or absence of each of these dimensions is not sufficient on its
own; for a dynamic towards the common good is the systemic outcome resulting
from the quality, strength and density of the interactions between them – rather
than the result of their simple aggregation as separate phenomena. Therefore, the
matrix envisions the nexus of the common good as the dynamic resulting from the
combination between the existence of each of these dimensions and their linkages3.

3

We provide a brief description of each of these dimensions below along with the items
proposed to measure each dimension.
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3. THE DESIGN OF THE SURVEY ITEMS

Anyone who has designed a survey or collaborated in such process knows
that this is no easy task. There are too many considerations to take into account
in order to stay as close as possible to the original intention of the theoretical
framework. Even apparently unproblematic features such as the wording, response options and order of questions in a survey can affect the quality of any
metric (e.g. Kelley et al., 2003; Brown, 2009). Therefore, the metric went
through a careful design process, which we can map in relation to recommendations of the literature.
The construction of the items was primarily the result of an iterative process
undertaken in consultation with a number of experts to reflect on the way we
could operationalize the notion of common good and to provide advice on the indicators produced. The IPBC based at Universidad Popular Autónoma del Estado
de Puebla (UPAEP), together with other academic institutions, carried out a number of research seminars – Puebla (December 2017), Barcelona (May 23-24,
2018), Notre Dame (October 22-23, 2018) and Puebla (February 13-14, 2019 and
October 25-26, 2019). These meetings sought to bring together a diversity of perspectives, from academics, policy experts, members of the civil society and local
mayors who engaged in discussions about the conceptualization and operationalization of the common good at the municipal level.
In addition to these academic assemblies, individual meetings were held with
key specialists such as Flavio Comim (May 2019), Clemens Sedmak (October
2019), and Gerardo Leiva (May 2019), as well as virtual discussions with a large
group of academics that have made invaluable comments to the proposal in the
last months. Finally, the formal production and refinement of the items was carried out through regular meetings of the core research team between March and
October 2019. The purpose of these meetings was to integrate the knowledge produced in the aforementioned discussions, while considering the formal requirements of survey indicators and a careful planning and piloting of the survey application.
One of the main difficulties in this process was that many of the items of the metric are completely new in the literature, developed for the equally novel approach
presented in this special issue and a forthcoming book (Nebel et al.) For this reason,
although the model and the dimensions of the model behind this survey are based on
extensive theoretical research, the particular items of the survey were developed
through an exploratory process that gave priority to capturing collective life in Mexican municipalities.
In addition, following the literature, the process of designing survey questions
included some reflection about the qualities the items must follow to be selected for
the metric. In the literature, however, the use of different names to indicate similar
4

A commonly cited approach is SMART, a methodology used by a number of development
agencies (e.g. the World Bank and the UN) and governments to construct indicators that mea-
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qualities is common and, often, the qualities chosen in each study or project depend
on the final purposes of the scale4. Hence, in developing items, we were interested
in satisfying qualities suggested in the literature but without losing sight of the particular interest of this metric which is to measure common good outcomes at the
municipal level to diagnose ‘‘development priorities at the local level’’. For this
purpose, the four qualities are: specific, relevant, meaningful, and intelligible.
Specific: Items should be specific in the sense that they capture only the component that is intended to measure, and not any other element within the metric.
To achieve this, items should clearly describe and adequately reflect the phenomenon targeted with the measurement. To maximize specificity and respondents’ understanding, it is also important to be clear and unambiguous in the terms included
in the item. This is essential to ensure that the data collected is consistent and
comparable across municipalities and times. The complexity of the theoretical
model behind this metric made achieving specificity a challenging task. Since the
purpose was that each item captured a particular aspect of the nexus of the common good – and thus the linkages between dimensions and basic common goods
(BCG) – it was sometimes difficult highlighting the aspect that predominated in a
statement. To achieve this, the team particularly focused on simplifying the wordiness of the items and be clear about what was the particular intersection of the
model being measured. Hence, the team tried to avoid items that captured more
than one aspect at a time to the extent that this was possible in order to reduce
confusion in the respondent as to what is the true purpose of the item. Yet, despite
this careful revision, some items remained complex thus only partially complying
with this requirement. Nonetheless, this was a conscious decision of the team so as
to secure that the survey did not lose its complex systemic approach (which, at the
end, is one of the main added values of the approach).
Relevant: to comply with this requirement, items should offer a valid measure
of the desired underlying construct. There are a number of ways to assess this, for
example the underlying construct might be decided statistically through factor analysis or based on the theoretical framework employed. In this project, relevance
was assessed based on the degree to which the item was able to capture the dimensions proposed by the theoretical framework of the common good. Hence, if the
item needed to capture, for example, the intersection between a dimension and one
of the basic common goods (see below for further explanation about this), this intersection was first defined conceptually and then the item was construed based on
that conceptual definition. Take the intersection between Governance and the basic
common good of Rule of Law as an example. To develop the item, this intersection was first defined as the extent to which the law served everyone in the locality, and then the item was construed under this definition. Therefore, the final form

sure social outcomes and programme results. SMART stands for indicators that are Specific,
Measurable, Attributable, Realistic and Time-bound (for a broader list of qualities see e.g.
Brown, 2009).
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of the item was ‘‘In this locality, the municipal administration is at the service of
the majority’’ (see Table 4 below)5.
Meaningfulness and Intelligibility: This means that items must be intelligible
and easily interpreted by the average respondent. A common method to achieve
this is through cognitive interviewing. Cognitive interviewing is a technic that has
expanded for the last 40 years. It is routinely used by national institutes and research centres and has been recommended as a useful tool to develop quantitative
indicators of multidimensional models of wellbeing (Camfield, 2016). This tool
uses qualitative interviews to test surveys, and it permits observing the cognitive
process that respondents use to answer the survey and to evaluate the quality and
effectiveness of the items as well as questionnaire design (see Willis, 1999; Forsyth and Lessler, 1991).
In the construction of this metric, cognitive interviews were carried out with six
individuals that were chosen based on their socioeconomic characteristics that resembled the average population in municipalities in Mexico (e.g. primary or secondary schooling, low- or middle-income households, etc.). The interview process
had the purpose of prompting the individual to reveal information about the comprehension of the item, their response processes and the recall strategies used by
the respondent to gather the information needed to answer the statement of the
item. The core research group extensively discussed the findings from these interviews in a series of meetings. These interviews allowed identifying those items
that were difficult to comprehend or that entailed a complex cognitive evaluation
from the respondent. They also helped improve response options and item wording, get a sense of the length of the whole survey and make a more thorough selection of the final list of items included in the scale.
At the end, the resulting version of the survey, including demographic questions, was finally tested in two pilot applications, one in the municipality of Ocotepec (June 2019) and one in the municipality of Atlixco6 (May 2019). In addition
to testing the psychometric performance of the metric, these two pilot studies permitted testing the entire fieldwork plan. This included, first, identifying the best
mode of survey administration for these contexts (either paper-based or electronic
surveys), and second, selecting the ideal training for the data collectors. The version of the survey that resulted from these pilot exercises was then used to collect
data form stratified and representative samples in Atlixco and San Andres Cholula,
results which are reported in the respective articles in this special issue7.
Based on the previous process, the final items of the survey were designed as
5

Tables 1 to 4 present the items and the conceptual definition or justification of the indicator for each dimension.
6
This refers to a pilot test performed in Atlixco to a small non-representative sample. The
results of the final version of the questionnaire applied to a stratified and rapresentative sample
are presented in Ramı́rez and Garza-Vázquez in this issue.
7
Ávila-Valdez and Castro-Manzano (in this issue) present the results of a first exercise in
route to validate this final instrument in the future.
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statements that ascertain the level of agreement-disagreement of respondents towards each issue. A 5-point Likert scale was used as response options, where (1)
strongly disagree, (2) somewhat disagree, (3) neither agree nor disagree, (4) somewhat agree, and (5) strongly agree. The limitations of agree-disagree response
scales are well known as they can be more prone to acquiescence response bias
(Krosnick, 2012). This bias reflects the common desire of people to be seen as affable and thus tend to agree with the statement regardless of its actual content (see
also Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco, in this issue, for other limitations). Despite these
limitations, this response scale also has noteworthy advantages as it eases the administration of the survey by significantly reducing the length of duration and increasing comparability across dimensions and indicators to identify underlying constructs. Hence, in this metric this format allows reducing the time spent in data collection and other biases that arise as the tiredness in respondents increase.
The final survey is structured as follows. Section one contains 14 demographic
questions including neighbourhood, sex, age, education, employment, ethnicity,
and an indicator of socioeconomic status (number of bathrooms in the household,
number of automobiles owned, access to internet connection in the household,
number of family-members employed, number of people sleeping in the kitchen).
The second section of the survey covered the five dimensions of common good
measured through 71 items in total; 16 items for Justice; 11 items for Stability; 16
items for Governance; 11 items for Collective Agency Freedom; 17 items for
Humanity. The final version of the survey for the five dimensions along with its
content and justification is presented below.

4. THE DIMENSIONS OF A COMMON GOOD METRIC
AND ITS INDICATORS

The structure of the survey and its characteristics aimed at reflecting the theoretical foundations of the metric explained above in two ways.
First, one of the purposes of the metric was to move beyond measuring the
simple individual experience to capture the collective processes that structure social
life in a municipality. Hence, even though this metric lies at the level of individual
perception, most items ask respondents to focus and reflect on social goods and
the expected social practices of people in their location. Arguably, these items capture collective (as opposed to individual) doings, in the sense that they refer to the
collective action that constrains individual behaviour in the locality (Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco, in this issue; Nebel, 2018)8. The items try to measure the local

8

Some items are indeed directed to the respondent’s individual experience as opposed to
one’s perception about common social practices (e.g. ‘‘In my locality, the police serve to protect
me’’). However, we think that in these few cases, the aggregation of responses provides a good
proxy about the collective perception of, for example, the effectiveness of the police in the community.
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practices that give structure and dynamism to life in common. This includes aspects such as the way people reproduce, modify, and/or give life to the way institutions work in practice. For instance, the indicator ‘‘People take the initiative
when they have to solve problems in my locality’’ in the dimension of Collective
Agency Freedom, tries to measure the extent to which the population value self-organising as a group with the purpose of improving something in the locality. This
indicator thus aims at capturing through individual perception a form of collective
agency that goes beyond individuals, as it requires the common volition and acting
together in the consecution of something valued collectively.
Second, the items needed to assess the structure as well as the dynamics of the
nexus of the common good in each of the dimensions (Justice, Stability, Governance, Collective Agency Freedom) aside from the dimension of ‘‘Humanity’’
(which we briefly explain below). As mentioned above, the structure is measured
by reference to the set of institutions that exist or the quality with which they are
perceived to function in a municipality, such as laws, physical buildings, and existing legal support in relation to each of the dimension. In turn, the dynamics of the
nexus is gauged through dimensions and items assessing expected social practices
in the common good of a municipality for each dimension (again, aside from the dimension of ‘‘Humanity’’). Moreover, the degree to which both of these aspects of a
common good dynamic are present is, in turn, evaluated in relation to some ‘‘basic
social goods’’, which are considered as a ‘‘minimal threshold inherent to any nexus
of the common good’’. This minimum set of basic social goods that form part of
any nexus of the common good in a municipality are five: Rule of Law, Work,
Education, Culture, and Solidarity (Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco, in this issue).
Put differently, each dimension has at least one item that measures the combination of the structure of the dimension with basic common goods. For instance,
for the dimension of Justice, the structural aspect refers to people’s perception
about equal opportunities in participating in the creation, valuation, and access to
the benefits of the basic common good in question. In this sense, some items aim
at capturing the relationship between the dimension (Justice) and the basic common good of ‘‘Solidarity’’ in the structural aspect. One item, for example, tries to
capture access to institutionalised forms of solidarity (‘‘In my locality, there are
places where people can go to get help (DIF, Red Cross, Church, etc.)’’).
Similarly, each dimension has at least one item that measures the combination
of the dynamic aspect of the dimension with basic common goods. For instance,
for the same dimension (Justice), the dynamic aspect refers to people’s perception
in terms of the way people treat each other. To capture the relationship between
the dimension (Justice) and the basic common good of ‘‘Solidarity’’ in its dynamic
aspect, one item tries to capture the reciprocity among its members (‘‘In my community, if someone is having a hard time, we organize to help him/her’’).
Moreover, to address the systemic emphasis of the nexus (even if partially),
some items reflect the strength of the relationship between the dimensions and the
way each dimension potentializes one another. For this, a number of individual
items focus on capturing the two-way relationships between dimensions (e.g. Gov-
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ernance and Stability, Governance and Collective Agency, Governance and Justice,
and vice versa). Take, for example, the two-way relationship between the dimensions of Governance and Stability. On the one hand, the governance of stability is
measured by one item focused on the capacity of the municipal government to promote a dignifying life for everyone in the locality in the long term (‘‘The municipal government creates the necessary conditions so that no one has to leave the locality to live better’’). Reciprocally, on the other hand, another item tries to capture
the stability of governance (‘‘The programs of the municipal government have
long-term benefits’’). Hence, as mentioned before, this multidimensional metric is
therefore composed of items that try to capture not only a dimension in isolation,
but also the interconnection between dimensions and sub-domains (such as basic
common goods).
Now, the Humanity dimension is treated differently. For this dimension, the
metric drops the structure/dynamic division. This dimension is treated differently
since it aims at capturing the extent to which the whole structure and dynamic of
the nexus results in a socially virtuous way of living together in community, which
makes itself visible through a set of social virtues embodied in people’s collective
practices in a community. These social virtues include items related to freedom
and responsibility, justice and solidarity, peace and concord, and others (Nebel and
Arbesu-Verduzco, in this issue). Hence, items in the survey ask about the expected
behaviour in the community in relation to these.
On the basis of the theoretical framework, the next subsections present the list
of indicators of a metric of a common good dynamic. Each subsection describes
one of the dimensions. Each dimension, in turn, presents a table that includes information about: the list of items attributed to the dimension (column 1); and a justification/description of the purpose of each item (column 2).

4.1. Justice
The dimension of Justice (Table 1) captures the collective processes and institutions at place in a municipality through which people share common goods (in
their valuation, production, and benefit). The dimension is measured in terms of
equality of opportunity in the five basic common goods (i.e. structure), and in people’s expectations about the common practices (i.e. how people treat each other) in
the context of the other dimensions of the matrix (Governance, Stability and Collective Agency Freedom).
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TABLE 1 – Justice: items and justification

Source: IPBC’s team elaboration.
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4.2. Stability
The dimension of Stability (Table 2) captures the permanence and transmission
TABLE 2 – Stability: items and justification

Source: IPBC’s team elaboration.
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of the nexus of the common good. The structure of the nexus is measured through
items that focus on the extent to which this structure, manifest in the five basic
common goods, allows the transmission of humanity in the nexus. The dynamics
of the nexus, in turn, captures the permanence of the three key elements of the dynamics of common good: Governance, Justice and Collective Agency Freedom.
This permanence is measured through (a) the quality of the duration of local institutions (to all, to us, to the majority or to some); and (b) the time projection of institutions (e.g. 1, 5, or 10 years).

4.3. Governance
The dimension of Governance (Table 3) captures whether the basic common
goods in a municipality are governed as common goods or not. Put differently, the
focus is on whether the basic common goods are placed at the service of the community as a whole (for the good of all and every one) and not co-opted by certain
groups. The structure of the nexus is measured through items that assess the quality of the management, organization and administration of the common goods by
local authorities and the civil society. The dynamics of the nexus is captured
through items that evaluate the capacity of the political governance to serve the
common good. Four areas of quality are studied: authority of the governance, efficiency of the governance, conflict resolution and generation of consensus.
4.4. Collective Agency Freedom
The dimension of Collective Agency Freedom (Table 4) answers the question
‘‘what determines the quality of collective agency in a municipality?’’. It measures, on the one hand, the dynamic aspect of collective agency, that is, the capacity of the local population to act together in view of their future. This capacity to
self-organise can be captured through (a) the value given to the capacity to self-organize in the community; (b) the legal possibility to self-organize; (c) the capacity
to generate consensus around a common goal; (d) the capacity to self-govern in
the consecution of a common goal; and (e) the capacity to generate synergy with
other organizations to reach a common goal.
On the other hand, it measures the organization/structure of collective agency,
which can be observed through the existence of organizations that give structure to
community life and its quality . Hence, the items related to this aspect measure the
capacity of the existing collective agency in the municipality to generate dynamics
that promote the common good. This can be inferred through three criteria: (a) the
freedom of agency in these organizations; (b) The possibility of universalising the
shared benefits generated by these organizations; (c) the quality of the existing relations between organizations.
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TABLE 3 – Governance: items and justification

Source: IPBC’s team elaboration.
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TABLE 4 – Collective Agency Freedom: items and justification

Source: IPBC’s team elaboration.

4.5. Humanity
The dimension of Humanity (Table 5) refers to the social behaviours and expectations that emerge in the population as a result of the common good dynamics.
That is, what are the social expectations in the community about the behaviours
that express humanity. These can be assessed through the expectations of standard
behaviour in the community, including (a) freedom and responsibility; (b) justice
and solidarity; (c) peace and concord; (d) prudence and magnanimity; (e) resilience
and courage; (f) rationality and wisdom.
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TABLE 5 – Humanity: items and justification

Source: IPBC’s team elaboration.
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5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

In this section, we would like to offer some general reflections/questions about
the metric of the practical common good approach presented above. To begin with,
we would like to point out that in a world in which the development of new indicators of social progress/development abound, this metric has the potential to be
much more than a simple alternative to other indicators on progress, wellbeing, or
development. In fact, rather than being an alternative, it seems to us that it paves
the way towards a new list of indicators interested in processes, actions, and complexity that can complement existing outcome-oriented measures. By shifting the
focus of analysis to indicators aiming at capturing institutionalized practices of the
local population (in structure and actions), the metric sheds light to the complex
social settings within which individuals act, think and choose, and its relevance for
understanding the outcomes that societies produce.
People’s positive and engaging reaction to the survey in initial pilot applications, as well as their applications to assess different social situations attest the significance of this information for people’s lives and their localities. Consequently,
data produced by this metric will be crucial for informing decision-makers about
local social processes, institutions, and their interaction that promote or hinder a
common good dynamic. This information cannot be but fundamental for identifying key areas of opportunity and strengths present in the local community (e.g.
quality of social ties, organization skills, knowledge of existing social institutions,
etc.) from which to build up a plan of action that promotes a community-driven
development towards the common good of living well together.
Despite these welcomed points however, there are some questions, which,
although we do not aim to respond here, need to be asked and reflected upon to
clarify and better the metric. First, some general questions may arise in relation to
the theoretical model and its dimensions. Even if there is a theoretical framework
underlying the metric, the criteria for selecting the dimensions is still insufficiently
clear. For instance, while we do not dispute the selection of the five normative dimensions already included in the model, one may wonder why other dimensions
(or other basic common goods) are not included. One could think that a comprehensive notion of the common good would include or discuss more explicitly social concerns such as peace, security, the environment, the economy, among
others. Of course, we grant that the model may indirectly touch upon these concerns and that any metric needs to be as simple and parsimonious as possible, yet
an explicit reference to the reasons behind the components of the metric would be
welcome.
The second concern is related to the simplicity of the items of the survey. A
desired quality of a questionnaire is to be sure that the items are easy to interpret
and clearly understood by the respondent. Although the presented survey already
went through a long process of cleansing, the survey remains complex in at least
five areas. One is the inherent complexity of the statements themselves. The survey
asks respondents to think beyond their individual experience in order to reflect on
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their social world and its common practices (e.g. In my locality, it is valued that
people organize themselves to solve their problems). While common practices may
be identifiable to people after reflection, the dynamics of expected patterns of social behavior and their influence in the social world tends to be unconscious and
difficult to pin it down explicitly. A subsequent issue that adds to the inherent
complexity of the items is the composition of the statements. Several statements in
the metric refer to multiple phenomena at the same time. For instance, the statement ‘‘The municipal government is able to reach agreements that benefit the entire community’’ may direct attention towards both the ability of the government
to generate consensus or to the resulting benefits of the agreement, or to the combination of the two ideas (which is the intention of the question).
This leads to a difficulty in the interpretation of responses. This can be problematic, on the one hand, for composite statements like the latter (is the data shedding light on the ability of the government to generate agreements? Or is it about
the benefits in society? Or is it about the ability to generate consensus that at the
same time result in a benefit for the entire community?). On the other hand, even
if is not a composite statement, for many items we do not really know what is behind participants’ responses. This is more salient if we want to compare responses
between groups. For instance, if we find that women’s answers to the statement
‘‘Most people in my locality have work’’ were lower than that of men, we do not
know what these lower responses indicate. Are women responding based on their
individual experience (i.e. women have less access to work)? Or are they responding based on what women perceive around their community (this is the original intention of the item)? If the latter, do they perceive that there is less work available
for women in particular, or in general for the population as a whole (and why
would it be different than men’s perception?) In other words, the challenge is that,
we can only know women perceive this feature differently but we could not be
sure about what exactly is the problem regarding access to employment in the municipality from their perspective9.
Second, a related, but somehow distinct concern with the items of the metric is
the fact that statements aim at measuring people’s perceptions about social phenomena in their localities that contain normative inclinations. In other words, the
items are associated to desired common behaviors and processes within the locality
and how individuals perceive these. Although researchers have been testing self-reported items since the 1960s (see Zapf, 2000), they have been contested for being
influenced by social desirability biases and adaptive preferences (e.g. Kahneman
and Tverskey, 1984; Frederic and Loweeinstein, 1999; Gasper, 2007). Social desirability bias occurs when people answer survey questions based on what they think
is expected from them by the researcher or what they themselves think is the ideal
behavior in their locality instead of what actually occurs in the locality. In turn,

9

Note that these concerns may also complicate the statistical analysis of the results.
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adaptive preferences reflect the possibility of people adapting to positive or negative life circumstances. Hence, social desirability and adaptive preferences could
result in data that portray the locality more positively than it is actually lived. This
can be especially problematic if the items originally contain normative values of
what is the desired practice of common good in the locality for a specific dimension. This may be reflected in the fact that despite their different results, participants from each municipality tend to respond more positively to statements related
to people’s behaviour in comparison to government’s actions (see the two empirical articles in this issue).
Third, when metrics are used as a ‘‘diagnostic tool’’ to inform social actors
about social priorities in the locality, one may also worry about the malleability
and the temporality of the phenomena being measured. What we are questioning
here is about the possibility of changing common social practices, which are established patterns of behavior embedded in the culture of a certain population,
through social policies; and, we could also ask about the timeframe that this
change may take. These questions are relevant because they raise the query about
the correct time for applying a follow up survey to measure possible changes in
the common dynamic of a municipality, for example. Similarly, when designing
metrics to be of use for policy actors, we also need to think about indicators that
can shed light on potential courses of action for policy making and thus on indicators that capture social problems that can be modified by policy interventions.
Fourth, this type of comprehensive metrics also make explicit the tradeoffs associated to the choice of statistical tools available to construct the model, such as
Factor Analysis, Principal Component Analysis or Structural Equation Modelling.
Statistics such as the latter rely on the amount of variance shared by the items to
find commonalities between them. Hence, the fact that some of the items of this
metric capture different dimensions at a time due to the interconnections of the
model, makes it more difficult for these statistical tools to discriminate between dimensions, lowering the quality of the metric based on the reliability analysis offered by these tools. In other words, there is a difficulty in reconciling the complexity of the metric with the assumptions and requirements behind the statistical
tests10. However, sometimes these tradeoffs need to be carefully considered and
evaluated by researchers when they have the interest of constructing more comprehensive, interdependent, and multidimensional measures that capture the complexity of human existence.
A fifth, and last reflection, is about the difficulty of applying this kind of metric
to very diverse audiences. The items of the metric presented here are complex and
require a fair amount of cognitive reflection to be answered. Some of them might
also require some degree of knowledge and experience about how the local gov-

10

See e.g. Ramı́rez (forthcoming) for a similar experience with a multidimensional model of
psychosocial wellbeing and a discussion on this.
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ernment works, how neighbors interact and act together, and the values of the locality as a whole. Additionally, some items need some basic knowledge about abstract lexicon such as ‘‘laws’’, ‘‘social programs’’, and ‘‘property title’’. This
could increase the difficulty to apply this survey to individuals who have not participated in different public spheres in their localities, kept a household, or have a
certain level of education. This is particularly relevant if the metric will be applied
in diverse populations including municipalities with indigenous and non-indigenous backgrounds. Translation issues are also relevant here since the interpretation
of the meaning of survey items might vary for people whose mother tongue is not
Spanish11. Hence, issues of meaning, interpretation and translation need to be taken into account when comparing results across municipalities.
To close the section, we would like to point out that while these concerns may
not be trivial and more reflection about them is in need, we also recognize that the
extent to which these previous points are relevant to the metric is a matter of
further empirical investigation beyond the articles presented in this issue.

6. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we presented the rationale, the process, and the structure of the
metric developed by the IPBC at Puebla, México to measure the common good
dynamics of a municipality. The elaboration of the indicators was the result of a
research project that received feedback from prestigious experts, local specialists,
NGOs, public officials, and researchers. It was carefully designed to reflect the theoretical framework behind and the common requirements of survey indicators, but
also by obtaining and including the feedback of potential respondents of the survey
through cognitive interviewing. Much reflection has gone into the construction of
this metric, recognising the many trade-offs involved in the process, and making
decisions to the best of our abilities. With this article, we wish to make explicit
these decisions and their potential implications to the final form of the survey and
the resulting data.
We also argued that the new information that this measure of common good
will offer to municipal governments, NGOs, researchers and decision-makers can
facilitate the adoption of better informed policies that take into account the dynamics and structure of the common good produced by the citizens of a municipality. In fact, the initial process in the construction of the indicator has already had
concrete effects since it has already gained the collaboration of municipal governments in the recollection of the data and their commitment to take into account the
results in their municipal development plans.
Overall, we can say that the theoretical framework and the metric presented in
this special issue and the forthcoming book already provide valuable contributions

11

See the Appendix for the Spanish version of the survey.
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for the purpose of bettering the measurement of development processes at the local
level and the information that governments use to make better policy decisions.
However, this will be for researchers, governments, policy actors and, more importantly, for people themselves to confirm. Hence, the main intention of this article
is to promote and encourage more and better discussion in this direction.
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APPENDIX
Instrument’s questions to measure the common good dynamics
in original language (Spanish)
Ítem
J1
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
J11
J12
J13
J14
J15
J16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23
S24
S25
S26
S27
G28
G29
G30
G31
G32

En mi localidad, los derechos de cada persona son respetados.
En mi localidad, la policı́a sirve para protegerme.
En mi localidad, se pueden corromper los funcionarios públicos.
En mi localidad, se valora trabajar.
En mi localidad, la mayorı́a tiene trabajo.
En mi comunidad es importante que todos tengan la posibilidad de estudiar.
En mi localidad, cualquier persona puede estudiar si ası́ lo decide.
Las tradiciones culturales de mi localidad son respetadas por la mayorı́a.
En mi localidad, los refranes los entienden la mayorı́a.
En mi comunidad, si alguien la pasa mal nos organizamos para ayudarle.
En mi localidad, hay lugares donde la gente puede acudir para recibir ayuda (DIF,
Cruz Roja, Iglesias, etc.).
En mi localidad la gente no necesita dejar el municipio para poder vivir.
Los programas de los gobiernos municipales benefician a la mayorı́a de la población.
En mi localidad hay grupos sociales que no tienen acceso al poder.
En mi localidad hay algunos grupos sociales que tienen todo el poder.
En mis actividades diarias en la localidad, soy frecuentemente humillado.
En mi localidad cuando se atrapa a un ladrón lo entregamos a la policı́a.
En mi localidad cuando alguien es arrestado, la policı́a lo trata con respeto.
Me enorgullece hablar de mi trabajo con otros.
Es importante haber ido a la escuela para participar en la vida social de la localidad.
Me siento orgulloso de la cultura de mi comunidad.
Las generaciones más jóvenes participan en las fiestas, costumbres y tradiciones de
mi localidad.
Cuando yo o algún familiar buscamos ayuda de una institución en la localidad, somos
tratados con respeto.
Los programas del gobierno municipal tienen beneficios de largo plazo.
Si compro un terreno o una casa, tengo confianza que el gobierno respetará mi tı́tulo
de propiedad a futuro.
La mayorı́a de las asociaciones de mi localidad existen desde mucho tiempo (Por
ejemplo: mayordomı́a, jornales, sociedad de padres de familia, grupos ejidales, etc.).
Los miembros de las asociaciones suelen reunirse con frecuencia. (Por ejemplo:
mayordomı́a, jornales, sociedad de padres de familia, grupos ejidales, etc.).
Considero que en esta localidad la administración municipal está al servicio de la
mayorı́a.
En la localidad, la mayorı́a paga impuestos.
El gobierno se esfuerza para que los trabajadores tengan mejores condiciones laborales.
El gobierno de mi localidad promueve de manera activa el mantenimiento y la creación de espacios públicos como parques, plazas y calles.
En mi localidad la mayorı́a cuida los espacios públicos como parques, plazas y calles.
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G33 El gobierno crea las condiciones necesarias para que exista una solidaridad efectiva
entre los ciudadanos de mi localidad.
G34 En mi localidad el gobierno hace el esfuerzo para que todos terminen la preparatoria
o bachillerato.
G35 En esta localidad se respeta la autoridad del gobierno municipal.
G36 El gobierno municipal trabaja para el bien de la mayorı́a.
G38 El gobierno tiene la voluntad de resolver conflictos entre diferentes grupos de la localidad.
G39 El gobierno municipal es capaz de generar acuerdos que benefician a toda la comunidad.
G40 El gobierno municipal busca que todos tengan las mismas oportunidades en la comunidad.
G41 El gobierno crea las condiciones necesarias para que nadie tenga que dejar la localidad para vivir.
G42 El gobierno de mi municipio nos escucha.
G43 Puedo participar en las decisiones de mi municipio.
A44 En mi localidad, se valora que la gente se organice para resolver sus problemas.
A45 La gente toma iniciativas cuando se tienen que resolver problemas de mi localidad.
A46 Los vecinos logramos ponernos de acuerdo cuando tenemos un problema común.
A47 Los vecinos sabemos organizarnos para solucionar un problema común.
A48 Las leyes nos impiden frecuentemente dar solución a problemas locales.
A49 La mayorı́a de las veces, los vecinos logramos los objetivos que nos proponemos.
A50 Cuando nos enfrentamos a problemas difı́ciles, en mi comunidad podemos conseguir
el apoyo de otras instituciones.
A51 Puedo expresar mis opiniones en los grupos en los que participo.
A52 La mayorı́a de los grupos de mi comunidad contribuyen al bien común.
A53 Es posible la cooperación entre los grupos de mi localidad.
A54 Los grupos de mi localidad cooperan con el gobierno.
H55 La gente de mi localidad exige que me haga responsable de mis acciones.
H56 La gente de mi localidad se molesta si no cumplo con mis promesas.
H57 La gente de mi localidad se molesta si no trato a los demás de manera cordial y respetuosa.
H58 La gente de mi localidad se molesta si no hago lo correcto.
H59 En mi localidad, se ve mal a la gente que no es solidaria con los demás.
H60 En mi localidad, la gente es honesta.
H61 En mi localidad, cualquier persona puede salir de dı́a sin temor.
H62 La gente de mi localidad acostumbra a resolver conflictos de manera pacı́fica.
H63 La gente de mi localidad se enoja si no pienso antes de actuar.
H64 La gente de mi localidad no tolera que una persona sea mala onda con los demás.
H65 La gente de mi localidad espera lo mejor de mı́.
H66 La gente de mi localidad espera que yo sea fuerte cuando sufro alguna desgracia.
H67 La gente de mi localidad esperan de los demás que hagan prueba de valor en la vida.
H68 La mayorı́a de las personas de mi localidad, expresa sus opiniones de manera clara.
H69 Cuando se habla de temas importantes, la gente de mi localidad pide que se haga de
manera seria y objetiva.
H70 La gente de mi localidad espera que yo no cometa dos veces el mismo error.
H71 La gente de mi localidad sabe reconciliarse después de un conflicto.
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In this paper, we assess the common good dynamics of the Mexican municipality of San Andrés
Cholula in the State of Puebla, using the common good matrix, developed by the Institute for the
Promotion of the Common Good (IPBC). The metric captures the collective life and the social dynamics of a population at the municipal level, and sheds light on the formal and informal institutional framework that constitutes people’s lives. Through the application of 600 surveys in this municipality, we assess collective life of the locality on five dimensions. We show that justice and
governance pose the greatest challenges to the municipality and we note, second, important disparities in the structure of social life between different localities within the municipality.
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1. INTRODUCTION

According to the World Bank, Mexico is an upper-middle income country and,
as of April 2020, it was the 11th world’s economy. With a Human Development Index (HDI) of 0.767 in 2018, it belongs to the group of high human development,
and it is ranked at the 76th place out of 189 countries (UNDP, 2019a). Nevertheless,
while it has been praised for its decades of macroeconomic stability and its integration to the world economy, in the last 30 years or so, the country has performed
poorly in economic growth, poverty reduction, and in taming inequality (Levy,
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2018; Obregón, 2013; World Bank, 2020). Indeed, in 2018, 42% of the total population in Mexico experienced multidimensional poverty, and only 21.9% of the population was considered non-poor and non-vulnerable (Coneval, 2018). In addition,
Mexico continues to be one of the most unequal countries in Latin America – itself
the most unequal region of the world – with a Gini coefficient of 0.45 in 2018
(World Development Indicators). More worrisome is the fact that these inequalities
are more pronounced and its impact more lacerating at the municipal level.
Despite some minor improvements in regional and municipal inequities in the
last years, in 2015 (the latest available data), the difference between the highest
HDI value in a municipality in Mexico (0.944, Benito Juárez in Mexico City) and
the lowest value (0.420, Cochoapa el Grande in Guerrero) was of fifty-two points.
To put it differently, the highest ranked municipalities in Mexico have HDI values
comparable to countries on top of the list, such as Switzerland, UK, and Spain,
whereas the worst performing municipalities are comparable to countries at the
bottom, such as Malawi, Ethiopia, or the Democratic Republic of Congo (UNDP,
2019b). Therefore, the Municipal Human Development Report for Mexico (UNDP,
2019b) recognises the need to strengthen the role of municipal governments in promoting local development.
Municipalities are the smallest units of governmental action and are also the
setting in which a closer interaction between society and government takes place.
In Mexico, municipal governments’ responsibilities range from assisting the provision of public services (sewage, drinkable water, street lighting, public spaces,
public security, police, culture, sustainable environment, among others) to the promotion of democratic practices (UNDP, 2019b). Hence, municipal policies are crucial for attending people’s concerns and improving their social realities, and thus
their lives. Moreover, municipalities are also the setting where people experience
their social lives with others directly. To most people, municipalities are the milieu
where they acquire their political, economic, cultural, and social experience of
community life. Consequently, the way in which municipalities are organized and
the social life they engender, structure people’s behaviour, their interactions with
others, and the real opportunities people enjoy pursing their life plan. For these
reasons, it is fundamental to pay more attention and to develop better tools to analyse and understand social dynamics in municipalities.
This is precisely what the common good matrix, developed by the IPBC, is set
out to do. It provides a framework for assessing this interconnected web of social
institutions and social practices within a municipality – what Nebel and Arbesu (in
this issue) refer to as ‘‘the nexus of the common good’’. In this paper we assess the
common good dynamics in the municipality of San Andrés Cholula, and show that
the common good matrix captures the way in which institutions, social norms, and
social practices interact to provide a more comprehensive view of people’s experience of their shared political, social, and communal life. Through the application of
600 surveys in December 2019, we find, first, that that the dimensions of justice
and governance pose the greatest challenges to the municipality, and we note, second, important disparities in the structure of social life between different localities
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within the municipality. A tension between traditional and communitarian values,
on the one hand, and modern urbanization and economic growth, on the other, are
visible in the eroded character of some common good dynamics in the municipality.
The argument is structured as follows. In Section 2 we offer a rationale, by
means of a brief historical account of the municipality, for our focus on San Andres Cholula. Section 3 discusses our methodology, the common good metric, the
data we use, and some sociodemographic characteristics of the sample. Section 4
reports the main results of the study. Finally, we conclude by identifying general
lessons and future recommendations.

2. SAN ANDRÉS CHOLULA: TRADITION, MODERNITY AND INEQUALITY

San Andrés Cholula is a complex municipality. It has a robust indigenous past,
but at the same time belongs to a State the capital of which was founded exclusively for Spaniards; its neighbouring village, the Tlaxcaltecas, were an important
ally of Cortés against the Mexicas; notwithstanding having opposed the Mexicas,
Cholula was savagely massacred. The city has experienced important contrasts: an
accelerated but nonetheless uneven economic growth that has resulted in inequality, and pressures for urbanization and modernization countered by a deep indigenous past reluctant to give up. This section analyzes how these tensions have unfolded throughout San Andrés Cholula’s history, in order to provide some background for interpreting the results of our survey.

2.1. A convoluted tradition
The city of Cholula (Chollolan) is one of the oldest settlements in Mesoamerica. It is located in the state of Puebla, west of the city of Puebla and to the south
of Tlaxcala, near the Popocatépetl and Iztaccı́huatl volcanos (Figure 1). According
to Bernal (2002: 142), Cholula was the head of a group of communities that
shared common cultural traits: ‘‘This amalgam is so important that the Mixtec sovereigns came to Cholula to be crowned’’1.
In the sixteenth century, Cholula was one of the biggest, most important Mesoamerican cities, with a population between 30 and 50 thousand. Geopolitically,
the city found itself at the crossroads of the confrontation between indigenous peoples and Spaniards. Cortés defeated the Mexica Empire by means of a series of alliances with various groups surrounding Mexico-Tenochtitlan (Garcı́a, 2002: 239).
According to McCafferty (2016: 5-6), Cholula consistently opposed the Aztecs.
When Cortés entered Cholula, however, hostilities broke between the Spaniards
and the Cholultecas. Malintzin, Cortés’ interpreter, claimed to have discovered a
plot, which unleashed a massacre. Thousands were killed, the city was plundered,
1

Translations from Spanish sources are ours.
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and the temples destroyed. Cortés would eventually face charges for his many
cruelties against the natives.
FIGURE 1 – Map of the State of Puebla

Source: National Institute of Statistics and Geography.

The colonial economy of Nueva España was founded upon the encomienda
system, a tribute, paid in the form of work, due by every subject to the encomendero, a Spaniard in charge of a manor. The many abuses and cruelties perpetrated
by encomenderos were rejected by a group of priests who, influenced by the utopian humanism of Erasmus and Thomas More, decided to erect a brand new city
exclusively for Spaniards, ‘‘whom through their work [rather than the encomienda
system] would make their city grow and progress’’ (Salazar and Olivares, 2015:
20). That city was named Puebla de los Ángeles.
In 1535, Philip II ordered Cholula to be recognized as a city, under the patronage of St. Peter. Two years later, the city would obtain the juridical and nobiliary
status of head city and República de Indios [Indian Republic] (Sáenz, 2004: 12).
In 1714, San Andrés Cholula split itself from San Pedro, becoming a República de
Indios itself. According to Olivera (1970; quoted in Sáenz, 2004: 12), this separation has led to conflictual relations between the two cities. Finally, in 1861 San
Andrés Cholula became a municipality of the State of Puebla.

2.2. Urbanization and its discontents
Cholula is a heterogenous municipality. Its syncretic character is visible today
in Cholula’s Great Pyramid, originally dedicated to the god Tlaloc, which was
crowned, at its top, with a Catholic Sanctuary dedicated to the Virgin of Los Re-
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medios. The city evolved from a key indigenous religious centre to a group of predominantly rural communities that eventually became part of the city of Puebla.
As mentioned, within the seventeenth- to nineteenth centuries, San Pedro Cholula
and San Andrés Cholula emerged as independent political units. Then, Cholula experienced steady but moderate growth throughout the twentieth century, retaining a
predominantly rural character.
Along the decades of the 1950 and mid 1970’s, Mexico experienced an accelerated growth and development – the so-called ‘‘Mexican miracle’’, driven by the
success of the program of import substitution industrialization (ISI), which postulated a strong State actively involved in the economy. This model entered into crisis in the late 1970’s: ‘‘With the 1976 devaluation, the ‘economic Mexican miracle’ reached its end’’ (Meyer, 2002: 897). In the 1980s the Mexican government
opted for neoliberal measures. Carlos Salinas’ government (1988-1994) aimed at
‘‘creating a true market economy, ending subsidies, privatizing the system of parastatal firms, and accomplishing the full opening of Mexican economy abroad’’
(Meyer, 2002: 898).
It was during the neoliberal wave that the Programa de Desarrollo Regional
Angelópolis was adopted in 1994. Leaning on the constitutional reform to article
27, a total of 1,015 hectares of ejido lands (i.e. communal lands used for agriculture) were expropriated, ‘‘with the aim of promoting urban and social development
in the region’’ (Hoffman, 2012: 35; Renterı́a, 2014: 10). This geographical space
is known today as Reserva Territorial Atlixcáyotl, or Angelópolis. San Andrés
Cholula ‘‘drastically transformed its rural landscape, through the territorial reserve,
into a fully urban space’’ (Schumacher, 2015: 5).
The municipality of San Andrés Cholula has experienced a rapid urbanization
and accelerated economic growth. In 2010, for instance, out of a total population
of 127,496 inhabitants, 80,642 (63.3%) lived under the poverty line. Only five
years later, in 2015, out of 156,754 inhabitants, 62,224 (39.7%) were poor. In the
same period, the population of San Pedro Cholula living under poverty increased,
from 47.5 to 53.3 percent (Coneval, 2015). No other municipality of Puebla managed such an economic improvement of its population. In fact, according to UNDP
(2019b), in 2105 San Andrés Cholula reported the highest value in the human development index (0.845) in Puebla, comparable to that of Portugal.
On the other hand, according to the Municipal Development Plan (MDP here
after), these transformations ‘‘tore the social fabric – which had hitherto been
powerfully oriented towards agriculture – apart’’ (2018: 102). From 2010 to 2015,
the proportion of the population employed in agriculture shrunk by 37.10%, according to the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI), which implies that ‘‘a thousand 860 inhabitants of San Andrés Cholula stopped working in
agriculture and cattle raising’’ (MDP, 2018: 231).
The urbanization process has thus been neither ordered nor even. The first
square of Cholula is still dominated by its traditions, and one can still appreciate
the ‘‘rural and religious festive mood of its surrounding neighborhoods’’ (Schumacher, 2015: 9). In 2012, in fact, Cholula was declared a Pueblo Mágico, a designa-
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tion that pushes for the conservation of the traditional colonial architecture, its traditions, and festivities. Urbanization and modernization, however, have eroded
these traditions (MDP, 2018: 295).
In a contrasting way, the Reserva Territorial, at the southeast of Cholula’s first
square, has become a vibrant economic centre and an exclusive residential area.
Hoffman offers a suggestive comparison between Santa Fe, in Mexico City, and
Reserva, in Puebla. Both areas are characterized by the coexistence between the
high-income class, living in luxury residences, and a ‘‘floating’’ class whose members work as the former’s employees. His conclusion is telling: ‘‘Definitely, both
projects... represent a classic model of exclusion and social segregation... In both
cases the aboriginal population was displaced’’ (Hoffman, 2012: 37).
This brief historical account shows that, when looked from the perspective of
traditional development indicators such as GDP per capita, poverty measures, or
from a human development index, the municipality ranks amongst the best of the
country. However, this also unveils the fact that development literature and its privileged indicators have prioritized results at the expense of the processes through
which these outcomes were generated. As mentioned above, these indicators do
not inform us about the collective life of the community, the state of social identities, the quality of the institutions, and the social practices that mediate social relations of its population.
In sum, in the 1990s, San Andrés Cholula suffered a transformation, from a
rural-traditional area to a peri-urban municipality characterised by huge demographic, cultural, social, and economic changes, marked nonetheless by contrast.
While its traditions are alive as a unique combination of indigenous and religious
elements merged by the colonial experiment, in the metropolitan area the dismantling of the ejido system opened the way for a quick and intense modernization,
which facilitated the creation of high-income residential areas that displaced its original inhabitants. The result has been inequality and cultural tension in the municipality. All these traits threaten to dislocate the basic cultural values whereby the
community lives. The risk of a growing resentment between economic classes,
moreover, is one of the main causes of the dissolution of healthy and productive
neighbourly relations.
All of this makes of San Andrés Cholula an interesting case to analyse from
the perspective of the common good proposed here. First, its multifaceted path of
development may resonate whit other social realities within Mexico and beyond.
Second, while many studies recognize that the process of urbanization has disrupted traditional collective life, there is no real empirical knowledge of the extent
to which these social practices of collaboration, cooperation, and shared forms of
coexistence remain a part of the municipality. Similarly, if they are indeed still
alive, there is no knowledge regarding which state they are, i.e. the vitality of these
practices, whether these are socially valued, socially maintained, and collectively
enjoyed. In other words, we do not know the strength of these social dynamics.
Third, this concern is fully in line with the current MDP of San Andrés Cholula
(2018). It constantly refers to the unequal development of the municipality and its
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disastrous effect on the social identity, social cohesion, communal life, and traditional forms of coexistence of the population, and advocate instead for a collective
type of development that respects and promotes collaborative, participatory, and a
collective coexistence (e.g. see p. 12, 99-103, 174-176, 180-181, 193-195, among
others). Yet, to be able to stimulate a social and political life in common and design policies accordingly, a diagnosis of the way in which institutions, social practices and social goods interact to give raise to a particular community life – what
we call the common good dynamic – is necessary.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. The Model: The common good dynamic
Any analysis of how a municipality is doing will depend on the perspective
one adopts to assess social reality; it depends on the kind of information one focuses on. Regarding municipal life, there are different approaches to assess municipal governments in Mexico (e.g. see ASF, 2013; López and Gómez, 2010; UNDP,
2019b). However, while these recognise the need of a multifactorial approach to
evaluate and improve municipalities’ realities (UNDP, 2019b: 108-110), these are
all focused on local governments’ fiscal, administrative, and political capacity. No
doubt, achievements in any of these forms of government’s capacities have the potential to translate into important improvements regarding local conditions. However, the issue with these indicators is both their static nature and their focus on
the authority’s effectiveness to govern – i.e. what the local government is able to
achieve with the resources it has.
In contrast, our common good metric aims at capturing the social processes of
municipal life as such. Rather than focusing on municipal management, we focus
on the processes whereby institutions and standard social practices combine to produce a social dynamic. Following Nebel and Arbesu (in this issue) and other
authors in the development literature, we claim that the latter information is crucial
not only for enriching our understanding of how people’s lives unfold within a
community, but also in order to guide policies grounded on the actual social and
historical milieu.
Several authors recognize that the structural and socio-historical institutions in
which we act, the groups and collectivities we belong to, our intersubjective interactions, and our opportunity to participate in societal matters are all relevant aspects of our lives (e.g. Deneulin, 2006, 2008; Evans, 2002; Fraser, 1997; Ibrahim,
2006; Sen, 1999, 2009; Sewell, 1992; Stewart, 2005, 2013). All of these factors
form part of the community dynamics in which institutions, governmental and society’s actions co-construct the shared living experience of our humanity. This type
of data – the structures and social relations that prevail within a social reality – is
normally missing in traditional views of development, and in the assessment of the
life of municipalities. For this purpose, the IPBC developed a matrix and a survey
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to capture these common good dynamics (see Garza-Vázquez and Ramı́rez, in this
issue).
This common good dynamic questionnaire (see Appendix A, Table 5 in ÁvilaValdez and Castro-Manzano, in this issue) has the purpose of knowing a municipality’s social reality. Particularly, the collective factors that structure the common
life of its population and contribute to their experience of a good life, for instance
the quality of social life within the municipality and its institutions, the social relationships it promotes, the degree of community life, and the extent to which people
value, endorse, and appropriate this shared reality.
The survey measures the socioeconomic characteristics of the respondents and
seventy-one items capture the structural and dynamic aspects of the nexus of the
common good in five normative dimensions (collective agency freedom, justice,
stability, governance, humanity), related in turn to five basic common goods (rule
of law, work, education, culture and solidarity). The data used for this study
comes from this questionnaire.

3.2. Data
The survey was applied to 600 individuals following a stratified sampling
method to ensure its representativeness in terms of sex, age groups, and educational level, with available information in official statistics (INEGI, 2015)2. In order to capture population heterogeneity within smaller geographic units, we used
the electoral localities designed by the National Electoral Institute (INE, 2019)3.
This gave us a better understanding of changes in individual responses in different
localities, since INEGI does not have enough disaggregated data at this level.
However, since territorial aggregation of the population differs in both of these
public institutions, we consider the survey results as a case study with representativeness at the municipal level.
The data collection took place during the month of December 2019 by a team
of a professional polling agency with previous experience in applying surveys
within the municipality. All of them attended a training session in which the IPBC
team, including one of the authors, explained the approach underlying the questionnaire, the items in the survey, and provided general recommendations to guarantee the quality of the data throughout the collection process. The selection of
2
According to INEGI (2015), San Andrés Cholula had 137,290 inhabitants where 49.2%
were men and 50.8% were women. By educational level, 40.1% had secondary school or less,
20.2% had highschool studies, and 39.7% had undergraduate studies or more.
3
In 2019, the voting age population in San Andrés Cholula (age 18 and older) was 94,404
people. In terms of electoral localities, Cacalotepec had 6.5% of voters, San Bernardo Tlaxcalancingo 18.7%, Acatepec 4%, San Luis Tehuiloyocan 4.2%, Tonanzintla 6.6%, San Rafael Comac
2.2%, Lzaro Crdenas 5.5%, Colonia Emiliano Zapata 9.7%, Reserva Territorial 22.3%, Colonia
Concepcin La Cruz 8.7% and Cabecera 11.7%.
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participants followed a rigorous methodology to minimize potential biases. For instance, in each of the selected locations within the municipality – called juntas
auxiliares4 –, pollsters would begin at the northeast corner of the upper block and,
walk clockwise. Then, they would apply the survey to a person above 18 years old
of the fourth household of the road, once the survey was completed, they would
move to the next road to select the fourth household. Through this method, pollsters performed a maximum of four interviews per block to then move to the next
block and follow the same procedure. In gated communities, interviews were applied either at points of influx or at the entrance of the close subdivision. These
procedures would continue while keeping track of the number of surveys and characteristics of the interviewees to satisfy the stratified sampling criteria. This implied that once the quota of a particular group in the sample (e.g. the percentage
of males or a particular age group) mirrored the actual proportion of that group in
the municipality’s population, the remaining interviews would be applied to people
of other characteristics (sex, age group, location, or educational level) until all municipality’s proportions were emulated with respect to official data, as explained
above (see Ávila-Valdez and Castro-Manzano, in this issue).

3.3. Descriptive characteristics of the sample
In our sample, out of the 600 participants, 305 (50.8%) respondents were women and 295 (49.2%) men; 39.8% of the participants finished secondary school or
less, 20.5% had highschool studies or obtained a technical career, and 39.7% had
undergraduate studies or more. This high education levels may be related to the
municipality being host of eight universities, some with international recognition.
In terms of location, we collected data from 11 different localities (eight juntas
auxiliaries, and three neighbourhoods, which used to be differentiated from, and
have similar functions to other juntas auxiliares, but now they belong to one of
the eight established juntas. The reason to include them as separate locations was
that these are still perceived as independent and as differentiated locations by the
municipality’s inhabitants). The two localities with the highest representation in
the sample are Reserva Territorial (22.3%) and San Bernardo Tlaxcalancingo
(hereafter ‘‘Tlaxcalancingo’’ for short) (18.7%), while the remaining nine localities
range from 11.7% (Cabecera) to 2.2% (San Rafel Comac). As mentioned above,
the distribution of these variables corresponds to the actual proportions of the population of San Andrés Cholula, according to the last available data.
Table A1 (Appendix5) shows additional information on socioeconomic level
(AMAI, 2018), and the presence of indigenous language. The sample shows a municipality with a high socioeconomic level, as most of the sample (59.5%) fall
4

These are smaller localities that function as branch offices of the municipal seat and are in
charge of implementing municipal projects in these territories.
5
All tables and figures with data are in the Appendix.
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within the range of low high class and middle class levels (C+, C, C-), and the
proportion of people at the top class (8.7%) is more than double than that at the
bottom (3.8%). Finally, 13% of the sample responded that they or one of their parents speak an indigenous language.
Important information arises when we cross-tabulate some of these socioeconomic variables. For instance, there is a positive association between education
and socioeconomic level. For the higher the level of education (undergraduate degree or more), the higher the proportion of people among the upper socioeconomic
levels (A/B, C+) and the lower the proportion of people within the lower ones (E,
D). In contrast, the lower the level of education (secondary school or less), the
lower the proportion of people within the highest socioeconomic levels and the larger the proportion of people within the lower socioeconomic levels (Figure A1).
In terms of location, a variable which will play a relevant role within our results below, we can see that there is an association between locality and both education levels and socioeconomic levels. Figure A2 shows this information. In terms
of education (panel a), we can distinguish two localities that stand out, Lázaro Cárdenas and Reserva Territorial, for having a large proportion of respondents with
undergraduate degree or more, followed by Cabecera; 90.9%, 65.7%, 38.6%, respectively. Then, the rest of the localities have very similar patterns in terms of
education but those that stand out with the largest share of respondents with the
lowest level of education are Acatepec (83.3%), San Luis Tehuiloyocan (64%), followed by Tonantzintla (55%).
In terms of socioeconomic level (panel b) we can observe a similar pattern with
Lázaro Cárdenas and Reserva Territorial, followed by Cabecera, having the largest
proportions of participants within the high and middle classes (from A/B to C-):
100%, 86.9%, and 72.8% respectively. The locations with the largest shares of respondents within the lowest socioeconomic levels (D, E) are San Luis Tehuiloyocan (52%) and Acatepec (33.3%), followed closely by San Rafel Comac (30.8%)
and Concepción La Cruz (30.7%).

4. THE COMMON GOOD DYNAMICS IN SAN ANDRÉS CHOLULA: RESULTS

We begin this section with a panoramic view of the results obtained through
the application of the common good questionnaire. We then provide a brief analysis of each dimension regarding social and community life. Next, based on the development patterns within the municipality’s territory documented in the MDP (see
other references above), we present an exploratory analysis to identify whether
there are different social dynamics among different groups of the population and
whether there are particular groups that may be systematically marginalized from
the nexus of the common good.
Note that for the interpretation of results, as explained in Nebel and ArbesuVeruzco (in this issue), the distribution of the Likert scale responses were transformed into a ‘‘social dynamic (SD)’’ scale of 10 to 1 (where 10 = a dominant
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SD, and 1 = a dominant negative SD). The intention of this transformation is to
differentiate between social response patterns, indicative of the degree to which
each of the items were affirmed or denied by the population sample. This graduation from 10 to 1 depends on the distribution of responses within the scale (from
strongly disagree to strongly agree).

4.1. A panoramic view of the common good dynamic
Table A2 shows the aggregate SD values for each dimension6. Although below
we offer a detailed explanation of each dimension, we can already see that, aside
from the dimensions of justice and, to a lesser extent, governance, the dimensions
report positive values regarding the social dynamic. The data suggest that San Andrés Cholula is a well-ordered municipality with stable, dominant social practices
of harmonious intersubjective relations that allow a dignified human life in conjunction with others (i.e. humanity). It is a community that perceives itself as capable of self-organising in search of a common goal (i.e. collective agency); and a
municipality with a stable/vulnerable capacity to transmit cultural belonging and
human dignity over time (i.e. stability). However, the data also show that the municipality has an in transition/vulnerable SD regarding its government’s effectiveness and its ability to provide equality of opportunity among its inhabitants (i.e.
governance); the community self-perceives as unable to equally share common
goods (i.e. justice), a dimension which is in a state of mild anomie in the municipality.
While these aggregate numbers suggest that San Andrés Cholula continues to
be a municipality with a strong sense of social and collective life despite the many
disruptive changes that came with the process of becoming a peri-urban municipality, one needs to take these positive values with caution. They do not necessarily
suggest that the rather unequal process of development in the municipality (visible,
to a certain extent, in the justice dimension) has not affected the social cohesiveness and collective life of the municipality. In fact, as we will see below, when we
disaggregate into localities, this impact becomes more visible. In addition, one
could argue that these general positive values may well be the reaction of a resilient community whose SDs may be deteriorating (MDP, 2018)7. The real danger,
therefore, is to take these social and historical values for granted and risk their decay if continued to be threatened by an uneven and disordered development, alien
to these social realities. An analysis of the common good dynamics is an effort to
provide a useful tool to municipal governments to identify where opportunities lie

6

Aggregate values for each dimension are the geometric mean of all the items within the dimension.
7
This deterioration is also voiced by local people in the municipality.
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within their people’s own collective experience to promote a true community-driven development, and to attend the challenges hereby highlighted.
In this spirit we now present a more detailed analysis to better appreciate the
SDs (positive or negative) existing in each of the dimensions. Figure A3 captures
the SD values for each question within the five dimensions. In what follows, we
present a brief description of each dimension, and a summary of the strengths and
challenges in each of these. We emphasise, however, the two worst performing dimensions in aggregate values (i.e. justice and governance), which are also those in
which the actions of the government have the greatest capacity for intervention8.
4.1.1. Humanity
The humanity dimension refers to the quality of the expected social behaviours
and common practices within which people’s interactions take place in the municipality, and the extent to which these promote a socially virtuous way of living together. The humanity dimension in the municipality displays the highest aggregate
value (9.39), which speaks of a very robust SD. This indicates a social perception
that SD embodies, in a dominant/stable way, a set of values and practices that promote a humanised shared coexistence. These items are freedom and responsibility
(H55-56), justice and solidarity (H57-59), peace and concord (H62), prudence and
magnanimity (H63-65), resilience and courage (H66-67), rationality and wisdom
(H68-71). Only two items, referring to people’s honesty (H60) and the sense of insecurity (H61) show a SD in transition and one in mild anomie, respectively9.
4.1.2. Collective Agency Freedom
This dimension is concerned with collective freedom and the capacity of the local population to self-organise to identify common goals, cooperate, act, and
achieve them together (A44-A50). It also measures the quality of this collective
process in relation to individual freedom, its universal reach within the population,
and the quality of relations between organisations (A51-A54). With a geometric
mean of 8.94, this dimension is the second best assessed by the sample. It indicates a positive and stable SD.
The large majority of the sample perceives positively the community’s ability
as agents. Responses describe a locality in which people are able to organise them-

8

All references to specific items will follow the enumeration of the common good dynamics
instrument as presented in Ávila-Valdez and Castro-Manzano (Appendix A, Table 5, in this issue). For instance, item 1 is labled J1 (which indicates that is item 1 of the justice dimension).
9
According to the Mexican Government’s National Public Security System (NPSS), a total
of 76,557 crimes were committed in Puebla in 2019. San Andrés Cholula ranked second in committed crimes, with 5,483 incidents, only after the city of Puebla (28,774) out of which 1,663
were homicides. https://www.gob.mx/sesnsp/articulos/incidencia-delictiva?idiom=es
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selves around a common objective, act together to solve a common problem and
value this possibility, and where groups work toward the common good while respecting individual opinions (Dominant SD). They are also good (Stable SD) at
cooperating with the government, searching for other’s support and reach their
goals. However, they identify established laws as their main obstacle to solve local
problems (A48)10.
4.1.3. Stability
The stability dimension refers to the functioning of the structures and social
practices through which human dignity is transmitted in the locality, as well as the
perpetuity of a shared common good (in social and temporal extension). This is
measured, on the one hand, in relation to the five basic common goods and, on
the other, in relation to the durability (stability) of the other dimensions: governance (the length of time of government programs), justice (respect for property
over time) and collective agency freedom (durability of associations that organize
collective actions and their vitality). With an aggregate value of 8.56, this dimension is in between a vulnerable and a stable SD.
In general, people perceive that social practices and institutions safeguard and
transmit human dignity in a Dominant or Stable SD. For example, this occurs
through people’s respect of the rule of law by not taking justice in their own
hands, the value of one’s work, value of culture among generations, treatment of
institutions, and in the permanence of collective associations and the frequency of
their interactions. What threatens this stability are those items related to people’s
perception about government-related activities: police treatment towards detainees
(S18; in transition SD11), distrust that their property will be respected by the government (S25; vulnerable SD12), and, more dramatically, disbelief in the long term
vision of government programs (S24; emergent negative SD).
4.1.4. Justice
Unlike traditional conceptualizations of justice, the common good metric understands this dimension more broadly, paying attention not only to the formal presence of institutions, or to the final distribution of goods, but also to the underlying social actions and processes relevant to these social achievements. From this

10

We understand ‘‘established laws’’ as referring to any law, locar or federal, as well as administrative municipal norms and unwritten practices that restricts what people can or cannot do
to solve a common problem.
11
35.8% negates adequate treatment to detainees and other 15.8% doubt (not agree not disagree).
12
23% negates trusting the government in this respect and 20.5% doubts (not agree not disagree).
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perspective, the dimension of justice captures the institutions and collective processes through which people share common goods in three ways: (1) in the assessment of their value, (2) in their collective production, and in (3) their benefit to
the community. Justice is thus measured in relation to the five basic common
goods. Furthermore, this dimension seeks to measure the coherence and mutual
support between the dimension of justice and that of governance (extension of the
benefits generated by government actions), collective agency freedom (the distribution of power in decision-making) and stability (extension of opportunities to live
well in the community and avoidance of systemic exclusion).
In aggregate terms, the dimension of justice is the worst evaluated, with a
geometric mean value of 6.15, which suggests a state of mild anomie. In general,
the results reveal a dimension of justice that performs well (Dominant SD) in
terms of the shared valuation of work (J4), education (J6), and culture (J8) as
common goods, and regarding the respect for individual’s rights (J1). Similarly,
results are good (Dominant SD and Stable SD) in the formal presence of institutions and social practices that distribute access to common goods. This is partly
due to the existence of a support network both in existing institutions and at the
social level to facilitate access to education (J7), work (J5), assistance (J11), and
a community life where people can organize themselves to offer help in difficult
times (J10).
However, results also show that the benefits of the common goods, the opportunities to live well, unequal treatment, and that the creation of opportunities are
not equally shared. As for unequal treatment and opportunities to live well, 4042% percent of the population expressed negative perceptions about police protection13 (J2) as well as in the distribution of benefits from government programs
(J13), while between 17-14% neither agreed nor disagreed with the statements.
These numbers express a SD in mild anomie and a failure in the justice of governance. Likewise, despite being in a Dominant SD, a notable result in this aspect is
the fact that 16.4% felt humiliated in a systemic way in their daily activities (J16).
A less negative (Vulnerable SD), though still important result in terms of a just
transmission of opportunities over time (i.e. stability), is related to the opportunities to live well in the municipality without having to leave their cultural, social
and family roots (J12).
Regarding the creation of opportunities as captured by the possibility to participate in decision making (J14, J15), answers show a shared feeling that the municipality is structurally divided in the exercise of power (dominant and stable negative
SD). The vast majority of people feel that access to power and decision-making
(i.e. justice in collective agency) is limited to a small group in society. This result
is perhaps the most serious and urgent of all, since collective participation in the

13

This finding is even more worrying when complemented with the fact that 35.8% of the
sample expressed that detainees are not treated adequately, and 23.7% hesitates in providing an
answer to the question (S18 of the dimension of stability).
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production of common goods and in decision-making is essential for addressing inequalities in treatment, as well as in the distribution of benefits from government
programs. Overall, results in this dimension illustrates that the mere existence of
formal institutions does not guarantee real access to basic common goods to all
groups equally (Sen, 2009).
4.1.5. Governance
This dimension evaluates the degree to which the community and the government are capable of organizing/directing the common good towards all members
of the community. As in the dimensions of justice and stability, this is measured
for the five basic common goods. Likewise, the dimension measures government’s
ability (governance authority, efficiency, conflict resolution, and consensus building) and whether it generates dynamics that favour and facilitate the other dimensions.
In aggregate terms, the dimension is in a vulnerable/in transition SD (7.89).
This may be explained by the contrasting perception of, on the one hand, the SD
in people’s practices (dominant and stable) regarding their contribution through
taxes (G29), the maintenance of public spaces (G32), and respecting the authority
(G35) and, on the other hand, by the people’s perception about the government’s
performance. The government is perceived positively in making a formal effort to
govern for the majority (G28), promoting public spaces (G31), and allowing the
people’s involvement in decision-making; a dominant majority (dominant SD)
feels that they can participate in the decisions of the municipality (i.e. collective
agency; G43).
However, when it comes to the government’s actions, the quality of governance
and its capacity to benefit all is perceived less positively, and sometimes, negatively. For example, only between 51 and 57 percent of the respondents perceive a
government that is willing to resolve conflicts (G38), create agreements (G39), listen to the population (G42), work for the good of the majority (G36), and work
for providing universal high school for all citizens (vulnerable SD).
Worst still (in transition SD) are those items associated to the government’s effort to guarantee equal opportunities (i.e. justice) for the entire community (G40),
and to create the necessary conditions so that people can stay and live a decent life
in their community without having to migrate (i.e. stability; G41). All in all, these
results unveil a disintegrated governance, visible in the perception of a government
that does not act in favour of the common good and that fails to ensure that social
goods are effectively managed as common goods for all.
In fact, despite having a higher aggregate value than in the case of the justice
dimension, a broader reading of the results seems to reflect that this is indeed the
most problematic dimension of all. For, first, this is the dimension that presents
the largest number of polarized responses in the Likert scale; second, it has the
fewest number of questions positively evaluated (dominant or stable SD); and
third, the poor performance of governance is also reflected in other items that refer
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to governmental action in other dimensions. It should be noted that these items are
also the most negative results found in all dimensions. These failures in governance are reflected in people’s disbelief that politicians will deliver on the promises
of their government plan (G37, emerging negative SD).
In summary, San Andrés Cholula presents itself as a community with shared
social values and practices reflected in a positive perception of its social collective
life in most of its dimensions. However, it is also a municipality where, although
its population expresses a strong common value for equalizing opportunities, the
equal enjoyment of common goods is not always nor uniformely achieved. This
coincides with the perception of a government that fails to guarantee equal opportunities and equal treatment for the entire population, despite the formal presence
of institutions at the service of the community.
This general finding in the municipality echoes people’s continued discontent
with the unequal conditions to live well, and with the high levels of corruption, insecurity, and violence experienced in the last decade all around the country. Therefore, it is not surprising that the dimensions of justice and governance report the
lowest aggregate scores in the municipality, as there seems to be a relation between the perception of the seizure of power by a faction and the unequal distribution of opportunities and government benefits.
This inequality may also be indicative of different social realities lived within
the municipality. Aggregate SDs do not tell us how these experiences might differ
among groups. Indeed, it is noteworthy that in almost half of the 71 questions we
observe highly polarized distributions or important minorities dissenting from the
general tendency (Figure A4). The following subsection explores the possibility
that these results may be reflecting unequal/fragmented realities for different
groups of the population.

4.2. Inequalities in the nexus of the common good
According to a study carried out by the Ministry of Agrarian, Territorial and
Urban Development (SEDATU) in the last decade, San Andrés Cholula experienced ‘‘the greatest territorial and urban transformation’’ in the state of Puebla
(2017). As we mentioned above, and as confirmed by the latter document, this disordered urban growth, at the cost of displacing rural agricultural life, has marked
the municipality in the last decades. While these changes have brought economic
prosperity and social progress, the municipality is far from behaving organically
and benefiting equally. Rather, it shows a complex tapestry in which a wide variety of economic, cultural, political, and social realities coexist together. Although
exploring differences in each of these factors is interesting in itself, in this section
we focus on exploring another factor, namely, territoriality. This is mainly because
our database allows us to explore this feature due to the geolocalization of our
data, and the fact that this factor is repeatedly mentioned in the historical development process of the municipality, which allow us to ground this exercise on pre-
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viously documented knowledge14. Furthermore, this exploration is consistent with
one of our central insights, namely, the embeddedness of the person in her milieu,
that is, the fact that the self is dialogically and, thus, socially constituted (Taylor,
2016).
In the following analysis, we present information about the SDs for different
groups of localities15. As described in the MDP, the demographic explosion and
the urbanization process has had a differentiated impact in the localities of the municipality (see also Hernández-Flores and Martı́nez-Corona, 2011; Schumacher,
2015). Its effects range from an excessive increase in residential and gated communities destination of land, to a decrease in the cultivation area and agricultural production, the deterioration of the environment, and the loss of social ties. Our
grouping of localities is based in this information, namely, on the dregee of localities’ exposure to these impacts.
In particular, we can distinguish between the eastern and the western zones, as
they seem to be experiencing the municipality’s transformations distinctly.
Whereas the eastern zone has been pressed by hyper-urbanization, the western area
maintains more traditional communal habits, with more grounded cultural roots
and identity at the expense of enjoying the socioeconomic benefits. However, their
way of life continues to be threatened by the eastern pressure (i.e. patterns of migration and residential developments) and is under high tensions deteriorating their
community dynamics (MDP, p. 104, 174-176, 193-195). On the basis of this division – recognised by the MDP – we distinguished between two groups of localities
to carry our analysis out (see Figure 2).
Still, some decisions had to be made, since the territorial demarcation of some
of these localities are in an ‘‘intermediate’’ zone between these two divisions and/
or are in more direct contact with real estate developments (e.g. Tlaxcalancingo,
Cacalotepec, Cabecera, Lázaro Cárdenas). Decisions on these localities were based,
on the one hand, on the basis of clear exposure to urban growth and foreign migration, and, on the other hand, on knowledge of the social life of each of these localities by local people and private communication with a former high public rank official. Cacalotepec and Tlaxcalancingo, which are next to each other, are two large
territories exposed to demographic and urban expansion. In fact, part of their territories was expropriated for the development of a large luxurious gated community,
yet, their population and their social life is still heavily ingrained in their local indigenous identity. These localities are then better defined as territories in tension
but not fully co-opted. In contrast, Cabecera, as its name suggest in Spanish, is the
municipal seat and thus it has deeply entrenched indigenous roots. Nonetheless,
the most important university of the municipality, which hosts some 10,000 students from all over the country, is located at its heart. Therefore, it is safe to say

14

We will also make reference to the economic factor where appropriate and where data
permits.
15
As mentioned above, our findings represent a particular case study.
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that this locality, as well as Lázaro Cárdenas, which is next to it and is now considered part of the former, are two territories clearly affected by the demographic
explosion and urban growth. Today, their population have fully adopted mercantile
practices and most of them live from selling in markets fueled by students16.

FIGURE 2 – San Andre´s Cholula: Localities by groups
Source: Authors’ elaboration with data from National Institute of Statistics and Geography.

The resulting grouping was the following:
– Eastern group (group E): Reserva Territorial, Cabecera, Lázaro Cárdenas,
Emiliano Zapata, Concepción La Cruz. Their combined sample population
is of 347 out of 600.
– Western group (group W): Cacalotepec, Tlaxcalancingo, Acatepec, Tehuiloyocan, Tonantzintla, San Rafael Comac). These account for the remaining
253 participants to the survey.
As we can see from table A3, in our sample, the grouping of localities exhibit
16

This does not mean that local people from Cabecera have lost their traditions and ingrained indigenous roots. Rather, it means that they have been pushed to the peripheries of their
territory and learned to live in conjunction with alien foreigners. However, considering this unique reality of the locality of Cabecera, we did the same exercised than the one presented here
for a three-group classification. Results (not included but available upon request) remain quite similar. We decided to present the version of two groups for parsimony considerations and to
have a more balanced number of cases between the groups.
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different sociodemographic characteristics, with group E performing better in education and in socioeconomic levels.
From table A4, we can see that both groups remain within a stable/vulnerable
SD in most dimensions, with the exceptions of justice (mild anomy SD) for group
E, and justice (in transition/mild anomie SD) and governance (vulnerable/in transition SD) for group W. More importantly, the data suggests that there are disparities
between the groups in most dimensions. Whereas group W has a better overall
score in the dimensions of justice, group E performs better in governance, collective agency freedom, and humanity. Both groups fare similarly in the stability dimension. In what follows, we offer some broad insights about these different
scores while highlighting specific items, which illuminate the divergent experiences
of the two groups. Notwithstanding, this exercise remains at an exploratory level,
so the insights below can only be speculative; they may raise more questions than
answers, which will prove helpful for further analyses.
In comparing these two groups, we find that their SD differ in 29 out of 71
items: 7 in justice, 4 in stability, 9 in governance, 3 in agency, and 6 in humanity.
Group E performs better in 21 while group W only in 8 (of which 5 are within the
justice dimension, 1 in stability, 1 in governance, and 1 in humanity). It seems safe
to say, therefore, that our sample suggests that not only are there some different
social realities in these groups, but they are also biased in favour of one group (i.e.
group E). This corresponds with the findings of previously cited scholars who denounce the negative impact of San Andrés Cholula’s disordered development on
the social life of the localities conforming group W (Hernández-Flores and Martı́nez-Corona, 2011; Hoffman, 2012; MDP, 2018; Schumacher, 2015). What our
study adds to this discussion is, as we explained in previous sections, information
about the inner processes and social dynamics responsible for the production of
common goods or their lack thereof.
4.2.1. Justice
This dimension shows the lowest aggregate means for both groups (5.95, mild
anomie for group E and 6.55, vulnerable/mild anomie for group W). Despite performing worst in all other dimensions, the population sample in group W has a
higher overall score in this dimension. It has a better SD in five items (J3, J5, J13,
J14, J15) (see Figure A5). Interestingly, this group responds better regarding all
people having a job in these localities (J5; stable SD) than group E (vulnerable
SD). This is also reflected in our data, as only seven people (2.8%) responded
being without a job (unemployed, not working, not studying) in group W, in comparison to twenty (5.8%) in the other group. Of course, the type of jobs also differs in these two groups where the distribution reverses, in general, group E reports
a higher proportion of better-paid jobs. On the other hand, the two items in which
group E performs better are also the two items where the gap in SD is of two
points or more. These refer to perceptions of police protection (J2) and the need to
migrate (J12). In the latter, Cacalotepec, Acatepec, and San Rafael Comac stand
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out for their negative responses (Figures A5.1 and A5.2). These two items are coherent with previous results about western localities being somehow excluded from
the development of the region and deprived from public services (MDP)17. It is
worth mentioning that within this region (group W), San Rafael Comac followed
by San Luis Tehuiloyocan – and sometimes Acatepec – are the worst performers
on the basis of displaying the higher proportions of negative (SD and D) and middle-point (NA-ND) responses.
4.2.2. Stability
Although there are no real differences in aggregate values of this dimension
(8.65 group E, and 8.69 group W; stable/vulnerable SDs), at least two results are
notable (Figure A6). First, group W reports a significantly better SD (in transition
SD) with respect to group E (emergent negative SD) in long-term benefits of government plans (S24). We have no explanation for this result but perhaps pointing
out that it coincides with J13 in the dimension of justice (government programs
benefit the majority). This, in turn, coincides with three localities (Cacalotepec,
Acatepec, Tonantzintla) showing the highest proportions of total agreement in both
questions (Figure A6.1).
Second, another result that may expose the downsides of the real estate boom
in the area, is the feeling of insecure property rights in group W (S25, in transition
SD), in comparison to group E (stable SD). As mentioned, many of these localities
have been unjustly expropriated by the state (MDP), favouring the construction of
luxurious developments for the rich; this might explain why responses of this item
also vary with socioeconomic levels (Figure A6.2). This finding is relevant due to
its economic implications (Acemoglu and Robinson, 2012; North, 1990), and because of the effect that uncertainty about the future has for the tranquillity of people and their possibilities of seeking greater stability for their relatives in the long
term.
4.2.3. Governance
In this dimension, the two groups differ in a greater number of questions, with
group E faring better in all (G29, G31, G32, G33, G34, G36, G38, G40, G41), but
one (G30) of these items. This is reflected in their aggregate means with group E
with a vulnerable SD (8.07) and group W with a vulnerable/in transition SD (7.53)
(Figure A7). This comparison indicates that people in eastern localities perceive
that the government is more capable (efficient, conflict resolution) to govern basic
goods (culture, solidarity, education), and to create synergies with other dimen-

17

In addition, these questions vary with socioeconomic level with the lowest three levels
(D+, D, E) showing a higher proportion of negative (strongly disagree, disagree) and middle
point (neither agree neither disagree) responses. Figures not included.
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sions (justice). An interesting finding is that Cacalotepec, Acatepec, and Tonantzintla present the most polarizing responses in these items, with their populations exhibiting the highest proportions of ‘‘Strongly Agree (SA)’’ answers. Similarly, San
Rafael Comac and San Luis Tehuiloyocan are again the two localities with most
negative and middle-point responses across all these questions.
4.2.4. Collective Agency Freedom
Groups diverge only in three items in this dimension (Figure A8). Both regional territories report positive SDs in terms of their capacity to act together with
others, still, group E has a higher overall mean (9.03; stable SD) than group W
(8.68; stable/vulnerable SD). If anything, their main difference appears to be their
perceived ability to reach group’s objectives (A49); a result that also relates to socioeconomic levels (Figure A8.1). The pattern of worse performers in most items
of this dimension remains the same: San Rafael Comac and San Luis Tehuiloyocan, followed closely by Acatepec.
4.2.5. Humanity
Similarly to the global result, this dimension has the highest mean value for
both groups, with group E (9.52, dominant/stable SD) doing slightly better than
group W (dominant/stable SD). There are 6 items with different SD (Figure A9),
but only two of these have a low positive SD. One of these items show that honest
behaviour (H60) is collectively perceived to be losing ground in both groups.
Although the lack of honesty is perceived more strongly in group W (in transition
SD), it is Cacalotepect (from this group) and Concepción La Cruz and Cabecera
(from group E) that have the highest proportions of disagreement (SD, D) and indifference (NA-ND) regarding people’s perceived honesty. Finally, the only result
with at least two points of discrepancy has to do with social perception of insecurity (H61). It is also the only result in which group W has a better SD (vulnerable)
than group E (mild anomie SD), with Lázaro Cárdenas, Reserva Territorial and
Concepción La Cruz displaying the worst results. Not surprisingly, the result is
also clearly related with socioeconomic level (Figure A9.1).

5. FINAL REFLECTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Measuring the common good dynamics in a community is a complex endeavour. It implies measuring perceptions in a specific moment in order to gather information about the process, and thus the static is always a distorted picture of reality. In addition, contrary to many studies, which are exclusively focused on institutional engineering, this study asserts that what is behind institutions is also crucial for understanding social patterns.
In this work we have presented the results of the first survey applied in the mu-
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nicipality of San Andrés Cholula, in Puebla. The municipality is an exciting case
study for understanding how urbanization and modernization can affect the social
dynamics that provide citizens with a sense of rootedness and security. Rapid
transformation, along with one of its most common consequences, namely, the
widening of the gap between rich and poor, are often responsible for the erosion
of the social dynamics that contribute to the proper provision of common goods.
In particular, San Andrés Cholula can be deemed a municipality still transitioning from a tradional communal life towards urbanization and modernization. It is
precisely the conflict between these two sets of values, insights, and practices that
seems to be causing social disruption, a sense of displacement in the localities resisting change, and even more serious conflicts like corruption and the tearing of
the social tissue. While this study is based on a particular moment in time, by
measuring social perceptions of the interlinkage of social institutions, social norms,
and collective habits, we can infer more than a simple snapshot of reality. The metric of the common good applied in this study informs us about the social dynamics, which are at the same time persistent and fluid over time, as well as their
degree of vitality in the municipality. Nonetheless, continued studies may bring social dynamics to the fore more clearly, suggesting directions, intensities, and endemic resistance to change. This is thus only a first attempt at putting the metric of
the common good, designed by the IPBC, at work. The results presented here are
therefore only preliminary, and subject to the limitations set by the sample and the
unavoidable tension between static and dynamic elements in our study. What is
not in question, however, we believe, is that common practices matter for development. This is, however, only a motivation to further pursue this investigation, adding more data as well as theoretical insights in order to come up with a more robust instrument for measuring how common goods emerge, are maintained, and
become part of human communities.
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APPENDIX
TABLES

TABLE A1 – Sociodemographic characteristics of the sample
Variable
Sex

Education Level

Locality

Indigenous
Language

Socioeconomic
Level

Description

Number

Percentage

Men

295

49.2%

Women

305

50.8%

Secondary School or less

239

39.8%

Highschool studies

123

20.5%

Undergraduate studies or more

238

39.7%

Cacalotepec

39

6.5%

Tlaxcalancingo

112

18.6%

Acatepec

24

4.0%

San Luis Tehuiloyocan

25

4.1%

Tonantzintla

40

6.7%

San Rafael Comac

13

2.2%

Colonia Emiliano Zapata

58

9.7%

Colonia Concepción La Cruz

52

8.7%

Reserva Territorial

134

22.3%

Lázaro Cárdenas

33

5.5%

Cabecera

70

11.7%

Yes

78

13.0%

No

522

87.0%

A/B

52

8.7%

C+

102

17.0%

C

158

26.3%

C-

97

16.2%

D+

79

13.2%

D

89

14.8%

E

23

3.8%

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.
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TABLE A2 – Geometric means per dimension
Dimension
Justice
Stability
Governance
Collective Agency
Humanity

Geometric Mean
6.15
8.56
7.89
8.94
9.39

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.

TABLE A3 – Sociodemographic characteristics for eastern
and western localities in the sample
Variable

Description
Men
Sex
Women
Secondary School or less
Education Level High School studies
Undergraduate studies or more
Cacalotepec
Tlaxcalancingo
Acatepec
San Luis Tehuiloyocan
Tonantzintla
San Rafael Comac
Locality
Colonia Emiliano Zapata
Colonia Concepción La Cruz
Reserva Territorial
Lázaro Cárdenas
Cabecera
Yes
Indigenous Language
No
A/B
C+
C
Socioeconomic Level CD+
D
E

Group E
N
%
172
49.6%
175
50.4%
107
30.8%
69
19.9%
171
49.3%

58
52
134
33
70
40
307
40
72
98
55
34
39
9

16.7%
15.0%
38.6%
9.5%
20.2%
11.5%
88.5%
11.5%
20.7%
28.2%
15.9%
9.8%
11.2%
2.6%

Group W
N
%
123
48.6%
130
51.4%
133
52.6%
52
20.6%
68
26.9%
39
15.4%
112
44.3%
24
9.5%
25
9.9%
40
15.8%
13
5.1%

38
215
12
30
60
42
45
50
14

15.0%
85.0%
4.7%
11.9%
23.7%
16.6%
17.8%
19.8%
5.5%

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.
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TABLE A4 – Geometric means of groups E and W
Dimension

Geometric means
Group E

Group W

Justice

5.95

6.55

Stability

8.65

8.69

Governance

8.07

7.53

CollectiveAgency

9.03

8.68

Humanity

9.52

9.37

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.
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FIGURES

FIGURE A1 – Socioeconomic level according to education level

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.

FIGURE A2 – Education and socioeconomic level according
to locality in the sample

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.
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FIGURE A3 – Common good dynamics in San Andre´s Cholula

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.

FIGURE A4 – Examples of polarising responses in different items

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.
Questions: (J2) In my locality, the police serves to protect me; (S18) In my locality when
someone is arrested, the police treats them with respect; (J12) In my locality, people in do
not need to leave the municipality to live well.
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FIGURE A5 – Justice: Groups E and W.

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.

FIGURE A5.1 – J12: People in my locality do not need to leave the municipality to
live well (by locality)

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.
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FIGURE A5.2 – J13: The programs of the municipal government benefit
the majority of the population (by locality)

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.

FIGURE A6 – Stability: Groups E and W.

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.
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FIGURE A6.1 – S24: The programs of the municipal government have long-term
benefits (by locality)

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.

Figure A6.2 – S25: If I buy land or a house, I have confidence that the
government will respect my property title in the future (by socioeconomic level)

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.
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FIGURE A7 – Governance: Groups E and W.

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.

FIGURE A8 – Collective Agency Freedom: Groups E and W.

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.
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FIGURE A8.1 – A49: Most of the times, the neighbours achieve the goals we set
for ourselves (by socioeconomic levels)

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.

FIGURE A9 – Humanity: Groups E and W.

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.
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FIGURE A9.1 – H61: In my locality, anyone can go out by day without fear
(by socioeconomic level)

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamics instrument. Population:
137,290 inhabitants (INEGI, 2015). Survey representativeness only at the municipal level.
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ABSTRACT
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Studying common good dynamics at the municipal level in Mexico provides a direct understanding
of the social, economic and political life in Mexico. Using the common good metric developed by
the Institute for the Promotion of the Common Good (IPBC) for this purpose, we apply 450 surveys to evaluate the common good dynamics in the municipality of Atlixco, Puebla. With the use
of a stratified sample, we show that social dynamics in the municipality are fragile in five dimensions (collective agency freedom, governance, justice, stability, and humanity), meaning that social
order is fragile as well. We also show that collective life outside the municipal seat presents more
healthy levels of social dynamics despite their lower performance in other indicators of development.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Studying common good dynamics at the municipal level in Mexico provides a
direct understanding of the social, economic and political life in Mexico. At the
political level, the municipality is the most basic administrative unit, the local manifestation of the State. It is the first level of government led by a municipal president elected every three years, with the possibility of re-election once. Municipalities have administrative and economic autonomy and are mainly in charge of providing public services to the population such as public infrastructure and access to
services, and thus they have a critical impact in determining people’s realities. In
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addition, municipalities are also constituted by smaller localities situated outside of
the municipal seat. These localities do not have political autonomy; instead, they
are merely responsible of deploying the development projects chosen in the municipal seat. Therefore, the levels of development, access to health care, education,
markets and employment can be significantly different between the municipal seat
and the rest of the localities. Hence, the quality and the extent to which these social goods benefit all and opportunities to live well are equally distributed, i.e.
how just municipal life is, greatly depends on the capacity of the government to
respond to people’s demands. As such, municipal governments are an important
form of governance in Mexican society because they have immediate and a more
direct way to respond to citizens’ needs.
At the sociocultural level, municipal life constitutes a microcosm of the syncretic cultural and traditional values in Mexican society. The local is a sphere where
daily social and economic life happens, where people routinely interact with one
another, where people assembly, join groups, share ideas, values, objectives, and
identify common concerns. Indeed, in Mexico, many of the decision-making processes at the municipal level – especially in rural and semi-rural municipalities –
are done in close consultation and participation of the population through citizen
assemblies. In other words, municipal life is an important source of collective
agency as it is where people experience social problems most directly, express
their needs and demand solutions to their authorities.
Finally, it is also through municipal life that social and cultural practices are
transmitted through time, connecting the past with the present and the future. Thus,
within municipalities, people develop their basic forms of cultural and social belonging, reinforcing the stability of an acceptable way of life in conjunction with
others. For instance, in the conservation and enactment of festivities, social values,
practices of respect, and the way people treat each other in order to promote the
humanity of social life.
In short, municipalities constitute people’s main experience of life, and for
some people, their only experience. Yet, few studies inform us about these socioinstitutional realities in Mexico. More importantly, existing indicators do not inform us about how social institutions and social practices interconnect to understand the actual social dynamics in each of the previously mentioned dimensions
(collective agency freedom, governance, justice, stability, humanity) that shape
people’s collective life at the local level.
By applying the common good metric developed by the IPBC, this article explores the common good dynamics of the case of Atlixco, a municipality located
30 kilometers from the capital city of Puebla, within the Popocatepetl National
Park. The purpose of this article is to offer an analysis of the social dynamics in
the municipality, especially the collective aspects that constitute quality of life, including interpersonal relationships, social and cultural identity, and the established
social and government institutions. Based on 450 surveys, we show, firstly, that
social dynamics in all dimensions are problematic in Atlixco, depicting a fragile
social order in which social practices are not valued or held in common. Secondly,
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by comparing the municipal seat with surrounding localities, we observe that the
latter is mainly a problem of the municipal seat, though life is not necessarily better in other localities.
To do so, this article is structured as follows. First, it situates the analysis in
the context of Atlixco by giving a historical outlook of the municipality, including
some of the key economic, social and political developments of its population.
Second, it briefly describes the methodological approach used to measure common
good dynamics and the process of data collection in Atlixco. Third, the article presents the results by first giving a panoramic view of the current state of the dimensions and basic common goods in the municipality, to then focus on the differences between the municipal seat and the surrounding localities in both dimensions
and basic common goods. The article ends with some concluding remarks and potential recommendations.

2. THE CONTEXT: ATLIXCO

Atlixco is one of the most important of the 217 municipalities of the state of
Puebla. It is the fifth most populated with 134,364 people in 2015. Given its size,
Atlixco is considered an urban center, although located in a predominantly rural
area. The municipal seat holds 68.2% of the total population (86,690) and only
few of the 131 localities in the municipality hold more than 2,500 inhabitants. The
rest are rural localities and most have 499 or less inhabitants (Sedesol, 2014). Today, agriculture is the second main sector of the economy, right after the services
sector which is fueled by tourism that reaches the area in search of the so-called
‘‘eternal spring’’ type of weather, restaurants and greenhouses that are offered.
This is the third municipality with the highest levels of tourism in the state after
Puebla and Tehuacán (INEGI, 2017a). Despite having a history of indigenous settlers during prehispanic times and being located in a state with significant presence
of indigenous groups, Atlixco’s population is predominantly non-indigenous. According to the Municipal Development Plan of Atlixco (MDP, 2018), whereas
39% of the localities have indigenous population, only 10,242 people identify as
indigenous and 4.57% report speaking an indigenous language.
Despite the uncanny beauty of Atlixco, its history and development process is
full of paradoxes. The region has gone through cyclical periods of prosperity and
decline since colonial times. The first settlers of Atlixco where Olmecas, Xicalancas and Teochimecas, primarily dedicated to agriculture. In fact, the name of the
municipality is Aztec and is formed by three elements: Atlx (water); ixtla (valley);
tla (abundance), which together mean ‘‘abundance of water in the valley’’. Despite
the favourable weather and fertile lands that made it a prosperous agricultural site,
a few times in its history it transformed into a buoyant textile centre. According to
Levy de López (1975), the artisanship of the local people helped it become a centre of textile industry in the XVI century. Yet, the mercantilist ideas of the time
and the reticence of Spain to allow industries in the colonies to develop stopped
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the expansion of the cotton textile industry1. The region went back to being a predominantly agricultural land until 1940s when independent Mexico restarted investments in textile factories in the area. This brought another period of prosperity
in the region until the competition from the modern factories newly established in
the city of Puebla slowly contributed to the virtual disappearance of this industry
in Atlixco in the 1960s. With this, the migration of the population to the city of
Puebla in the search for better jobs started to increase.
Puebla, however, remains the fourth state with the largest levels of poverty in
the country, with 61% of its population living in poverty (Coneval, 2015) and in
2014 it was the most unequal state in the country with a noticeably high GINI
coefficient of 0.572 (Coneval, 2010). Similarly, despite being one of the most
prosperous municipalities of the state of Puebla, Atlixco ranks above the national
average with 59.4% of the population living in poverty (see Table 1), of which
49.3% lives in moderate poverty and 10.1% in extreme poverty. At the same time,
it is one of the most unequal municipalities of the state with a GINI coefficient of
TABLE 1 – Poverty and inequality in Atlixco

Source: Authors’ elaboration with data from the National Council for the Evaluation of Social
Development Policy (Coneval).
1

The cotton industry in Mexico has a long history that started since before colonial times
(López Lobato 1959). According to official data, Mexico ranks 13 in the world in the production
of cotton. Atlixco had an important part to play in the evolution of this industry in the country,
but it has gradually lost grounds with the creation of new factories in cities such as Puebla, Guadalajara and others.
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0.482 with only 11% of the population being not poor nor vulnerable (Coneval,
2015).
The official data suggests that in recent years the municipality has had some
successes particularly in increasing access to health care and reducing extreme
poverty (Table 1). Nonetheless, these successes are fragile for two reasons. First,
while the number of people living in extreme poverty saw some reductions
ð2:7%Þ, moderate poverty increased almost 3 times this amount (+6%). In addition, the percentage of people vulnerable by income (+1%), with income lower
than the wellbeing line (+4.4%), and in a situation of food insecurity (2.3%) also
increased.
Second, the current global pandemic could represent a significant setback, especially if we consider the impact that COVID-19 has had over mobility in a municipality with high rates of informal employment. According to the latest data of the
National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI), in the first trimester of
2020, 71.6% of people in the state of Puebla are informally employed (INEGI,
2020). Although the latter information cannot be disaggregated by municipality, a
proxy of informal employment in Atlixco could be accessed through social security. In 2015, 70.2% of the population of Atlixco did not have access to social security (Coneval, 2015). These numbers show the potential threat of the global pandemic over the majority of the population in the municipality, especially because
they are highly vulnerable to lose their jobs, might have difficulties finding new
employment, or simply will not be receiving social security during these difficult
times (ILO, 2020).
The latter suggests that Atlixco remains a location with high challenges and
deep entrenched social concerns. Moreover, if we zoom in to the development process and quality of life of the localities in Atlixco, we can observe that inequalities
between localities persist. According to Soloaga et al. (2016), territorial inequalities
in Mexico are associated to population density, type of employment and access to
resources. Localities with a larger population density, greater dependence on agricultural employment and less access to services tend to have lower levels of income. Atlixco is no exception. The peripheral localities of Atlixco have a strong
relationship of dependency with the municipal seat as it offers better access to public services, employment opportunities, markets and roads that are unavailable to
them (Huerta, 2016). In terms of commerce, Atlixco offers a market for cheap local agricultural products to which merchants from different regions of the country
travel to obtain and resell. This probably was boosted by the creation of new roads
that connect Atlixco with the states of Morelos, Oaxaca and Guerrero, and cities
like Mexico City and Puebla. It is also customary for local producers to travel to
the municipal seat to sell their produce in these local markets (Huerta 2016). The
improved road connectivity within the municipality in recent years also potentially
provides easier access to the inhabitants of the peripheral localities to the services
and markets of the municipal seat. Although, according to Huerta (2016) for those
in the farthest localities traveling to the municipal seat remains costly and time
consuming.
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Still, Atlixco has a substantial proportion of its population migrating to Puebla
(INEGI. 2005) and the United States (CONAPO, 2010). Although more up-to-date
data is needed, in the year 2000, Atlixco was one of the municipalities that – together with Cholula, Tehuacán and Teziutlán – contributed to more than 25% of
the migrants that arrived to the city of Puebla (INEGI, 2005). Similarly, CONAPO
(2014) classified the degree of migration density to the United States in Atlixco as
high in 2000 and medium in 20102. In 2010, 10.63% of households in Atlixco were
receiving remittances, 5.5% had family members settled in the United States, and
2.05% had family members involved in circular migration (CONAPO 2010). However, in recent years inhabitants of Atlixco are facing greater difficulties to migrate
to the United States, now reporting higher rates of return migration (5.75%) compared to the percentage of local people currently in the United States (5.5%).
For people that stays within the municipality, contact with the city of Puebla remains scarce because of the costs of travel and distance. For instance, a round trip
from Atlixco to Puebla costs 70 pesos, 57% of the minimum daily wage today
(3.5 USD approx.). These costs are potentially inaccessible to the majority of the
population considering that 67.4% of the population has an income lower than the
wellbeing line defined by Coneval. That is, they do not have the resources needed
to acquire the goods and services to satisfy their (food and nonfood) needs. And
when people from the municipality do travel to the city in search for better healthcare and access to other services, people of the municipality have reported feeling
discriminated and mistreated (Huerta, 2016).
This brief overview of the history and development processes of the municipality of Atlixco can suggest three things for the analysis of the common good dynamics of the area. First, the various transitions that Atlixco has gone through historically from a flourishing industrial center back to an agricultural area have led
to periods of prosperity and of stagnation. This in turn has led to increase patterns
of migration, which destabilizes social and communal life in the municipality. Second, in addition to these fluctuant historical stages, Atlixco is characterized by an
uneven distribution of the small development successes it has attained. Indeed,
some localities have benefited more from processes of urbanization, industrialization, connectivity and access to markets. Yet, many other localities remain left out,
trapped in poverty, subsistence agriculture and high levels of migration. These ambivalent and exclusionary processes potentially curtail any positive dynamics in the
common good of the municipality. Third, none of the latter information actually
tell us anything about the social processes of social and collective life in the municipality. Understanding these social dynamics, we are convinced, provide a more
useful guide to inform social policy to improve life in Atlixco. This is particularly
relevant for Atlixco since the political slogan of the current municipal government
is, precisely, ‘‘Atlixco: committed to the common good’’.

2

This was calculated based on the average of the amount of remittances, migrants residing
in the USA, circular migration and return migration in the municipality (CONAPO, 2014).
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3. METHODOLOGY: THE METRIC OF COMMON GOOD AND THE DATA COLLECTION
PROCESS IN ATLIXCO

As explained in Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco (in this issue), the common good
metric aims at capturing the social process and structures through which common
goods are held together in a society. It identifies five normative dimensions as drivers: collective agency freedom, governance, justice, stability, and humanity. These
dimensions measure institutional features and common practices that structure social life.
The structure of the survey and the wording of the questions follow the same
characteristics as reported by Garza-Vázquez and Ramı́rez (in this issue) and Ávila-Valdez and Castro-Manzano (in this issue). To recapitulate, the survey commences with 14 questions measuring socioeconomic aspects such as locality, sex,
age, education, type employment, if the person or her parents spoke an indigenous
language, and six variables used to construct a proxy of income (e.g. number of
rooms and bathrooms in the household, ownership of cars or vans, internet connection). The scale used to assess common good was comprised of the five dimensions previously mentioned within which five basic common goods (BCG) are
measured (rule of law, work, education, culture and solidarity). This model is
meant to be interconnected and thus the questions that compose each dimension
assess the interaction between the dimension and each basic common good (e.g.
Justice and the BCG of rule of law), as well as the interaction between the dimension and the other dimensions (e.g. Justice and Stability).
As explained elsewhere (in this issue), the questions are designed as statements
that determine the level of agreement-disagreement of the respondents regarding
each item. For the interpretation of the questionnaires, the responses were transformed to a scale of 10 to 1 using the methodology proposed by Tipping Point
Theories (see Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco, in this issue). This scale informs us
about both the direction (positive or negative) and the strength of the prevalent social order (from positively dominant, 10, to negatively dominant, 1).
The data gathering process took place between January and February 2020. In
agreement with the municipal government, a local College ‘‘Tecnológico de Atlixco’’ and a polling agency were in charge of applying the surveys. A total of 450
questionnaires were collected in Atlixco. Participants were included to the sample
using a method that consisted of interviewers beginning at the northeast corner of
the upper block of the locality and applying the survey to the fourth household on
that road. The interviewer would then walk clockwise around the block and select
the fourth household at the next road. This meant that four interviews would be
conducted per block and then the interviewer would move to the next block of the
locality and follow the same procedure. The person interviewed was the head of
household (female or male) that was at home at the time. This person needed to be
adults over 18 years old and the selection of the gender of the interviewee also followed the quota established in the stratified sample described next.
The stratified sampling method used was based on the proportions of the po-
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pulation in the municipality in certain key variables, specifically sex, age, education and locality. A stratified sample involves selecting the study participants by
controlling for the sizes and types of certain subgroups of the population. This
can be in the interest of having homogeneous subgroups or subgroups that represent their actual size in the population. In this study, the intention was the latter,
to include participants of all subgroups based on their shares to the total population (see also Ávila-Valdez and Castro-Manzano, in this issue). In doing so, stratified questionnaires are more representative of the characteristics of the population as they ensure that different parts of the municipality are taken into account
and estimates of the common good dynamics of the municipality are done with
greater accuracy. Hence, this sample is representative only at the municipal level.

4. RESULTS: MEASURING COMMON GOOD DYNAMICS IN ATLIXCO

4.1. The characteristics of the sample
The participants of the study in Atlixco have the following socioeconomic characteristics that mimic the distribution of the population (see Table A1 in Appendix). In terms of sex, this sample is composed of 53% men and 47% women. Most
of the sample is non-indigenous as only 13% reported that they or one of their parents spoke an indigenous language. The localities with greater presence of indigenous-speaking participants are the municipal seat (Atlixco), San Pedro Benito Juárez, and San Jerónimo Coyula.
Most participants live in the municipal seat (69.3%). Yet, in the interest of covering a diversity of localities, the study also included 12 localities that vary in size
and position in relation to the municipal seat. In terms of education, most of the
population reported having secondary schooling or less (63.8%), followed by high
school studies (21.1%) and then, a considerable proportion reported having a university degree or higher (22.2%). This could be because of the increasing number
of universities, especially private, that have stablished in the region in recent years.
Finally, following AMAI’s (2018) socioeconomic classification for Mexico (ÁvilaValdez and Castro-Manzano, in this issue), the socioeconomic level of the sample
is primarily low middle class (C- with 26.2%) or lower (D+ with 23.3% and D
with 23.1%).
In Atlixco, having a higher level of education is associated with higher levels
of income (Figure A1 in Appendix). That is, as education increases, the distribution moves from the lower levels of income to higher levels of income. For example, when only 17.7% of the population with secondary school or less reaches a
middle class classification or higher (level C, C+, A/B), this proportion increases
to 52.1% when people have a university degree or higher.
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4.2. The common good dynamics in Atlixco
First, we provide a rather brief global analysis of the common good dynamics
in the municipality. After this global analysis we concentrate on the differences between the life in the municipal seat and the rest of the localities (e.g. Huerta,
2016). Particularly, in the last part of the section, we look at the differences in basic common goods within different groups of localities inside the municipality.

4.2.1. A panoramic view: dimensions and questions
A panoramic view shows a gloomy picture for the social dynamics in Atlixco
(Table 2) as all dimensions are in a social dynamic (SD) of positive transition or
worse (i.e. values of 7 or below). The two best dimensions are in a SD of positive transition (humanity, collective agency), one is at mild anomy/positive transition (stability), one is at mild anomy (justice), and the worst is at deep/mild
anomy (governance). This indicates a municipality in which collective habits,
practices of solidarity and community in the population (i.e. humanity), as well
as their interest to organize and coordinate actions in search of a common objective (i.e. collective agency) are present but in deterioration. A municipality where
common goods are not perceived as being equally shared (i.e. justice), and
where the transmission of cultural and social belonging is very feeble thus threatening its stability. All this, in a context in which the inhabitants of Atlixco perceive an absence of government institutions that are reliable and at the service
of the population as a whole.
TABLE 2 – Geometric means by dimension

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument.

As Figure A2 in Appendix depicts, there are many items on negative social dynamic (i.e. a value of 4 or less) and very few items with dominant or stable positive social dynamic. Below we provide an overview of the results for each dimension, before moving on to analyzing differences between the municipal seat and
other localities.
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Collective agency freedom
We start from the dimension of collective agency because it captures the freedom to act together that exists in the municipality and, therefore, under this approach is considered the engine of the construction of the common good. In Atlixco, this is one of the dimensions that shows the highest average levels of all
(7.33), yet it is in a social dynamic in transition (positive). On the one hand, the
aspects that sustain this dimension are the capacity that people report to solve problems as a community (A44), cooperate (A53), and reach agreements (A46). However, despite this, they report not knowing how to organize themselves (A47) or
how to associate with the government (A54) or other institutions (A50) when trying to solve problems. The aspect that emerges as most problematic is the legal capacity of the community to organize (A48).
Justice
The justice dimension captures the social practices and institutions that help
distribute the commons equally in a community. In general, Atlixco shows levels
of justice in what we call mild anomy. It is also the dimension where there is
greater variability in the values of the indicators, with some in a dominant positive
social dynamic, and several indicators showing a social dynamic in a negative transition or vulnerable. The strongest aspects of the dimension of justice in the municipality is people’s perceptions of their access to education and the social value
that education has for the population (J6, J7). However, justice is curtailed by the
high levels of corruption of public officials (J3), and people’s distrust of the police
(J2). The ability of certain groups to have privileged access to power (J15) while
others have no access to it (J14). As well as low access to certain basic goods such
as employment (J5), which lead to high incentives to migrate out of the municipality to seek better living standards (J12).
Stability
The stability dimension measures the levels at which social institutions and citizens act together to preserve the levels of common good in the municipality in the
long term. In Atlixco, the levels of stability on average are in mild anomy, with
some indicators supporting the common good, while there are others with negative
social dynamics that destabilize the dimension. These indicators suggest that the
contribution of citizens to the stability of the nexus is relatively positive through
people’s pride in their culture (S21) and the perceived stability of civil associations
(S26). However, according to people’s reports, the actor that attempts against the
stability of the common good is the government, primarily through the incorrect
actions of the police (S18) and the inability of the municipal government to implement actions that bring long-term benefits to the population (S24).
Humanity
The humanity dimension in this proposal captures the quality of the interactions
between the members of the municipality and the degree of achievement of certain
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shared social assets. This dimension, in Atlixco, reports the highest average levels
of all dimensions. Still, it is in a social dynamic in transition (positive) (7.34). The
aspects that keep the dimension afloat are related to the expected social behaviors
in the municipality, including being cordial, respectful and caring (H57, H58,
H59). However, according to people’s perceptions, the weakest aspect of humanity
in Atlixco is the levels of insecurity (H61), dishonesty (H60) and the inability to
reconcile and resolve conflicts peacefully in the municipality (H62).
Governance
The governance dimension is the most affected in the municipality. This dimension captures the ability to resolve conflicts and achieve better levels of common
good through stronger organization and administration by local authorities and the
civil society. With a value of 4.59, it is in a social dynamic that is in a negative
transition, consistently showing low levels in most indicators.
We can say that in this dimension there are four questions that measure citizen
governance and twelve that measure state governance. On the one hand, citizen governance captures the extent to which the population promotes adequate governance
in their municipality through respecting the authority of the government (G35), paying of taxes (G29), caring for public spaces (G32) and participating in municipal decisions (G43). On the other hand, state governance measures the municipal government’s ability to act in the service of the majority of the population (G28), promote
education (G34), work (G30) and culture (G31), as well as its capacity to resolve
conflicts (G39), generate agreements (G38) and distribute social benefits (G37,
G40). What we see here is that, overall, participants evaluate citizen participation in
local governance more positively than the performance of the local government.
Once again, in Atlixco people identify the government as the main actor behind
low levels of governance. According to the sample, the weakest aspect of state
governance, is its inability to fulfil its promises since they consider that it generally
does not accomplish the plan proposed at the beginning of its administration
(G37). Furthermore, although the population does not contribute sufficiently to
strengthening the dimension governance in the municipality, the participants indicated that in Atlixco, the population is in a process where the government’s
authority is still respected, people perceive that taxes are generally paid, and they
feel they can participate in the decision-making processes of the municipality.
4.2.2. Municipal seat versus localities
The previous examination of the common good dynamics shows a municipality
in which collective life and social practices are in a worrisome situation of deterioration, despite the modest social achievements in other dimensions pre-COVID19 (e.g. health, education, etc.) reported above (Table 1). The latter may be partially explained by high levels of mobility between localities and the municipal
seat, and between the municipal seat and the city of Puebla or other national and
international places. Still, due to the sociodemographic discrepancies between the
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municipal seat and the rest of the localities, one should be wary of these aggregate
results. As mentioned above, whereas the population of the municipal seat is
around 93,000, the second largest population in a municipality’s locality is of
around 7,000 (San Jéronimo Coyula)3.
In this sample, the two groups differ in sex proportions, education level and the
presence of indigenous language (Table A2)4. The group of localities has a larger
proportion of women (59.4%) compared to men (40.6%), while the municipal seat
has a more balanced distribution. In terms of education, a greater proportion of the
sample in the municipal seat has a high school degree (25.3%) or graduate degree
or more (15.4%), compared to the surrounding localities (with 10.9% and 15.22%
respectively). Similarly, 7.4% of participants in the municipal seat and 24.6% in
the surrounding localities reported speaking an indigenous language themselves or
one of their parents. Therefore, in conjunction with their disparity in population
size, one could expect social dynamics to differ between localities and the municipal seat. In this section, we present this analysis.
An overview of the differences between the localities and the municipal seat
shows that there are differences in all dimensions. The municipal seat is doing
slightly better than the localities in the dimension of justice, but is doing visibly
worse in the dimensions of stability, governance, collective agency and humanity
(Table 3). According to Pearson’s Chi-squared test, apart from the dimension of
justice, these differences are significant for the remaining dimensions at 5% confidence level and at 10% for the dimension of stability
Moreover, further analysis in all items composing each of the five dimensions
in Table 3 unveil rather interesting findings. Only in eight out of 71 items, the
group of surrounding localities and the municipal seat present scores with values
that show the same type of social dynamics. In three of those items we measure
dominant or stable positive social dynamics in both realities (municipal seat and
other localities): social value and access to education (J6, J7) and freedom from
humiliation (J16). Yet, it is to be noted that even though the latter item shows a
positive social dynamics, a considerable percentage of people report feeling humiliated in their daily activities (18.1% of participants in the municipal seat and
10.3% of participants in the rest of the localities), or is undecided (13.8% and
20.8% respectively neither agree nor disagree with the statement). This means that
at least 31.9% of the population in the municipal seat and 31.1% in the localities
do not feel free from humiliation and we believe this should also be of concern.
Similarly, both areas report SDs in transition or vulnerable (negative) in the remaining five items for which values are in the same bracket of SD. These are related to the government’s capacity to equalize opportunities (G34, A41), keeping

3

The population of the rest of the localities ranges from 5900 (Metepec) to 940 (San Jéronimo Caleras)
4
As mentioned, our sample is representative at the municipal level and thus the findings at
the level of localities are a case study.
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promises of government plan (G37) and listen to people’s voice (A42), and in police treatment (S18).
From the remaining 63 items, only in eight the municipal seat outperforms the
group of localities, most of which are in the dimension of justice (although, as
mentioned above, the dimension of justice shows non-significant differences in the
means of the two groups) and only five have a difference of two points or more
(see Table 4). Those indicators are related to migration (J12), the perceived benefits of municipal programs (J13, S24), as well as the distribution of power among
social groups (J14, J15).
TABLE 3 – Social dynamics by dimension [using the scale 1 to 10]
Municipal seat versus localities

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument.

A brief review of the historical relationship between the municipal seat and the
localities in Atlixco above provides possible grounds for these results. The review
suggested that migration and poverty are higher for the surrounding localities, connectivity is lower and the availability of employment poorer with respect to that of
the municipal seat. Therefore, it is natural that the population in the localities
might perceive a higher need to migrate to Atlixco (municipal seat), Puebla, and
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the United States looking for better sources of income and employment. In addition, according to the people living in the localities, the benefits of the municipal
programs are less likely to reach the majority of the population (J13) or bring benefits in the long term (S24).
TABLE 4 – Indicators where localities have the highest negative difference
with the municipal seat

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument.

However, in most indicators (55), the localities report better levels of common
good dynamics compared to the municipal seat, hence their better aggregate value
in the remaining dimensions.
As we can see from Figure A3 (Appendix), all remaining dimensions show a
clear superiority of the SDs of localities outside the municipal seat. For this group
of localities (bars in light gray in Figure A3), the aggregate values of these dimensions fall within stable SD for humanity (8.98) and collective agency (8.84), vulnerable/in transition (positive) SD for stability (7.53), and a SD of mild anomy for
governance (5.94). Accordingly, we see that half of the items for the dimension of
stability, and the large majority of items for collective agency (9/11) and humanity
(14/17) report dominant and stable social dynamics. Interestingly, these items refer
to people’s practices. For instance, in stability, these are related to people’s respect
for the rule of law (S17), the dignity they feel regarding their jobs (S19) and their
culture (S21), and their stable practices of collective agency (S26, S27). Whereas
most items in the dimension of collective agency report positive scores, the two
items showing lower values are related to legal obstacles (A48; in transition (negative) SD) and cooperating with government (A54; vulnerable (positive) SD). In the
case of humanity, we see a similar pattern of positive scores, with only three relatively low scores referring to people’s honesty (H60; in transition (positive) SD),
fear of insecurity (H61; mild anomy), and resolving conflicts pacifically (H62; vulnerable (positive) SD).
These results suggest that, for our sample, people’s perception about their collective life and social practices is better in localities outside the municipal seat.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the five indicators, in which these localities
show greater differences with the municipal seat, are associated to community cohesion and cooperation in different spheres. In these items, the group of localities
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perform four or five points above the municipal seat. These include caring for the
public spaces in their localities (G32) and their capacity to organize to solve a
common problem (A47), to achieve a common objective (A49) and to obtain support from other institutions (A50) (see Table 5).
TABLE 5 – Indicators where localities have the highest positive difference
with the municipal seat

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument.

4.3. Basic common goods
In this section, we take a deeper look to our results to explore the situation of
basic common goods as a separate unit of analysis. We first provide a general
overview regarding their collective status to then explore the differences between
the municipal seat and the rest of the localities in this respect. The metric measures
five basic common goods (BCG) in the municipality: rule of law, work, education,
culture and solidarity. Following the theoretical framework behind this metric,
these represent a minimal set of common goods that are basic for procuring and
sustaining a shared collective human life. As such, the list of basic common goods
we adopt is not exhaustive, but it includes goods that are ‘‘considered as a minimal threshold of humanity’’ (Nebel and Arbesu-Verduzco, in this issue). The collective status of these five BCG are assessed in terms of justice, stability, and governance. That is, we measure for each BCG if they exist, are collectively valued,
preserved and fairly distributed across the population (Table A3 in the Appendix
shows the items for each BCG). This analysis thus provides another take on how a
society is doing in institutionalizing a minimally human coexistence.
4.3.1. Basic common goods in the municipality
Taking the municipality as a whole, we can see that the situation of BCGs is in
an alarming state as all of these, with the exception of education, are within the
limits of mild to severe anomy (Table 6). The BCG with the highest mean is education, although it shows a positive but vulnerable/in transition (positive) SD
(7.27). Education as a basic common good captures the extent to which people in
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the municipality value education not only as an individual right, but as a good that
is worth caring for and pursue its achievement as a collective and for the benefit
of the society as a whole. In Atlixco, people perceive that everybody has the possibility to study (J6) and that education is a valued social good in the municipality
(J7) (see Figure A4 in Appendix). Yet, they perceive that the government does not
make enough efforts to encourage everybody to finish their high school education
(G34). These perceptions are supported by official data on education (MDP,
2018). Indeed, 6% of the population of Atlixco older than 15 years of age is illiterate and, although the average years of education in the municipality (8.60) is
slightly above the state’s average (8.49), it is smaller than those of other municipalities including San Andrés Cholula (11.25) and the city of Puebla (10.73). Similarly, access to education is unequal within the municipality, since 65.3% of
schools are located in the municipal seat.
TABLE 6 – Basic common goods

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument.

In contrast, the BCG with the lowest mean is rule of law, with four questions
out of six in a negative social dynamic (Figure A4 in Appendix). Rule of law captures the degree to which government institutions and the law fulfill their role in
procuring security, public welfare and transparency in the municipality. Particularly, it captures the way the government enacts these through their daily actions
such as the conduct of public officials and public administration. In Atlixco, the
most disrupted aspects of the dynamics of rule of law are the capacity of the police
to protect citizens (J2) and the possibility to corrupt government officials (J3).
Work, culture and solidarity are in a social dynamic of anomy (Table 6). This
means that in Atlixco, the dynamics of work, culture and solidarity are in an unstable state. That is, people are in a state in which people is unsure about the collective value of these goods and about the socially accepted standards or norms regarding these. The strongest aspects of these BCGs lie in culture and solidarity with
a stable SD (J8, S21, J11, Figure A4 in Appendix). These capture the pride (S21)
and respect (J8) that people have for their culture and traditions, as well as the
sense that people can find institutions in the municipality that offer support when
needed (J11).
From this review, it becomes visible that the social goods with the worst beha-
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vior are those associated with government actions or inactions. For instance, the
item that ranks lowest is the perception of the population that public officials can
engage in illicit actions or corruption (J3). Similarly, people perceive that the government’s efforts to improve working conditions (G30), promote education until
high school (G34), keep and create public spaces (G31), generate the conditions
for solidarity among citizens (G33), and make people feel protected (J2) are in a
negative social dynamic.

4.3.2. Differences in Basic Common Goods within the municipality
Once more, in aggregate terms, localities outperform the values of the municipal seat practically in all dimensions but education (Table 7). Aside from education, which is in a state of vulnerable/in transition (positive) SD in both areas, in
the municipal seat up to three BCGs are in mild anomy SD (work, culture, solidarity) and rule of law in deep anomy/in transition (negative) SD (4.70). In contrast,
localities have two BCGs in vulnerable SD (culture and solidarity), two in vulnerable/in transition (positive) (work and education), and the worst-performing in
deep/mild anomy (rule of law)5.
TABLE 7 – Geometric means of BCGs by location

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument.

Looking more closely, we can identify where the differences lie. For instance,
in Figure A5 (Appendix) we can observe that in five out of 25 indicators, both locations are within a positive SD (dominant, stable, vulnerable (positive)) with a
maximum of only one point of difference between the two. Both locations expressed respecting detainees’ rights (S17), valuating and having the opportunity to
study (J6, J7), feeling proud and respect their cultural traditions (S21, J8), and
finding support in public institutions when needed (J11).
Yet, localities outperform for two points or more the SDs of the municipal seat
5

These differences, however, are not statistically significant following a Pearson’s Chisquared test. These results could be due to the small number of observations for each BCG.
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in 9 indicators. Three of these are in the BCG of work, with two in a dominant
SD (value of work and obtaining pride from their work; J4, S19)). Three in the
BCG of culture, with one in a stable SD (inclusiveness of culture, measuring its
stability; J9) and one in a vulnerable (positive) SD (people’s care for public
spaces). Three in BCG of solidarity, with one in stable SD (organizing to help
others; J10) and one in vulnerable SD (institutions treat people with respect; S23)6.
In contrast, only in two indicators the municipal seat reports higher SDs and none
of these has a difference of more than one in comparison to SDs in localities.
In line with the overall comparison between the municipal seat and the group
of surrounding localities, this exploratory analysis continues to suggest that the latter group has a better collective performance in these BCGs7. That is, we can say
that these localities have a greater appreciation of these aspects as BCGs and this
is supported by their common valuation of these goods and their social practices.
However, the fact that this metric depicts a better common good dynamic of localities in comparison to the municipal seat in both globally and in BCGs, does not
indicate that life is better in those localities. First, common good dynamics in localities are also deterioration. Second, localities outside the municipal seat fare
worst in the provision of social services (MDP, 2018; Huerta, 2016). These unequal opportunities are in part reflected in the mild anomy/in transition (positive)
SD in the dimensions of governance and justice. Possible explanations for these
positive results of community life within these localities may be related to the size
of their populations, or to a less demanding population or lower levels of perceived
inequalities within these in comparison to people in the municipal seat, or to a
more absent government, which force people to look after themselves. Although
our survey does not allow us to be sure about any of these explanations, the fact
that the distributions of socioeconomic levels and the proportion of highly educated people (undergraduate studies or more) in both areas are similar, might discard explanations regarding differences in the characteristics of the population.
Still, what our results suggest is that there is a notable difference between these
localities and the municipal seat regarding social and political life in community.
To the extent that these results are illuminating, they suggest a difficult reality for
the population of the municipality as a whole. It shows that Atlixco is a municipality that offers an unfortunate choice between better opportunities for human development (municipal seat) and better social ties and community coexistence (periph6
Note, the remaining three items in which localities score at least two points above the municipal seat, not mentioned in the text, are all in a mild anomy SD in localities and worse in municipal seat. These are government efforts to improve work conditions (G30), to promote public
spaces (G31), to promote solidarity (G32).
7
We conducted a similar exercise to assess differences between three different regions based
on ease of communication with the municipal seat. The three regions: Municipal seat, neighbouring localities (Metepec, La Magdalena Axocopan, San Diego Acapulco, La Trinidad Tepango),
the rest of localities farther away from the municipal seat. Results maintained. While there are
no visible differences between localities outside the municipal seat, both groups perform better
than the municipal seat.
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eral localities). By illuminating these tensions, we believe that a common good approach to development provides necessary information to align these two valuable
goals.

5. FINAL REFLECTIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

There is growing recognition that territorialities, culture, and social interactions
are non-negligible factors in understanding people’s realities. This article aimed at
assessing collective life in the municipality of Atlixco in the light of the common
good metric designed by the IPBC team. Through this exercise and the use of this
new metric, we wish to reveal a novel take on the local life of the municipality that
go beyond, and thus, can complement existing data on individual-based indicators.
Given the historical cyclical periods of prosperity and stagnation in Atlixco reported in the literature, our results are indicative that these have had a toll in the
common good dynamics of the municipality today. Using cross-sectional data
about the common good of Atlixco, this article shows that this is a municipality
that is fragilely supported by some social practices of solidarity and community in
the population (i.e. humanity), as well as by their interest to organize and coordinate actions in search of a common objective (i.e. collective agency freedom).
However, potentially, these practices cannot be sustained over time due to the low
levels of stability and the unequal distribution of justice among its inhabitants (i.e.
justice). The most fragile dimension is, nevertheless, governance. Following our
data, the inhabitants of Atlixco perceive that the government does not work for the
benefit of the population as a whole.
In addition to this broad view, the persistent inequalities between the municipal
seat and the localities in terms of access to employment, commerce and public services are reflected in the contrasting common good dynamics of these areas. Participants in the surrounding localities assess worse the levels of justice in terms of
access to the benefits from government programs and the need to migrate in search
for better opportunities. In turn, an interesting finding is that the surrounding localities fair better in all other collective dimensions compared to the municipal seat,
especially in the dimensions and indicators relating to the social practices of cohesion, cooperation and participation, as well as the humanity and dignity of social
interactions.
For a municipal plan oriented towards the promotion of the common good, as
the current government of Atlixco declares to be, these findings serve the purpose
of both offering a diagnostic of current social dynamics in the municipality and offering a benchmark to guide social policies in this direction. By assessing the common good dynamics in Atlixco in five dimensions, this study contributes to pointing out those areas that policy makers must attend in order to promote a more human development. For a notion of development for the common good requires the
alignment of institutions, collective values and social practices, towards a shared
goal.
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Therefore, a first policy recommendation would be to attend the huge social inequalities within the municipal seat itself and between the latter and surrounding
localities in order to create the conditions for a shared reality. Second, since the dimension of governance presents the worst social dynamics, the municipal government must concentrate on regaining people’s trust in order to govern more successfully. Specifically, the results of this study suggest that the municipal government
must urgently invest in three areas. First, in reducing the levels of corruption of
public officials and increasing the population’s trust on the police. Second, implement programs that increase access to employment and reduce levels of insecurity.
Third, communicate more successfully the degree of achievement of the official
plans proposed at the start of each administration and how widely distributed are
the benefits of those achievements across the population and across time.
The common good is an ever-expanding horizon that we can only achieve collectively. The common good approach and metric used in this study might be a
first step to understand this complex reality more deeply. By shedding light to people’s social reality, we hope that this study contributes to understanding Atlixco’s
social life and indicates some ways forward to improving the development of the
municipality as a whole and of each of its inhabitants.
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APPENDIX
TABLES

TABLE A1 – Socioeconomic characteristics of the sample

Source: The sample data was constructed based on the authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument. The municipal data was obtained and calculated based on
the official indicators of the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI) for 2015.
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TABLE A2 – Sociodemographic characteristics. Localities and Municipal seat

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument.
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TABLE A3 – Basic common goods (BCGs). Questions

Source: Common good dynamic’s instrument.
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FIGURES

FIGURE A1 – Education and Socioeconomic level

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument.

FIGURE A2 – The common good dynamics in Atlixco

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument.
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FIGURE A3 – Common good dimensions. Municipal seat versus localities

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument.
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FIGURE A4 – Basic common goods (by item)

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument.

FIGURE A5 – Basic Common Goods (BCGs) by location

Source: Authors’ calculations using the common good dynamic’s instrument.
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